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No Word From

Gen.

Chaffee

Yesterday.
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I Washington,

August
3.—Secretary
Hay’s reply to Li Hung Chang has closed
the
negotiations with China unless the
old viceroy is able to secure the full acceptance of our terms relative to the foreign ministers and that at one.?. No orders,
therefore, looking to a relaxation
of the preparations for the advance on
Pekin
have gone out from Washington
for, as the situation Is described by one
of the leading ollicials here, “there will
be no bargaining on our part in advance
of the con session by the Chinese authorities of full ami free communication with
the foreign ministers.”
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was

strongly opposed

As night came on the Ardois system of
night signalling from ship to ship began

was
watched with much interest
from
Fort
Allen park and the harbor. The crowd of small craft about the
big ships multiplied as the night fell and
many excursion parties sailed in and out
the long line during the evethrough
and

---

*'

From Shanghai the Daily Express has
received
confirmation of
the reported
murder of 60 missionaries in the province
of Siam Si with the additional information that eight English women
were
dragged out of the mission buildings by
a Chinese
mob, who beheaded them in
the streets of Chu Chou.
French
troops are reported to have
occupied Meng Tse in the province of
Yun Nan.
The
Tien Tsln correspondent of the
Standard says:
“A heart rending letter has been received from the Japanese legation, dated July 22,
stating that the casualties
number
60 per cent, that only 25 cartridges per man are left, with rations
sufficient
for
five days and that it is
feared the legation will succumb within
a week.”
Mr. Broderick s statement in the House
of
Commons yesterday,
placing Great
Britain on record as unalterably opposed
to the partition of China, is well received
by all the morning papers
which, for
lack of other news chiefly devote their
comments to Dr. Morrison's remarkable
message to ths Times, cabled yesterday
to the United States.
The Berlin correspondent of the Daily
T» UU
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The brigade will probably conbetween 1,400 and 1,600 men, bluo
jackets and marines. There are two bands
in the fleet, one on the flagship and the
other on the Kentucky. These bands will
probably be consolidated for the parade
on Tuesday and another band or possibly
two
more may be provided by the celebr ition
committee.
The ollioer commanding the landing party will be Capt,
F. W. Dickens, of the Indiana, and his
staff will be as follows:
Brigade Commander—Capt.F.W. Dickrade.

sist

5 p. ID.

MRS. PHILLIPS RELEASED.

David McNamara, at their
home
In
Leicester yesterday afternoon, was in the
court
with
manpolice
today charged
slaughter. It was oh •Tv shown that the
act was one in
self defence and
Mrs.
Phillip was released.

|

|

Brigade Adjutant—Lieut H. George
Continued
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Known Everywhere.
The North Atlantic squadron, the most
powerful fljet that has ever visited Portland, dropped anchor in the harbor yesterday afternoon shortly after 5 o’clock.
The ships lie at anchor inside of House
island, and the Texas, the one nearest
the city, is anchored a little to the north
The ships as they now
of Fort Gorges.
lie, taking from the Texas outward, are
The Texas, Indiana, Massaas follows:
chusetts, Kearsarge, Kentucky and the
llagship New York, at the end of the line
nearest House island. This long string
of battleships valued at millions of doland
the lighting
representing
lars,

QUALITY
COUNTS.
ADMIRAL FARQITIIAR
mm...
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CliicKering, Boston.
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At

somewhat impatient with their long wait carried on
board parties
of
men and
for it was some time before the early ar- women who kept industriously at work
handkerchiefs
and minature
waving
rivals could get a sight at the
ships Hags
There was plenty to see in the harbor,
About 5 o’clock the flagship reached
however, to keep them interested and her station inside of House island where
a tine anchorage.
One
amused until the long line of white ships she had selected
by one the ships passed the flagship and
came into sight.
dropped their anchors in the inverse orThere were
quite a few yachts of all der of their entrance to the port, the last
classes and
descriptions out with gay ship,the Texas, going nearest to the city
aboard
to escort the fleet to port.
before she dropped anchor.
parties
The breeze was just right for good sailImmediately the big anchor of the New
ing ana some of these yachts ran several York spiushed over the side, the flagship
miles oil shore and were the first to come was surrounded
by a score or more of
the big ships
Besides these boat3 of all descriptions
Many of these
up with
yachts there were some of the smaller were men from shore who desired to
steamers all of them with large crowds make contracts for
supplying the fleet
on
board. The demonstration was not with all kinds of things.
Some of them
as great in
this regard as it was last contained people on pleasure bent, while
few
other boats at hand
year when the ships came in, but what there were a
there was of it was very pleasant to see.
which contained
people who hastened
in
The fleet seemed
to
to
their
to
the Admiral comcreep slowly
pay
respects
laud.
The flagship New manding
towards the
or to extend courtesies to the
York,
distinguishable by her three tun- officers.
One of the first callers was Capt John
nels, and the admiral’s flag floating at
the
peak, was! followed close at hand by Dennett of the Woodbury, who paid his
to the Admiral in due
the Kentucky, Kearsarge, Massachusetts, respects
form.
Indiana and
Texas.
Half speed was With him went the committee representhead
maintained
until
Portland
was ing the celebration committee, consistreached when the flag
ship set a still ing of Aldermen Elias Thomas, Jr., E
and Mr. H. M. Bigelow
slower pace for the other ships. The rev- <J. Milliken
enue cutter Woodbury, which Gapt John This committee outlined the celebration
Bennett courteously
placed at the dis- plans and went into the various details
posal of the special committee on the cel- of the big show in which the fleet or the
ebration, went several miles outside to men from the fleet are to play a part
meet the ships and followed them into | Eater came on board the flagship Mr. Ira
port.
| Creeku* and Mr. Wadsworth Noyes, rep-
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summer
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white duck, linen, and the various caps for boating, golfing
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The
Punch
Bowl
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Center of
Attraction
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at all social gatherings, particularly in summer; and whetiier it’s a
simple lemonade or a delicious
fruit punch that’s served, it seems
to be more tempting and gratifying when ladled from a handsome
bowl into dainty crystal cups.
Wo have some excellent values
in Punch Bowls, Lemonade Cups,
Tumblers, and Ladles.

Burbank,
Douglass & Co.
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50 MANY BLACK EYES

from

a

stick

of

dying up while
could be avoided by

wood

chopping kindlings
using

Beusoir’s

Charcoal

for

kindling fires. It is cheaper besides.
Big Bug 10c nt Ail Grocers.
Boston, August 2.—Local forecast: Friday and Saturday, generally fair; somewhat warmer weather; varlabih winds:
Washington, August 2.—Forecast for
Friday and Saturday for New England
Local rains and possibly thunder storms
Friday. Saturday, generally fair; fresh
southwesterly winds.

(TALK

Mayb3 you want a pair of glasses
fitted to your eyes, or perhaps you
have a pair that
want
repairing.
Possibly a lens lost or a temple
broken. They may have been dropped
Even
on the floor and stepped on
if they look like a complete wreck
don't throw them away. Gather up
the pieces and bring them to me. No
matter how badly demolished they
are, I will make them good again.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
—

Parts that cannot be repaired, I will
I can duplicate any lost or
broken part in al nost any make of

replace.

J

KEST(J< II*.
Copyright by
At noon the Cape railroad found that It
had all
it could do to carry the people

Boston, 68, S, clear; New York, 62, S, out to the Cape shore to witness the enp.oidy; Philadelphia, 72,SE, p cldy;Wash- trance of the fleet. Scores of cars were
ington, 72, NW, cldy; Albany, 68, SW, dr; employed besides those which regularly
Buffalo, 68. W, oldy; Detroit,62,NE,clear;
on this line and while it would be
Chicago, 70, NE, cldy; St. Paul, 78, E, ply
cldy; Huron, Dak 94, S, clear; Bis- hard to estimate the crowd on the Cape
safe to say that there were
marok, 82 E, clear; Jacksonville, 84, shore it is

\SE,

oldy.

No. 202.)

TOSUVIMER VISITORS.

The local
Portland, Aug. 2, 1900.
weather bureau records the following:
8 a. m.—Barometer. 29.998;
thermome- j
ter,’64; dew point, 50; rel. humidity, 60,
I
Emperor William Guilty of More direction of the wind, NW; velocity of
the wind, 5; state of weather, clear.
Foolish Talk.
8 p. m.—Barometer. 29.922; thermometer. 08; dew point, 51; re), humidity, 64; |
London, August 3—3 45 a in.—No word direction of the wind, SW; velocity of the
comes
this morning regarding the for- wind, 14; state of weather, dear.
tune's of the comparatively sin ail body of
Maximum temperature, 72; minimum
troops believed to be forging their way temperature, 64; mean temperature. 08;
maximum wlaai velocity, 18 S; precipi- J
toward Pekin. The silence is probably
tation—24 hours, 0.
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llam’s extraordinary sermon of Monday
on board the
Hohenzollern,
says that
some of the most striking sentences attributed to the Kaiser are the following:
“Once again has the heathen spirit of
the Amelekltes been raised in distant
Asia with great power and much ounning. With destruction and murder it
will dispute the way to European trade
and
European culture. It will dispute
the victorious march of Christian customs an d Christian faith.
“And again is heard God’s command,
‘Choose us out men and go out to tight
with Amelek.'
“A hot and sanguinary struggle has
begun
Already a number of our brethren are over there under lire.
Many more
are traveling ulong hostile coasts,
“You
have seen them, the thousands
who at the call of volunteers to the front
will guard the empire have assembled
themselves to oattle with victorious banners.
We, who remain at home, are
bound by other sacred duties.
Woe unto
us if we remain slothful and sluggish
while they are engaged in their difficulty

WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
The agricultural department
weather
bureau for yesterday, Aug. 2, taken at 8
p. m., meridan time, the observation for
his section being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of wind, state of
weather :

(‘’THE

of

ens.
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Worcester, Mass., August 2 —Mrs. Nora
Phillips who shot and killed her brother,

ning.
WILL LAN DA LARGE FORCE.'""’

Admiral Furquhar informed the committee yesterday afternoon that he would
be p'eased to land a large force of men
to participate
in Tuesday morning’s pa-

Big Ships Arrived
Yesterday at

to

immediate advance, but he was overruled by the
other commanders and influenced by Washington’s order to Gen.
Chaffee to “proceed without an instant’s

ViiiViUj

GENTS.

ship.

and bloody
work, and if, rroin our
piace, we only curiously look on while strength of the
navy, was viewed last
they wrestle in battle
“Not
only should we mobilize bat- night from the Eastern Promenade by
retary Hay's assertion that the Chinese
talions ot troops, but we
should also, thousands of people, wnile their entrance
government is “unfriendly.”
an army of
and snail set In motion
into the harbor
was also witnessed by
That kind of language Is extreme dlplo- trained
people to bexanrt entreat for our
crowds.
macy and It is only a narrow step lie- .brethren that they fpmy strike into the big
wild chaos
with sword in hand. May
The ships were first sighted well off the
tween it and formal war.
they strike for our most sacred posses- Eastward about 2 o’clock. At that time
The impression prevails
here that the sions. W'o would
pray that God the
Chinese government, if It is not absolute- Lord, may make heroes of our men and they were about 15 miles from Portland
ly bffreft of powers to act in defiance of lead those heroes to victory, and that Head, and It was not until three hours
with laurels on their hemiets and
later that they reached their anchoring
the Boxers, will accept our terms, and then,
orders on their breast, He may lead them
action is looked
some sach
for very home to the land of their fathers.
ground where they are to remain until
soon.
“Our
Possibly a battle, not more, it is
tight will not be linished in one Wednesday afternoon.
than one
at the most, will be day; but let not our hands grow weary
The ships left Gardiner’s bay on Tuesbelieved
or sink until victory is secured.
Let our
required to bring the imperial govern- prayers be as a wall of lire around the day. Wednesday morning they ran eastment to the point or acceptance, though camp of our brethrea. Eternity will re- ward, encountering a severe tog off the
j
In that case It Is
questionable whether veal the fulfillment of an old promise. I coast, but the weather cleared along in
the original conditions would be regard“Call
upon me in troubie-and I wiil | the afternoon. The ships were
performed as still open to acceptance. If the Chi- deliver thee.
Therefore, pray continnese government
now accepts, however, ousiy. ’'
ing squadron evolutions during Wednesthe Lfnited States
government will be
day afternoon and yesterday forenoon.
ADVANCE WILL BE BISKY.
face to face with one of the most delicate
Some time after dinner they ran in toHlialArw af l/i
St.Petersburg, August 2.—The Chinese wards Portland and being wall to th3
undertaken.
It must attempt to redeem minister
Yung Lu on behalf of the other
its promise to use Its good offices In favor Chinese ministers at
European capitals eastward took what i3 known as the eastof China,. and in the present temper of has cabled the
channel between Witch rock and
governor of Shang Tung ern
some of the European powers, the great- to demand that the members of the
lega- Bam Island ledge coming into the port.
est difficulties may be expected to arise tions be
permitted free telegraphic comtn the prosecution of the attempt.
It is munication with their
governments and
the confident expectation of the officials, be sent to Tien Tsin under Chines?
eshere, however, that if the Chinese gov- cort.
Advices received by the Kussian
ernment actually and in good faith meets
general staff from Tien Tsin estimate
conditions
all of the
laid
down by that there are
50,000 trained Chinese
the President in his reply to the Chinese troops in Pekin in addition
to a large
Emperor’s appeal for aid, that at least a force of Boxers whose strength is not yet
of
the
now
majority
powers
represented broken.
in China will
accept that as a proper
In the opinion of the general staff the
base upon which to cease present hostili- march on Pekin before the end of
the
ties and
open negotiations for a settle* rainy season will be risky,
the climate
of
The
decision
the
im
meat.
majority
being changeable.
such case without doubt, would receive
else
the acquiescence of the minority,
Continued on
Second
Page.
an interminable
entanglement might
arise. Secretary Koot said this afternoon
THE WEATHER.
there had been no developments which
would necessitate any changes in the in-

to Gen.
Chaffee or which
structions
ould change the intentions of the govA cipher cable
the least.
ernment in
New York, August 1 —John Barrett
sent to Gen. Chaffee by
was
forner minister to Siam under President message Kcot
today which contained adSecretary
Cleveland, and who is quoted as having ditional
information and facts which
been authority fop the statement that exhave developed since the last message,
Hpeaker Reed would stump in Maine and was sent him at Nagasaki. The message
Vermont for McKinley, a statement that contained
no
additional instructions,
Mr. Reed denied, had a short conference
but merely information which he may
with Chairman
lianna at Republican
as
a
to
his actions.
use
guide
national headquarters today. After the
It is now believed at the War Departconference Mr. Barrett said:
ment that
no advance has been made as
“In view of the prominence given the
yet from Tien Tsin. It is explained that
matter and
In justice to Speaker Reed
the last dispatches indicated a great deal
and myself I would say that I have made
of tfelay in unloading the transports and
no statement anywhere to anybody to the
before
advance can be made the
any
effect that I had
assurances that Mr.
troops must have all their equipments
Reed would speak during the campaign and
transportation.
In Maine or elsewhere. How any such reThe fact that no reports were received
port could have originated or how 1 could from Gen. Chaffee during the day was
nave been made the medium of an alleged
not surprising to the
War Department
expression of Speaker Reed’s intentions, officials, who said that the General was
I cannot possibly understand. I have not
the
for
busy preparing
campaign and
the honor of even a personal
acquaint- moreover communication between Taku
ance with
the distinguished statesman.
and Che Foo is uncertain.
The only reference that I have made to
him is that ‘11 hoped he would participate
in the Vermont anl Maine
campaigns, in
which I have been invited to take part.”
I1KJN NEWS CONFLICTS.

MH. BARRETT EXPLAINS.

1900.

of them were in condition to re*
cieve visitors.
As soon as the anchors
down the mail boats began to start
towards the shore and from this time on
the busy
little steam launches may be
seen at almost any time dodging between
the ships and
the shore or from ship to

u

Deposits.

3.

were

There
Is, moreover, a note ominously
close to actual declaration of war in Sec-

T U JQ

AUGUST

as none

According to the Daily Express, however, cablegrams irom Che Foo announce
that imperial troops advancing to oppose
the
relief force, have completely wiped
out a Christian town near Pekin, killing
live foreign
priests and 10,000 native
Christians.
Gen. Caselee so says this

delay.

~

MORNING,

imperial government.

correspondent,

®

FRIDAY

PRESS. D53

due to diligent censorship rather than to
any lack of developments.
A Shanghai special announces the reof
an official telegram from the
ceipt
Tsung Li Yamen asserting that the ministers
were all well on July HO and that
vegetables, fruits and other supplies had
been sent to the legations on several occasions.
“Friendly Intercourse,” the
official telegram says, “is now being carried
on between the ministers and the

an

Believed Chinese Would

MAINE,

DAILY

thousands

there

The

people became

|

When well in towards the land the peoon shore began to make manifest
ple
their welcome of the fleet to Portland
the
by
waving of handkerchiefs, the flrl ing of
cannon and giant crackers and
now and then a volley of cheers.
From
about every cottage on i.he Cape shore
while
were
the
Hags
displayed
yachts
which were
Hying hither ana thither
about the big liagship, for all the world
like a lot of little lish about a whaie,

N.

L. Stebbens. Boston.

resenting the Cumberland club, These
gentlemen extended the courtesies of the
to the officers of the fleet during
club
their stay in port.
About this time the flagship was a busy
The
commanders of the other
place.
ships came on board one by one to re-

port to the Admiral, and each one was
due form as he passed over
received in
The general public was not
the side.
permitted to board tne ships last evening

spectacle or eye glass, If you have a
good frame without lenses, or good
lenses without a frame, I can furnish
you at a reasonable price. I do every
kiud

connected with

of work

tha

spectacle business,
A. M.

WENTWORTH,

Practical
546 l-!l

Office

Optician,

Congress St.

Hours,- -S*: “£ £;
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Chaffee. He is on the ground and the alministration has the greatest oonlidenoa
in his ability end discretion, and there
is no purpose here to handicap him with
instructions.
No change in the present policy of the
from the meeting
resulted
government
Continued from First I'agre.
The action of Secretary Hay in
today.
the powers that we had innotifying
formed Li Hung Chang that we insistCOMMUNICATION FIRST.
ed upon
being placed in communication
with our minister, was
unanimously
That Is First Essential to Negotiations
endorsed and commended as a step which
must impress upon Li and the Chinese
on Part of Powers WitH China.
government the fact that we are not to
Washington, August 2 —The state de- be trifled with.
The administration is not prepared to
partment has made public the following
accept at this time the statement of Hr.
correspondence between Li Hung Chang Morrison, the London Times corresponand the department regarding the aban- dent in
Pekin that imperial edicts en"
couraged the Boxer movement in the
donment of the campaign in Pekin:
earlier stages of the trouble.
sent to the United States
Telegram
THE ALLIES MOVE.
embassies
in
Berlin, London, Paris,
Home
and St. Petersburg and to the
Shanghai, Wednesday, August 1.—The
allies advanced towards Pekin today. It
United States minister, Tokio:
is estimated that the expedition numbers
Department of State,
20,000 men of all arms, with 170 guns. It
Washington, August 1, 19C0.
is hoped to reach Pekin August 12.
In reply
to a suggestion of Li Hung
COMMAND OF THE BRITISH.
Chang that the ministers might be sent
under safe escort to Tien Tsin, providTien Tsin, July 27, via Shanghai, Auwould
not
to
ed the
engage
powers
gust 1.—Gen. Alfred Gaselae arrived here
march on
Pekin, the secretary of state and
assumed command
of the British
lepiied on the 30bli of July:
“This
will not enter into forces today.

government
any arrangement regarding disposition
MASSACRES REPORTED.
or treatment
of legations without first
Shanghai, August 2.—It is reported
having free communication with Minister Conger.
Bssponsibility for their pro- that 60 missionaries have been massaored
tection
rests upon the Chinese govern- in the Shan Hi province.

to
Power
deliver at Tien Tsin
pre-supposes power to protect and to open
communication. This is insisted on.”
This message z was
delivered by Mr.
Good now on the 31st to Viceroy Li, who
whether “if free comthen inquired
munication
were established between
ministers and their governments it could
bo arranged that the powers should not
advance on Pekin pending negotiations.”
To this inquiry
the following reply
was sent on the first of August:
“Goodnow, Consul General, Shanghai:
“1 do not think it expedient to submit
the proposition of Earl Li to other powers.
Free communication with our reprein Pekin is demanded as a
sentatives
matter of absolute rierht
and not as a
favor.
Since the
Chinese government
admits
that it possesses the power to
give communication it puts itself in au
unfriendly attitude by denying it.
“No negotiations seem advisable until
the Chinese government shall have put
the diplomatic
representatives of the
powers in full and free communication
with their respective governments and
remove 1 all danger to their lives and liberty. We urge Earl Li earnestly to advise the imperial authorities of China to
place themselves in friendly communication and
co-operation with the relief
ment.

expedition. They are assuming a heavy
responsibility in accing otherwise.
“Hay
You will communicate this information
the
minister
of foreign affairs at
Pekin.

VICEROY CHANGED HIS MIND.

Tile

31

or

risen

More Thun

on

it

safe

infer at the time of
sending the cablegram. Mr. Sweet had
no news of any disaster to other missionaries of the society.
that

is

iNewTfork,

MARTEL OF FIELDING.
Brooklyn

and

Boston

Played

Fast

August 2.—Th9 Chinese
Ball.
minister had just read the dispatch of
Dr. Morrison, from Pekin to the London
Brooklyn, N. Y., August 2 —Today’s
Times, when he was seen by a represen- game was a marvel of fast fielding with
tative of the Associated Press this morn- five sensational double
plays and many
ing. Mr. Wu, who all along has main- brilliant stops.
Stahl's throwing was
tained an optimistic tone as to the trend
fine, two men being headed off at the
of events in
seemed more dis
China,
Sullivan.
plate by clean
passes to
tressed by yestarday’s developments than
Brooklyn won by collective batting.
at any time since the Chinese trouble beThe hitting of Stahl, huffy, Keeler and
gan. He said:
Kelley was clean and effective. Score:

Session

Devoted
nese

to

Discuss

on

of Chi-

Question.

10014000 0—6
Boston,
12210002 x—8
Brooklyn,
Hits, Boston,11; Brooklyn, 15, Errors,
Boston, 2; Brooklyn, 2, Batteries, Nichols and Sullivan; Kitson,
Kennedy and
McGuire.
At Philadelphia—St.

Holnhio

111

Louis, 5;

Phila-

6.

7; New York

NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
Club.

Won.
51
45
43
41
39
37
34
31

Brooklyn,

Philadelphia,
Pittsburg,

Chicago,
Boston,

Cincinnati,

St. Louis.
New York,

Arrest

of

29
36
39
40
42
45
44
46

CHILD’S
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DEATH.
Jtfachlasport

Girl.

Machias, August 2.—Miss Pearl Seavey
Machiasport, was placpd under arrerst
today, charged with causing the death of
her infant child, the body of which was
found upon the beach July 6th. On June
25th, while a domestic in the family of
W. J. Cooper, Miss Seavey gave birth to
a
chili, without medical assistance and
refused to
give any information as to
what disposition had been made of the
of

infant.
The
town authorities took up
the case, and
on July 6, the body was
found on the beach. A coroner's jury
rendered the verdict that the child came
to its death through the criminal
neglect
of its mother.
Miss
Seavey was given a hearing this
afternoon
and was bound over to the
October term of the
supreme court, being sent to jail in default of bail.
Miss
Seavey, who is about 18 years of
age, came to the house of W. J. Cooper
some time
in February, and has since
been employed there as a domestic.

BRIEFLY

TOLD."

Cyclist Jimmy Michaels has been susSecretary Hoot, Secretary Gage and Post- pended by the executive board of the National Cycling association for failing to
master General Smith.
The discussion
appear to racff against Nelson Thursday,
was confined almost exclusively
to the This covers every track in
Europe and
Chinese situation. All the details of the the United States. A New York despatch

What
If

a

Tale It

Telis.

that mirror
of £ours shows
a
wretched, sallow complexion, a jaundice
look, moth patches and blotohes on the
skin, it’s liver trouble; but Hr King’s
New Idle Pills regulate the liver, purify
the blood, give clear skin, rosy cheeks,
kich complexion. Only 25c at II. P. S.
Moold, 677 Congress street, drug store.

Humbert

Bresol wore, were seen around the royal
After
carriage at the time of the crime.
it was committed they began shouting
evidently to increase the confusion and to

Miss F. M.
Wilson of the domestio
science department, spoke today
upon
“Eggs.” Mr. Haley, botany teacher, is
just now taking the composite family
Latas the subject matter of his work.
er
he
will
devote the sessions to the

II Corriere Bella Italia says the police
have discovered that a huge
plot was
formed in America
to murder King
Humbert and that his assassination was
to be followed by similar crimes throughout Europe.
Another discovery is that Bresci. last
Sunday, entered the royal chapel of the
villa during mass, evidently with the inif he
tention of assassinating Humbert
was there,

Rev. Everett S. Stackpole, who directs
Bible study, is speaking on the origin,
inspiration and authorship of the Scripture.
The lecture of Wedneslay evening on

Play was one of the best
here, Mr. John J. Lewis has
just returned from Oberammerga u and
lecture
the views used to illustrate the
were shown last night for the first time;
as they
were motion
pictures, a very
true and realistic presentation was the
result.
Miss Louise
Ainsworth, soloist, also
made her first appearance at Chautauqua last evening and at Mr. Lewis’s request gave a beautiful rendering of “The
ever

Passion

given

AMERICAN

ACCOMPLICE

AR-

RESTED.

Rome, August 3.—A man suspected of
being an accomplice of Bresci was arstation
rested yesterday at the railroad
He has x-ecently arrived from the
here.
United States and will be sent to Monza
for inspection.
Notwithstanding the most thorough
SBaroh the will of King Humbert has not
been found.

NEGRO DISFRANCHISED.
North Carolluu Con stltutlounl Amendment Carried.

Charlotte, N. C.. August 2.—The electlons In North Carolina today were for
Governor and state officers, members of
the legislature and county officers and an

public

constitution
to the state
looking to the practical elimination of
the negro from poiltios as an adoption of
it would disfranchise the bulk of the neinterest
gro vote. By far the greatest
centers in the light over the amendment.
A great many ifegro es voted for it today.
amendment

It was opposed by the fusion forces conand
sisting of Populists
Republicans
headed by Senators Butler and Pritchard.
The campaign was the bitterest in the
state since re construction days.
There
was a full poll of the Democratic strength
aided by a small negro vote and some
Populist and Republican votes. Returns
tonight indicate that the amendment was
carried by over 40,000 majority.
Spencer
B. Adams, fusion nominee for governor
was defeated by Charles
B, Aycock,

Monza.

Monza,

castle. S4e f0ll into his arms w-eeplng.
The King knelt before the body of his
father and repeatedly
kissed and embraced it. Afterwards, for an hour, he,
his mother and wife prayed in the death
chamber.

Much

Ky., August 2.

Georgetown,

o

o
the time in today’s session in the trial
Powers,
State
of
Former Secretary
in the Goebe
with complicity

charged

| The Way to Get Rich

taken up by the wrangling
shooting
of attorneys for both sides, the jury being r
sent out a half dozen times while point
The feature of the day wai
were argued.
the presenting by Col. Mengel of the Is
autoKentucky national guard of an
latter from Governor Taylor, dated
was

graph

help Bresci to escape.

study of ferns.

Tria

Most of Time at Powers

Thursday.

Rome, August 3.—According to declarations made to the Milan police by persons
who witnessed the assassination of King
ander of Malden, Mass., Is conducting a Humbert, and especially the King's footclass in short hand, teaching the Chand- men, four or five persons wearing around
ler system.
their neoks blaok handkerchiefs such as

the

Occupied

WRANGLE.

Democratic nominee, by fully 20,000 maAll the other Democratic state
j erity.
nominees were eleuted by equal majorities.
The legislature is Democratic in
both blanches.
The election throughout
the state was generally quiet, the negroes
received the generally keeping away from the polls.

January 16, two weeks before the shoot
ing of Governor Goebel, in which Mengel
was instructed to obey “All orders ant
given him by Adjutant Genera
signals
Collier. Col. Mengel offered to explain
the cipher messages “All right” sent out
by General Collier immediately after th<
On two important points tht
shooting.
defense was overruled.
Judge Cantrell
witness to relate e
refuBed to allow one
he had with
conversation he claimed
Wharton Golden relative to receiving pay
anfor testimony and refused to allow
other witness to read to the jury the resolution adopted by the mountain petitioners and which they atempted to present
The defense expected
to the legislature.
to show by these resolutions that the assemblage of the petitioners was not for
an unlawful purpose.

has

continued

been

lighting between the Maya Indians and
for
the government troops in Yucatan
the last five days and that the rebels have
been forced to abandon several

of
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that Wednesday’s
corn district indicate
storm did over $1,000,000 damage to the
one
end of the disFrom
crops
growing
trict to the other the corn is lying on the
roller
ground as Hat as though a heavy
had passed over it.
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Oaxaca, Mexico, August 2.—The military authorities here have received information that there
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price,

and
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its

says sickness caused his
failure to appear.
The Waterville Republicans have nominated H. D. Eaton, Esq., as a candidate for the legislature.
There is a
movement on foot to raze
“Yorktown,” the disreputable settlement
in China, Kennebec county.
GRAND CIRCUIT RACES.

Columbus,

Ohio, August 2.—The freefor-all trot for stallions was the principal
the card today and it attracted
a crowd of fully 8000
people. The results:
2.22 trot—Pussy Willow, 1; Corbett, 2;
3.
Rest
Huguely,
time, 2.11.
Free-for-all trot for stallions—Cresceus,
1; Grattan, 2;
Charley Herr,' 3, Best
time, 2.06.
2.22
trot.—Helen Simmons, 1; Rady
Bast time,
Geraldine, 2; Bay Star, 3.
2.11 1-4.
event on

Miss C. F. Colburn, formerly of Portland, now connected with the staff of the
Boston Transcript, is here to spend Old
Home Week,

Trust.

(St.

Louis Republic

Special.)

San Francisco,
July 21.—The only
Chinese
daily newspaper outside the
Celestial Empire is published in this

3ity by a native Chinaman, who is a regularly ordained Presbyterian minister.
It is a new and prospering six-page journal called “Chung Sai Yat Po,“ which
means Middle and West Daily News, or

before they have reached maturity they
trained to sing popular songs wit's
the correctness of a prima donna, Mcs
of them are taken from their nests whet
Chinese and American Daily News. Albefore they have attempted
So much has been said in recent years very young,
to sing at all, and then with no sounli
Subsequently the King
ready it has 3,600 subscribers, mor3 than about the wanton
of American but the sweet strains of an organ
slaughter
thy
members of the cabinet, the audience lasthalf of them at a distance from the city
birds that the impression prevails that in learn to pipe correctly. The Europeu
KNIVES
ing an hour and a quarter. All the minaf publication, many of the papers being
birds
are
all
remarkable
thus
song
singsome quarters we
cruel
are particularly
| ers, and their voices rarely make an err t
isters with the exception of themi misters
taken at Butte, Mont., at Portland, Ore.,
and thoughtless as a nation, in killing or mistake of
of war and
justice, who are in Home, Figured In a Syrian lliot at Lawrence at Victoria and at Vancouver,
ThetraineMsrs
any kind
British
took the oath of allegiance.
song and plumage birds, while Euro- j bird lovers who throw their whole heart
Caused by Elopement.
Columbia, at Los Angeles and at Sacraand
into
their
and to them
I
from
such
are
acbusiness,
soul^
peans
largely exempt
mento in California,
and at towns In
in view of the heavy im- ( their birds are pets as dear as any chill
PRESIDENT MAY COME.
Lawrenc9, Mass., August 2.—An elope- Mexico and in South America. The cusations. Yet
could be.
portations of bird wings and feathers
ment caused a riot m the Syrian colony
3irculation is increasing and extending,
from
France
and
London
for
HOW TO RESTORE ROOKS.
year
every
here tonight
for this
Chinese daily is
scarcely five
Will Possibly Visit Portsmouth Next
millinery
purposes, it can hardly be said
Martha Milkan and Said Cantur were
(Nashua Daily Telegraph.)
months old.
that Americans are more disposed to the
Month.
married about six weeks
Shortly
ago.
One cardinal rule to keep in mind'i
The printing of 6uch a paper is an Inwanton killing of birds than any other
ifter the marriage Mrs. Cantur became (
ieresting novelty. Instead of the simple nation. It was a Frenchman who m ade lever to try experiments with valuA
Adiaman
and
Washington, August 2.—Assistant Sec- : nfatuated with Azoof
ot
resUnSigfr
in
the
letters
used
twenty-six
English the assertion chat “wherever the Euro- \, vorks. Try new^methods
>n
They
comparatively worthless books. 1st
retary of the Navy Hackett today invited doped with him a lew days ago.
alphabet, the Chinese typesetter must \ pean goes he kills birds. They go into \ book bindings which have lost their ftas
the President to attend the ceremonies went to Salem, N. H., where a marriage
wander among more than a hundred 1
countries to hunt rare birds. In a preparation is made as follows: Tate
at Portsmouth, September 18, in connec- oeremony wa3 performed.
They returned cases, containing the 11.000 different char- foreign
powdered gum copal, add to It oil ofrwAlgeria they killed so many storks that. I mary sufficient to form a solution Peer
tion with the presentation of a tablet to tonight ana Cantur
had
his wife aracters with which the sons of old Conare mot
there
are hardly any left.
Storks
off the supertluou8 liquid and mil th«
of
relathe battleship
commemoranumber
Mrs.
Cantur’s
rested. A
Kearsarge,
fucius express their ideas in words. These
afraid of the Arabs, but they
know the remainder with sufficient alcohol to dk
tive of the famous fights off Cherbourg, tives found Adiaman in a store on Elm
in
214 correlative
characters are arranged
solve It well.
In making
tak
European on sight.” The same is true
France, when the old Kearsarge defeated street and an animated discussion led to
enough oil to cover the copal and of alcogroups, each of which contains the words of the red ibis of the
were atblows. Hundr3tls of Syrians
Nile, which from hol about eight parts to the whole,
sunk
the
and
Confederate privateer
For example,
tracted to the scene and a riot ensued. of similar root or radical.
time immemorial, even from the days of
A fresh ink spot can be easily remove
Alabama. The
tablet is to be presented Sticks, stones, knives and lists were freetrees
all diseases are in a group and all
the Pharaohs, was a picturesque feature from a printed page by rubbing it wlthi
in
battered
heads
and
by the State of New Hampshire. A sim- ly used, resulting
the
In
this
work
mixture of saltpeter,
in another.
of the
way
ruined clothing. A Hainan's clothes were
of the land. But today the bird has been linely pulverized
ilar one will be pres«nted to the battlealum and powdered pumice
torn from, his body.
typesetter is Bimnlifiel. Instead of re- all but exterminated and the natives sulphur,
If the spot Is an old one, moisten it firs
ship Alabama when shs is finished. The
membering the pwlicular little compart- lament the loss of their birds as much as with a little water.
ceremonies are to be quite elaborate and
MORE TROOPS NEEDED.
ment for each of the 11,000
he
Heat an iron and hold it as near as poswords,
they do anything else.
the re-uniting of
are
to commemorate
sible to a grease spot without discoloring
learns the location o f each
of the 214
Ther9 is much greater persistency of the
the North and South. The Governor of
The Asliantl Campaign Cannot Go On
paper, when the grease or wax will
1
Even then Ills task is a huge
Alabama is to participate
The Presigroups.
certain species of song and game birds disappear.
Upon any traces that are left
Without Them.
to be present if his endent promised
job, compared with learning the puzzling than many Imagine. Otherwise Europe put on powdered calcined magnesia for
gagements at the time permitted.
divisions of the rack containing
a time.
Roue well calcined and powthe
would have long since been
rebbed of
dered is an excellent absorbent of grease,
Bekwal, Ashanti, Wednesday, August English alphabet.
woods also plaster of paris.
NOMINATIONS BY GOVERNOR
every bird that ever inhabited its
Chinese
cases
are
The
inclined
400
men
type
1.—Major H. li. Beddoes with
The
For extracting spots of a resinous natrni
and shores.
destruction has been
POWERS.
and are grouped
to locate upon A-shaped racks,
and two guns started July 24
cologne,
turpentine or bcasiM.
according to the relative commonness oi going on for ages, aDd yet the birds con- us'
The camp was the words
A
beautiful bound book and quite m.
Augusta, August 2.—The Governor has the enemy’s war camp
Ideas most frequently used tinue to breed and to lose
ground
slowly. had oil from a lamp spilled over It. Tte
found the warriors
made the following nominations:
numbering 3000 to are in the ilrst alleyway of cases, and the It is estimated that there are about
700,- culprit called for quicklime, bnt there
Inspector of Eish—William Brennan,St. 4000 men, three days’ inarching east of rarest words are to be found in the fclast
In setting up an article in tyne 000,000 birds destroyed In France alone was none to be had. bo he got kb?
avenue.
George. (Port Clyde.)
Several hours’ lighting rewhich
Dopmoessl.
he
but
a
of
this bones,
quickly calcined
the Chinese frequently has to walk more every yea r,
large percentage
Boom Commissioners—John Morrison,
and pulverized and applied. The not
down tht loss Is due to other agencies than man
W. Maxtield, Bangor; sulted in the defeat of the Ashantis after than a mile, turning up and
East Corinth;
cum
unu
mourning there was no trace of oil, but
resistance.
storms,
a stubborn
Major Beddoes little alleyways of cases, picking out a Aiie iiuwkH,
George A. Gray, Old Town.
type here, selecting another there, cross- destroy a great many of the young bird* oniy an oaor, wmcn Boon viwisdm
State Detective—John H. Cote, Saco.
He and
losses were heavy.
Liieuts.
the
and
thousands
of
hunt- When a lx>ok Is dogeared or it* lear*
ing from side to side, winding in and out every spring,
Inland Fish and Game Warden—A. M.
were
severely among the racks, and slowly building his ers do the rest. There are 350,090 hunt- have been turned, If the paper Is not too
Phillips and Swaby
Jones, Eustis.
metallic blocks -of ilicenses In France, and
presumably stiff there is a chnnoe of restoring Urn
Commissioner to take depositions and wounded. Thirty men were also wounded. sentence from tha
that number of hunters, and a
small Dampen the leaves one hy one .with
disclosures of
trustees—Helen Reding- More troops will be necessary before the strange-looking symbols.
water In which a little gum tragaaints
of
Irresponsible poachers.
campaign can possibly finish.
Though printing was invented in China nrniy
ton, Waterville
centuries ago, daily newspapers are very
Italy, like France, was at one time thi has f>een dissolved. This Is not so mad
Trial
Justices—O. H. Taylor, Topsrare In the
ancient empire. Movable natural home of the
birds, but their an adhesive as a stitrener, and Is used*
WESTBROOK GIRL.
field; Llewellyn A. Wadsworth, Hiram;
types are a new thing in Chinese printing slaughter has gone on in the south of such for laces. Then datum the lean*, \
Charles P. Hutchins, Freedom.
to
such
an
extent that a score of putting a piece of smooth white papw
offices. Today there are not more than Italy
Notaries Public—Augustus G. Blake,
1
every leaf.
Orland; R. B. Hayes, Lewiston; Willard Ilad Narrow Escape From Drowning thirty Chinese daily newspapers in all old species have entirely disappeared, between
It there is any trace of dampness in i,
China.
Canton has four, llong Kong They are killed for their feathers, which
L. McFadden, Augusta; Edwin S. MoulNear Worcester.
three, Pekin two and some other large aro shipped to Paris and London for milli- library, or books, begin to show mold,
ton, Buxton; Gao. C. Roberts, Portland;
cities have one each. But in the great nery' purposes, or they are shotjby licensed place a pan of quicklime near the shelve*.
Will C. Atkins. Gardiner.
gunners or poachers. It is estimated that This Is l'etu*r than a stove to dry tin
capital is published the Pekin “Gazette,
Justices
of the Peace and Quorum—
Edward Leslie Piper, Portland; Judson
Worcester,
Mass., August 2.—While*; the oldest dally newspaper in the world. <100,000 birds are annually slaughtered in air. When slacked, It must be thrown
Italy, including plumage birds, garni away ani a new lot procured
B. Bryant,Deering, (Woodfords); Willard wading in Coos pond here this afternoon It is a government organ, amounting to
birds and birds of prey, which destroy
little more than an official bulletin of
L. McFadden, Augusta; George R John- Miss
Emellne Murphy, 13 years old, was edicts and decrees.
the
It
is
crops of the farmers. In forty years,
MCKINLEY S PRIVATE CODE
printed on ilimsy
son, South Harpswell; Samuel M. Came,
of at the present rate of decrease, the ‘birds
Alfred; Moses W. Levansaler, Waldoboro; drowned and Miss Hazel Hunt, 10 years yellowish paper of the consistency
(The Cleveland Plain Dealer.)
Charles A. Rolfe, Princeton; Melvin S. old, narrowly escaped the
same
fate. Chinese paper napkins, is fastened* like of France and Italy will be reduced tc
notebook, and contains some the sparrows of the towns and a few game
Holway, Augusta; William P.Carr, Port- Forrest Bemis who worked In an ice a small
President McKinley has a special pribirds
or
in
about
twTefve inches
fifty
protected
sixty pages
private
land; Janies Russell, Farmington; Carl hous9 near
preserves
vate cipher code, in which all lmportas;
by rescued the Hunt girl, long and three inches wide. There are Many of the aquatic birds, suoh as thi communications
P. Dennett, Bangor;
Frank L. Tuck,
are transmitted to Mm
and after 10 minutes work over her she no illustrations, no head lines. The con- grebe, black tern and merganser
have when he is away from the White Hon*
Bangor.
was restored to consciousness.
She be- tents are dry and dreary. On the outside disappeared from the coast and hunters
This code is known only to the Prufront page, -which is the hack, is a crude have to go to other
dent and two or three of the most trosted
ENGLAND DOESN’T LIKEIT.
shores to find them.
longs in Cumberland Mills, Me., and was «it of a mandarin of the
Paris and London are the great center* ;
first-cia3S, a
employees of tfie executive forte. All
bearded and much-bsgarbed individual, for bird feathers and wings lor
London, August a.—In the House of visiting here.
millinery of the lmporta nt deliberations now in
Commons today,
Mr. A. J. Balfour,
printed in pink ink, while the body of uses and millions of them come to tlies< progress between McKinley and the CMsaid that the government had represented
the
is
cities
in
from
paper
printed
black.
It costs
GEN. BOTHA WEAKENING.
Asia, Africa, and the conti
nese government are being conducted
to Belgium that they thought there had
nent and islands of
$<> a year
Europe. A oonsiil
the Presidential cipher. Such itbeen a most unfortunate
The “Chung Sal Yat Po’’ is a product erable percentage of these same feather: ; by
miscarriage of
formation as th e Secretary of Hate, the
of the brains of one man
are imported to this
justice in the Sipido
case.
No reply The End of Botr War
and
of
the
and
man'
oonntry,
Apparently
Secretary of the Navy find the Secretary
had been received.
financial support of a combination of the tnat are found on the hats o*f women ar‘i
of War, the Chinese minister or any \
Near.
most iniluential merchants in San Fran- obtained from
Sipido made an attempt on the life of
abroad
Our laws ar,
nllictal wishes to convey t« the Presided
the Prince of Wales at Brussels
cisco’s Chinatown. Its history has been stricter and probably better enforced thai
He was
is sent to the White House. There It Is
sen fenced
to a reformatory
as brief as its development has
been those of Europe, and there is a more in
during miput in cipher an i telegraphed directly to
Lon ion, August 3 —The Pretoria corre- rapid.
nority and has escaped.
telligent idea of the ethical value of th* the President’s
home In Canton# wheiv
Pood
the
birds
Ng
Chew,
in
this
managing editor,
spondent of the Daily Mail telegraphing
country than in any of th*
in
experienced and trusted
is a native of southern China.
He came European countries
This is due to th*
to him, unlntelllglbK1
RUSSIA TOUCHES US FOR LOAN.
Wednesday says:
to California when a boy of 14.
He lived great amount of bird literature spreai l operator receives,
figures and turns them over to st
“Commandant General Botha is weak- in San Jose first. There he attended the through this
in the last few years
country
London,
August 8.—The St. Peters- ening.
Corti
to the President, for
He has sent a messenger to Lord Chinese mission school
lyou,
fjfor three years. and to the efforts of tho bird-protecthif t ranslation.secretary
burg correspondent of the Daily Express Koberts
Such answer as the Presifor confirmation of
Then he moved to San Francisco and societies organized in
asking
the
that
Prince
says
nearly overy count’ dent d« sires to make is reduood to cipher
Vochteosby will leave
of the surrender of General Prins- entered the local
for America m a few days on Important report
Presbyterian school of and state in the Union, These socletle” and transmitted back to the eiecutl**
loo and
requesting permission to com- the Occidental Hoard of ForelgnMlssions are represented by more
linuncial matters, dealing with a new
women thai 1
and dewith General
Christian De and studied there for live years. He then men, and they have been
; mansion, where It is deciphered
loan which Russia is negotiating in the municate
Influential li
live red to its proper destination.
Wet.:’
became a student in the
the
United States,
destructive
curing
Presbyterian
instincts of thi
The presidential cipher differs entirety
lheological seminary, and, after a three small lad with the gun as well as Indue from
the codes used by the Departm*®
BUY AN’S PLANS.
years' course, was regularly graduated ing his sisters to refuse to wear hats and
LATE MARINE.
of State, the army and the navy,
Lincoln, Neb., August 2.—William J. from the San Anselmo institution and bonnets ornamented with
am i
wings
branch
of the service having a separate
Savannah, Ga
August 2.—Sailed, Bryan today outlined his work for Au- ordained a Presbyterian minister. He feathers of birds other than those klllei l and
distinct cipher of it* own. All ??
was a niemlier of i:.e class of 180J.
schooner Anna E. Kraenz,, Portland.
for their meat.
•
to
gust as follows:
After the notification
correspondence in connection with
Hut if we are ahead of
at Indianapolis
Europe
August 8, he will go to
i;
was cam*
for
mediation
proposition
TO CLEANSE THE SYSTEM
spreading the bird-protecting propaganda
Chicago for a few days to consult with
on by cipher for several days before W
the European bird lovers lead us
members of the national committee.
He
in th
intimation of it reached the public.
matter o#
Effectually yet gently, when costive or will then return to Lincoln where he will
and
training
domestlcatin (
In '• ding with the Chinese sltuat?"
song birds. We import thousands of son!
bilious, to permanently overcome habitu- remain until August 30, when he will go
•c
Fresh e.it, McKinley lias recognised
birds from Germany, France and
to Chicago to attend the national Grand
al constipation, to awaken the
Englan
1
exist-nice of superstition and few
kidneys Army encampment.
ever year,
and these tralneil
*
During his stay in
songsterus unaccountable
and liver to a healthy activity, without Linooln between
conditions, and at
are
heard in
the Chicago trips
about one-half
»Mr.
or th
same time he has been guided by the
American
irritating or weakening them, to dispel Bryan will complete his letter of aosepthomes. They
i>include
th e vice ami counsel of those who bare
canaries, the bull-linohee, European war
headaches, colds, or fevers, use Syrup of auce which is now partially written and
OP
long and intelligent.experience In Chill,
this will be issued.
biers skylarks,
Jie will also prepare
o'
goldllnches,
made
ohullinchef
the
California Fig Syrup addresses for the
Figs,
affairs.
Such information as has
by
and
Silver liePopulist
siskins,
t, > hini from Chinese sources ha*"!k
'.
Co.
publican notifications.
woodlarks, and thrushes. These Htarllng*
birds iir <• received with due consideration and "
mostly bred and raised in
captivity, am 1 such credibility as itjwos worth.

SLAUGHTEK UF B1BDS ABBOAU.
(Correspondence of the Country Gentleman. )
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At New York—Chicago,

Washington, August 2.—The special
cabinet meeting today lasted about two
and a half hours.
There were present
besides the President,
Secretary Hay,

situation since
the President went to
Canton were
carefully gone over and a
general exchange of view3 were
had.
The definite information of the safety of
the iegationers at Pekin and the hope for
their final rescue
were considered the
best features of the situation. The administration desires an immediate movement on Pekin if it can be inaugurated
without too much danger and while no
news has
come from Gen. Chaffee that
the forward march has begun such news
is hourly
expected. ’.The failure of the
allies thus far to agree upon a commander is disappointing, but no new instructions have been or will be sent
to Gen.

King

2.—The Chautauqua
Is varied and affords a wide
class work
ohoioe to the student. Miss Mary Alex-

August 2.—King Victor ImALLIANCE. muel III
upon arriving here, met his
August 2.—An amance be- mother, Queen Margherita, first at the

Yremya.

Kill

Discovered.

RUSSIAN-AMERICAN

tween jgRussia and the jUnited States for
the settlement of the Chinese crisis is
urged in a lengthy article in the Novre

to

ATTORNEYS’

AMERICA.

Fryeburg, August

to

Washington,

CABINET MEETING.

Plot

Wide

Mr. Archibald gave the first of his
Boston,
August 2.—A cablegram In
cypher received here today by the Ame- lecture discussions this afternoon.
rican Baptist
Missionary union, dated
The department of child study is one of
Shanghai, said:
the most valuable
connected with the
“Holmes,
Bosiield, will be on next
steamer.
All safe/’
assembly.
The message was sent by Rev. W. S.
Sweet, a missionary of the union,
BY FATHER’S BIER.
Rev. E. F. Merriam, editorial secretary
of the union, said the despatch indicates
the safety of all the missionaries in the
Eastern China mission of the union and King Victor
Emmanuel Arrives at

Anything That Has Come

“Of course, I do not know this correand I cannot tell what his
sources of information are.
They certainly are not official utterances. He
has
been
under
evidently
siege in the
British legation for a month and is naturally irritated so that his utterances
probably are biased and he is inclined
co believe tne worse or the imperial authorities. I see that he makes the direct
statement that
I have telegraphed my
government that the United States would
assist
the
Chinese authorities.’
•gladly
This is untrue and it is unfair to me. I
have telegraphed nothing
direct to my
government beyond forwarding the President’s reply to the request of the Chinese
government for mediation
Every one
knows what
that is.
The statement
that I have led my government to expect
help from the United States is most unfair to me. It looks as though I had not
been dealing candidly.
As a matter of
fact I have been doing my utmost to
deal honestly with
both sides and as a
loyal subject I have tried to point out
the best
course to my home government,
In my communications with the
viceroys and high officials with whom I
have been in correspondence,! have urged
that the ministers be put in free communication with
their governments. I
have had only two direct communications
from my government since the first trouble occurred, which shows that direct
communication is not easy.”
It may be stated on good authority that
the state department, whatever may be
its opinion of
the imperial government
of China, has had no^ reason to change
its opinion as to the sincerity and good
intentions of the Chinese minister
here
and the department is continuing to deal
with him
in entire confidence despite
the preemptory tone of the last message
addressed
by Secretary Hay through
him to the Chinese government.
Kegarding the possibility of violence
being renewed against the Pekin legations in
case the march of the international column
on
the capital was not
He
arrested, Mr. Wu declined to talk.
said it was impossible to
fairly judge
the situation from this distance, but it
was evident from his tone that he was
exceedingly anxious over the out come.

Affords

Choice for Students.

picture study

Up.

spondent

Course

MISSIONARIES SAFE.

Affected Ilim

Despatch

Chaulauqnau

August 1.—Admiral Seyboard the British despatch boat
Alacrity started for Nankin today to
consult
with
Liu Kun Yi, viceroy of Holy City.”
Nankin.
Admiral Seymour wired the
Rev. Cyrus Hamlin, who is connected
viceroy of his intended visit, and Li Kun
with the university at Tongaloo, Miss.,
Yi replied:
is here attending the meetings,
“I am unwell'and cannot see you.:’
Admiral Seymour insisted upon makMiss
Esther A. Smith of New York,
ing the visit and the viceroy responded who has
charge of tne drawing olass,
by wire: “I am instructing a warship
to proceed
down the river to escort the gave a fine lecture in Normal hall, this
“Aims and purposes of
Alacrity to Nankin in oase of misunder- afternoon on
standing in passing the forts.
in the home and
Shanghai,

mour

to

MR. WU DISTRESSED.

FORMED IN

AT FRYEBURG.

wMorif8’ JllKhtln?nI°a,

:-——-____

the

opportunity to see the navy battle Her main armament consists of 6 8-inch 1-pounder rapid lire guns, 4 Colts and
honors
against the army. Both of. guns and 10 4-luch rapid lire guns, Her 2 S-inoh rapid lire field guns.
those teams claim to be about as
good as speed Is 01 knots.
THE KENTUCKY.
any in the business, but those who know
THE TEXAS.
the sailors will at any rate, b9
say that
Tho
Kentucky is a sister
battleship
jible to give the soldiers a run for their
The
battleship Texas was begun in ship of the Kearsarge and her tonnage,
money.
armament
are the same
and
1883.
She Is
cost,
speed
0,815 t6ns. Her cost was
On the
Forest avenue grounds today over
$3,000,000. ller main armament con- as those of the Kearsarge. The Kearsarge
at 13.80 p. m.,
a game
of base bail will sists of 0 10-inch and 0 0-lnoh
guns. Her and Kentucky were both built at Newbe played
between Fort Prables and a
speed is 18 knots. She Is a sister §hlp to port News.
picked nine from the battleship Ken- the
battleship Maine and therefore of
tucky. Mr. Pond
will
pitch for the
interest toJMaine
people.
Prcblea and Flout, Ijjiwson will also be great
THE OFFICERS.
seen In the line
THE INDIANA.
up.
On
Wedhesday of next week the fort
ou Hoard the
The
battleship Indiana was begun in Complete tint of Those
boys will try conclusions with a team 1891.
She is 10,810 tons. Her cost was
Atlantic
North
Squadron.
from the Massachusetts.
nearly $0,000,000 Her main armament
consists of 4 13-inoh, 8 8-inch guns, and
The following is a complete list of the
THE BOAT RACE.
4 0-inoh rapid lire guns.
Her speed is officers of the North
Atlantio squadron
lor

C-Bllnued (mm First I’ligc.

Brigade Commissary— Asst. Paymaster

E, F. Hall.

Quartermaster—Lieut.

Brigade
Salisbury.

Brigade
Smith.

Brigade

G. R.

Ordnance Oltioer—Lieut. II
Medical

Biddls.
Brisrade

Oilioor—Surgeon

E,
C.

Signal Oilicer—Ensign F. N.

Freeman.

Aid—Aaval

Cadet R. L, Berry.
The city has provided a landing stage
the courtesy of Agent
which through
Monday of the Grand Trunk, has been
dock
near the big elevatho
at
located
tor. This stage will be used for the land-

The boat race will oocur Tuesday after4 o’clock, so it was arranged yes-

noon at

terday afternoon by the committee. The
prizes are a beautiful silver loving cup,

NEW
from the fleet for the paalso be the general landing place during the time that the ships
The officers will
in Portland.
remain
utilize the
Custom House
probably
wharf landing as heretofore.
The committee bad prepared blue prints
route of the procession,
showing the
measured in feet with all of the principal points marked upon it for the information of the Admiral and his offioers.
Sometime before th9 parade on Tuesday
morning an officer from the landing
brigade,
probably Lieut Harry George,
will go oyer the route of the mnroh with
Ool. ifi. C. Milliken of the chief marshal’s
to further complete the arrangestaff
w vs stated on the ilagship
ments
It
yesterday that the binding force from
the fleet alone would extend almost half
a mile.

lng of the

men

rade and will

AS TO VISITING THE SHIPS.
announcement has been formally
made as yet regarding the opening of the
ships for Inspection by the public. Admiral T’arqulmr stated that the visiting
hours on board the ships would b3 from
10 30 a m. until 5 p. m., with the exception of the hour from noon until 1 p. in.,
when the men are at dinner. As to the
will receive
visitors no
ships which
definite statement has as yet been made.
that this matter
stated
The
Admiral
was usually left to the discretion of the
commanders of the ships who ordinarily
when their ships were
received visitors
The regular rouIn condition to do so.
is continued
instruction
of
drill
and
tine
in port as well as at sea and is not departed from. Some of the commanders
take an opportunity
of the ships may
No

of making

some

repairs during

the

stay

in Portland which may require that these
ships be closed to the general public for
It Is of course the desire
a short period.

15 knots.

THE MASSACHUSETTS.
The
battleship Massachusetts was begun In 1891. She is 10,810 tons. Her cost

YORK

THE BALL GAME SATURDAY.
The

crack

ball

team of the

flagship

is to battle for a prize of ¥26
against the ball team from Fort Williams
on Saturday
afternoon at 2 o’clock on
the Bearing grounds which have been
obtained by the public for the purpose.
The game is to be free to the public and
a great orowd
will take advantage of
New York

—

Admiral

Farquhar.

Personal Staff—Chief of Staff, Captain
A, S Snow; aide, Lieut.-Commander W.
Lieut.
A. Marshall;
llag II utenant,
Commander W. S. Benton.
New York (flagship)—Captain A. S.
Lieut-Commander W. 11. Baylf#
Snow,
(Kr*g. FI.), Lieut.-Commander J. B.
Murdock (ex.otfi.), Lieut. Commander C.
C. Kogers, Lieut. A. C. Almy, Lieut, G.
K. Salisbury, Lieut. A. H. Davis, Dieut.
G.
C.
Davison, Dieut. (j, g ), E S.
Kellogg, Ensign 0. E. Deligeorge3, K G.
N., Ensign C A. Abeie, Naval Cadet J.
J. Hyland, Naval Cadet S. w. Hryant,
Naval Cadet C. T. Wane, Naval Cadet W.
Cadet
W. S. Case,
K. Kiddle, Naval
Naval Cadet W. K. Wortman, Med. Insp.
J. C. Boyd, (Surg. FI.), P. A. Surgeon
E. S. Bogert. Jr., Asst. Surgeon W. M.
Garton, Pay Insp. J. Foster (Pay Fleet),
Chaplain C. Q. Wright, Maj. Marines C.
A. Doyen (M. of FI ), 1st Lieut. John S.
Boatswain
P.
(U. S. M. C.),
Bates,
Mullen, Gunner M. P. Brady, Carpenter
War.
Maohinlst
A.
J. I. Haley, Act,
Gay,
Machinist T. O’Donnell, Act.
Warrant
War. Machinist J. Dexter, Act. War. Machinist J. J. Doffy, Pay Clerk J. E. Colcord, Fleet Pay Clerk F. S. Larkin.
Kentucky—Captain C. M. Chester,
Lieut.-Commander H. Osterhaus
(exGove,
olli), Lieut.-Commander C. A.
J.
BernaLieut
B.
Lieut. W. L. Kogers,
(ch. eng.),
dou, Lieut. M. Bevington
M.
Lieut. J, C
Leonard, Lieut. W
Crose, LiiUt.W. A. Moffett, Lieut (3. g ),
M.
GarriD.
W. P. Scott, Lieut, (j. g,),
son, Ensign E. Woods, Naval Cadet F.
Ii. Naile, Naval Cadet S. H. K DoyD,
Naval Cadet L. Noa, Naval Cadet J. W.
Schoenlleld, Naval Cadet G. B. Landenbsrger, Naval Cadet G. E. Landram,
Surgeon C. P. Lumsden, P. A. Surgeon
C. G. Evans, Paymaster J. Q Lovell, 1st
Lieut. Marines F. E Evans, Boatswain
F. E. Larkin, Gunner H. E. Ellers, Gunner O. Fries, Carpenter T. E. Kiley, Act,
War.
J. Clancy, Act
War. Mach. M
Mach. O. Dittriod, Act. War. Mach. D,
Mach.
G.
C.
War
Act.
Ellerton,
Purdon,
Pay Clerk O, F. Cato.
Kearsarge—Captain W. M. Folger,
Lieut.-Commander G. A. Merriam (ex.
om.), Lieut.-Commander N. K. Usher,
Lieut. C. W. Jungen, Lieut. F. J. Ilaeseler, Lieut E. Theiss (ch. en.), Lieut. J.

glasses.

_

DESCRIPTION OF THE SHIPS
Following will be found a brief deof
the fleet whioh Admiral
scription
Farquhar commands:
THE NEW YORK.
Rear Admiral Farquar’s flagship, the
New York, was begun in 1890. She is
8,200 tons. Her cost was over $3,000,000.

bunting.

CITY FILLED WITH STRANGERS.
The trains are bringing into Portland
hundreds of strangers. Col. lJoothby has
been informed that the personally conducted tour over the Soo line will leave
Minneapolis today and will arrive here
Monday morning, August 6, at 0 00, and
this train is crowded
with
returning
Maine people.
Even a special car load is
coming from the Pacific slope and thousands from the states near our borders.
GET YODR TICKETS TODAY.
At 10 o'clock this

morning the ladles

of the Old Home Week committee are to
begin the distribution, of tickets for th9
concert on Monday evening at City Hall.
This distribution will be made in the
aldermen’s chamber. Each applicant will
be obliged to put the name of the guests
being entertained on a book provided for
The number of tickets is
the purpose.
limited and the late comers will not be
able to secure any.

the firm of Wocamun-uooii
by
which manufactures thouoomparty,
sands of dollars worth of silver articles
the course of the
of this
character in
year; and $15 in cash for the best boat,
and $25 in cash for the second boat. The
loving cup is 12 inches, and with pedestal, lo inches high, and is elaborately engraved. At its base are crossed geld oars
enwound with
golden rope. This cup
is very graceful In construction and is
pronounced by all who have seen it to be
most
artistic In every respect and creditable to its makers and designers. The
cup will be on exhibition until it is won,
in the window of M, Stelnert & Son’s,
Congress street, near the corner of Casco
The conditions of this race have been
decided upon us follows:
Any ten-oared
boat from any ship and as many fiooi
each ship as wish, may enter for this contest. The start will be made from a point
off the Great Eastern wharf,near the foot
and tbe
the
Eastern Promenade
of
out and around the Texcourse will be
as and Indiana and thence to tne starting point. This will be a row of about a
The judges are to be
mile in length.
selected by the committee whioh has this
feature in charge which consists of AlC. Milliken and Florence F.
dermen E.
Driscoll.
Owing to the valuable prizes
offered for this contest and the intense
rivalry which exists between the boat
crews of the several ships the boat race
created
no end of interest on the
has
ships of the squadron. This contest also
with the approval of the Admi
meets
ral
and the officers of the fleet who are
have the men’s interest
not
sorry to
aroused in the pulling of boats. All who
wish may see this contest from the Eastthere will be a
ern Promenade where
in progress during the
band oonoert
afternoon on Tuesday by the American
Cadet band. The committee having ;his
will arrange so that
matter in charge
each boat will carry a flag with a letter

upon It. This letter will correspond with
name of
the ships whose boat it is and
thus the people can follow the race with

PRESS, and the residence of Charles F.
Libby, Falmouth Hotel, Masonic hall
and hundreds of others.
City Hall Is
covered with electric lights with the big
motto “Weloome Home” across the front
of it.
The streets are brightly lighted
with vari colored strings of lamps and
the trolley poles are also
covered with

iriASSAtmrsET rs.

offered

ACCOMMODATIONS FOB JACK
Cosy Quarters Established by the Y, HI.
C. A. at AuflUo. lum.

For the accommodation of the sailors
of the fleet, the naval branch of the Y.
M. C. A. was established at the AudiFrown
Janitor
torium last evening.
brought out 150 cots and most of them
from the Kearwere occupied by men
sarge,who were given a night off. Newspapers, magazines and stationery are provided by the association so that the place
is decidedly homelike for Jack while ha
is ashore. This morning coffee and rolls
will be served.
Mr. Dinsmore of the association was in
and Officer Craig wYas
also on hand to see that no trouble occurred.
The branch will be continued during
the stay of the fleet in Portland.

charge last evening

IS PH1NCE ALFEKT A SUICIDE.
New York, August 2.—The question uppermost in clubland is whether the sudden death of Q leen Victoria’s second eon,
the duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, was due

INDIANA.
M. Foyer, Lieut. H. Georges, Lieut, (j.
g ) K. S. Douglass, Lieut (j. g ) J. M
Reeves, Ensign F. N. Freeman, Naval
Cadet A. W. Johnsons, Naval Cadet D.
P. Mannix,
Naval
Cadet J. B. WainCadet J. W. Timmons,
wright, Naval
Naval Cadet
Naval Cadet K. L. Berry,
P Foley, Naval Cadet H. W. Osterhaus,
Surgeon H. E. Ames, P. A. Surgeon W.
M. Wheeler,
Paymaster S. McGowan,
Captain Marines
Chaplain R. R. Hoes,
T. B. Kane, 1st Lieut. Marines R. G. McConnell, Boatswain J. J. Kochfort, GunGunner
J. H.
ner C. S. Banderbeck,
Lohman, Carpenter T. W. Richards, Act.
War. Machinist O. Johnson, Aot. War.
Machinist M. Casey, Act. War Machinist
W. J. Trevorrow, Act. War Machinist H.
Desmond, Pay Clerk L. W. Sanders.
Indiana—Captain F.W. Dickins, Lieut
Commander C. A, Dillingham (ex. offi.),
Lieut.-Commander A. Cleaves, Lieut. C.
A. E. King (ch. en.), Lieut F., K. Hill,
Lieut. W. W.
Lieut. S. E. W, Kittelle,
Phelps, Lieut. H. J. Ziegemier, Lieut. C.
T. Jewell, Surgeon W. A. McClurg Paymaster R Hatton, 2d Lieut. Marines Y.
Foote, Act. Boatswain W. H. Johnson,
Gunner P. Doherty, Act. Carpenter M.
B. Pollock, Act War Mach. W. H. Johnson, Act War Maoh E A. Salvator, Act
War Mach. J. W. Clark, Act. War Mach.
W. G. Hall. Pay Clerk T. Gregory.
Massachusetts—Captain C. J, Train,
Lieut.-Commander K. Niles (ex. olli ),
Commander J. P. S. Lawrence
Lieut.
(oh. en.J, Lieut.-CommanderHT.M. Potts,
L,
Chandler,
Lieut. J. Hood, Lieut
Lieut C. L. Hussey, Lieut, (j. g.), T. S.
O.
P.
Jackson, EnWilson, Lieut, (j. g )
sign J. H. Roys, Naval Cadet V. A.
Kimberley, Surgeon J. C. Byrnes, Asst.
Surgeon W. C. Braisted, Asst. PaymasMarines J. S.
ter E. F. Hall, 1st Lieut.
Turrill, Act. Boatswain J. W. Stoakley,
Gunner D. Lyons, Carpenter B, D. PanJ. H. Morrison,
der, Act War Mach.
War
J. O’Neill, Act.
Act. War Mach
War
Act.
Mach, L.
Mach, A. Gibson,
Arne, Pay Clerk E. N. Williams.
Texas—Captain M. R. S. Mackenzie,
Lieut-Commander C. W. Bartlett (ex.
oiti,), Lieut. Commander J. R. Edwards
en.), Lieut.-Commander W. I.
(oh.
Chambers, Lieut. F. 0. Bowers, Lieut.
Lieut. H. E. Smith,
H. K. Benharn,
Lieut, (j. g.) L, F. James, Ensign U. S..
C.
Paymaster J.
Biddle,
Maoy, Surgeon
Marines F. H.
Her main arma- C. Carpenter, Captain
was nearly $6,000,000.
Boatswain A. Anderson, Gunment conists of 4 13-inch, 8 8-inch guns, Delano,
R
A.
Her speed ner J. C. MoDermott, Carpenter
and 4 6-inch rapid lire guns
War Maoh. M. Smith, Act,
Act.
Maokie,
is 16 knots,
War. Mach. C. H. Casey, Aot, War Mach
Aot. War Maoh. M. M.
C. G. Nelson,
THE KEARSARGE,
Sohreiber, Pay Clerk D. F. Kronacher.
Admiral
Rear
Farquhar, who comThe
battleship Kearsarge has never
been in Portland. She was begun in 1896 mands this big fleet is a Pennsylvanian
but this
He is 00 years old
ana had her official trial last September.
by birth.
of nearly 17 would be considered a wild guess at his
She
developed a speed
He
a
handis
Her co3t was age from his appearance.
knots. She is 11,525 tons.
Her main armament some man with hair slightly tinged with
about $6,000,000.
consists of 4 18-inch guns, 4 8-inch guns, grey and a soldierly figure. He graduated
and 14 5-inoh rapid Are guns. She also from the naval academy In 1859. His first
has 20 6-pounder
guns, 6 sea duty was with a squadron on the Afrapid Are

TEXAS._
of the Admiral that the public be afforded every opportunity of inspecting these
line ships of his squadron, tho strongest
and best that has ever been in Portland.

corrected up to August 1:
Hear
Commander-In-Chief

won distinction,
rican coast where he
Oervera’s fleet was expeoted to put in an
This suppression of the slave trade was appearance at any time.
hard and irksome work and fraught with
Among other officers of the New York
He was made an actifig is Ensign O. E. Deligeorges
much danger.
of
the
to
master in 1859-61 and brought
the Grecian navy who is learning how
the
the
a
slaver
United States
captured
Americans do things on their crack men
aftfl no ’o war.
Triton with a crow of 10 men
other offloer.
He served during the War
OajSt. C. M. Chester commands the
He is conin the North AtlanUo squadron WaS pres- crack battleship Keituokv.
ent at both attacks on Fort Fisher made sidered one of the best officers in the serin
1865
and
a
vice.
For
he
some
was
commandin
commodore
a
a commander
years
1897. Admiral Farquhar commanded the ant of cadets at the naval academy aud
Trenton when she was wrecked at Apia earlier in his career he was on the coast
Samoa, March 16, 1889, Here his gallant- survey. In 18*78 he commanded the Cinry and coolness saved the American navy cinnati during the war with Spain.
His counAnother ollioor on the
from an appalling loss of life.
Kentucky in
interested is
trymen must recall with pride the man- whom the people will be
Lieut. .7. B. Bornadou. It will bo rememner in which Gapt. Farquhar saved from
this
it
was
officers
that
of
450
men
and
bered
gallant officer who
drowning a crew
commanded the torpedo boat Winslow off
from this ship,
Among other officers of the ship who Cardenas In the action of May 11, 1898,
with tho shore batteries of the Spanish in
are well known in Portland are Gapt. A.
It was
lie which he was severely wounded
S. Snow of the flagship New York,
Ensign Worth Bagis a liockiand. man and alwavs
spends in this action that
as much of his time at that plaoe as pos- ley, the first officer killed in the war with

HEARS AHOE.
»

The people in Rockland swear by Spain, died in discharge of his duties afbeen
officer had
Capt. Snow and have followed his honor- ter his commanding
able rocord with much pride.
They are wounded,
now waiting an opportunity to welcome
IS GAY WITH BUNTING.
their
Old. Home
him when they hold
Week celebration on Thursday.
The city is rapidly ass lining its festive
Capt.
Snow may not be able to visit Rockland, attire.
Many of the buildings about the
The Kearsarge and Indiana are going to
York city are covered with bunting. Everyone
that port from here but the New
may not be able to go. This matter has seems anxious to win the prizes of $50
not as yet been
fully decided
Capt. for decoration of business blocks, andfjof
Home $25 and $15 for
Snow is much interested in Old
the finest ^decorated
he is in everything pertaining
Week as
Among the notible
private dwelling.
to Maine. During the late war he was daoorations
on the Union
are those
in command of the
Badger which pa- Mutual building, the West End Hotel,
trolled this coast for many weeks when the building occupied by the Argus and
sible.

Copyright by N. L. Stebbena, Boston.
to the
to suicide, says a London cable
It is recalled
Journal and Advertiser.
that his only son, Prince Albert, hilled
himself a couple of years ago, during a
fit of despondency due to the incurable
malady with which he was afflicted and
there are stronger reasons to believe that
the later has now followed the boy's example ana destroyed himself.
SEIZURES LAST NIGHT.
police made seizures of liquor last
night at Kane’s place, 295 Commercial
street, and at Quinn's place, 97 Center
street.At each place they secured a barrel
of ale and a barrel of hard stuff.
The
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By

year, $6

In advance

or

$7 at the end of

the year.
By the month, 50 cents.

DAILY PRESS is delivered at these rates
every morning to subscribers in all parts of
Portland, and in Westbrook and South Portland.
MAINE STATE PRESS (WeeklylBy the year, $1 ;u advance, or $1.25 at the
end of the year.
For six momlis, 50 cents; for three months,
The

2 E cents

papers are not delivered
promptly are requested to notify the office of
the DAILY PRESS, No. 07 Exchange street,
Portland Me._
Subscribers whose

Patrons of the PRESS who are leaving towu
temporarily may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as they may desire by
notifying the office

$ Interviewing Mr, Reed does not
to be very profitable employment.

seem

The Maine Farmer apparently thinks
the Governor’s argument in favor of a
state
auditor, which was published in
the PKESS sometime ago in the shape
of an interview,
is conclusive. The
main feature of that argument was that
the council was accustomed to let bills
in order to keep on good
go through
terms with
their constituents which a
state auditor would not.
Our esteemed

contemporary, the Lew-

iston Sun, continues to discuss Prohibition with great vigor. But is all this
effort really
worth while?
Nobody 5s
taking much stock in prohibition as at
present enforced. Everybody who has
eyes to see and ears to hear admits that
it is a farce and a delusion, and as far
as we have been able to observe, very
few seem to care to have it otherwise.

*

A conviction has just been obtained in
Illinois under the anti-trust law, the
first ever obtained in that state. The
o dicers and members of the Photo-Engravers’ association are the victims, and they
are liable to fine
or
imprisonment or
The hearing
in this case took
both.
The defendants
place two months ago.
of the best known business men of Chicago,
The substance of
the indictments
returned against the
members of the alleged trust is that the
defendants entered into
an
unlawful
combination to
place the management
and control of the combination in
the
hands of nine trustees for the purpose of
regulating and
fixing the prices of
photo-engravings, halt-tone
printings
and zinc etchings,
On this charge they
were declared guilty.

comprise

many

THE NORTH

An
state

CAROLINA

ELECTION.

election
took place
of
North
Carolina
The most
interesting

day.
pending

in

the
yester-

question

amendment
to
tiie constitution regarding the suffrago.
The returns are not yet at hand, but it
is not necessary to have any returns from
elections where amendments to disfranchise the “nigger” are pending to know
the result. Results in such cases are always foregone conclusions. The amendment pending in North Carolina was of
a piece with
the amendment
recently
adopted in Virginia and Louisiana. It
imposes an educational qualincation, in
the shape of ability to read any section of
the constitution, and also provide s that
no person shall vote who has not paid a
poll tax. If the amendment stopped there
no more serious complaint could be made
against it than would lie against the
electoral provisions of many northern
states.
Doubtless
more blacks
than
whites would be affected by it but that
would be simply because there are more
ignorant blacks than ignorant whites,
»nd more thriftless negroes than thriftjsss white men. Neither of these disqualifications would be obnoxious to the spirit
of the national constitution, which forbids discrimination only on account of
was

AT OCEAN PARK.

an

race, color or previous condition of servitude. But the amendment does not stop
rhere; if it did it wouldjnot accomplish
its purpose, which is to disqualify practically all the blacks without affecting any
considerable number of the whites. To
accomplish this purpose is added what is
known as the
“grandfather clause,”
which is a provision that all males 21
years or over shall be excepted from
the educational and tax provisions of the
law provided their ancestors had been possessed of the franchise previous to 1867.
As the negro was not made a voter until
that year none of his ancestors had the

of

Chantauqnau
Yesterday.

[SPECIAL

the display of red shirts and repeating
rifles.
By intimidation and force a
whole race has been compelled to assist
in its own disfranchisement, almost within sight of the national capital.
The letter of the correspondent of the

TO THE

PBESS.l

Ocean Park, Me., August 8.—Thursday
was the opening day of the Chautauqua
Assembly and the classes of the summer
school at Ocean
The assembly
Park.
committee, consisting of Mrs. S, A. PorLondon Times in Pekin contains a good ter of Peabody, Mass., Prof. H, B. Davis
deal of convincing proof that up to a cer- of Wilbraham, Mass., Rev. W. J. Twort
of Lawrence, Mass., E. E. Davis of Autain time the government of China was
gusta, Rev. Lewis Dexter of Whitman,
encouraging and even instigating the Slass., C. E, Milliken of Island Fails,
anti-foreign movement, and that a very Me., and Rev. A. E. Wilson of Lowell,
have arranged a strong and atlarge measure of responsibility belongs Mass.,
tractive programme. Besides the lectures,
to it for the outrages. It has been evident concerts and other entertainments there
enough all along that either the go vern- will be a summer school of oratory and
ment had lost control, or was conniving physical culture, a school of Bible study
for young people and a Biblical Institute.
with th9 Boxer movement, and the report
The first exercise Thursday
was
the
of this correspondent affords
strong evi- devotional in the chapel conducted by
Curtis
of
Rev.
W,
P.
R.
I.
dence that it was the latter, Another
Apponaug,
The
was “Jesus Our Helper.Rev.
piece of evidence in the same direction is Mr. topic will
Curtis
hav e charge of the mornfound in the fact that as soon
as the ing devotionals during the
first
eight
of
the
Mrs H. B. M.
found
that It would have to days
government
assembly.
Moulton
of
will
have
Haverhill,
Mass.,
answer to the powers it began to "make
of the music for the devotionals.
violent protestations of Innocence and charge
Following the devotional came the openissue edicts commanding the protection ing session of the school of oratory
and
of foreigners, though previously it had physical culture. This department of the
work is in charge of Miss Sadai
given no signs of displeasure at what was assembly
P. Porter of Pea tody, Mass., a graduate
going on. The complicity of the govern- of the Emerson School of Oi’atory and a
ment of course makes the matter more teacher of several years experience.
The
VVU1 IL»0 U1V1UDU
X11UU U1UCD
^laUv
serious, and ths task of the allies more
including a special advanced class which
HiHinn If.
ciwinlrr
Kn
£_
will study some of Tennyson’s poems and
plicated, then the allies might expect as- selections from Shakespeare. The classes
sistance from the government in restoring will meet two hours daily.
The young people’s class in Biblo study
order and placing affairs on a permanentwill be taught by Miss Martin of Whitely peaceful basis. But if the government field, Mass, Thursday forenoon at Curtis
is really behind the rising, then a
strong Home Miss Martin began her work with
resistance is likely to the advance of the a large number of enthusiastic children.
The topic of the lesson this morning was
allies from Tien Tsin.
“The Child Christ.”
In the afternoon llev. Kerr Boyoe Tupper, D. D., lectured on the topic, ‘‘Be a
Man.”
The attendance was good and
Dr. Tupper held the close attention
of
EXPLOITING OF WHITE SUPREM- his audience from start to finish.
His
lecture was th' product of profound thinkACY.
ing and sound common sense, and was
enlivened
the
Manchester
by sparkling wit and many in(From
Mirror.)
While wa. condemn unsparingly the teresting anecdotes.
At
the
close of the lecture
came the
crimes of Southern white men growing
of the Assembly
chorus.
out of the racial question, it would
be opening rally
Prof
the
director
Aborn,
popular
ofj wo
well to ask ourselves if other parts of the
seasonspwill have charge or the
country are as devoted to the spirit of previous
musical
He was
department this year.
Abraham Lincoln as they have been in
the past and as they profess to be now. greeted this afternoon with an attendance
of
over 40 members,
and
the
chorus
Luring recent years there has been a be increased to 660 members before will
the
growing disposition to insist upon white time of the
The addiopening concert,
supremacy throughout the world, and es- tion
of
four days to the assembly
propecially that sort that is loosely characfor
terized as Anglo-Saxon. It has been ex- gramme will give an opportunity
more extended drill in the chorus work.
in
connection
with
the
ploited
movements
At
the close of the concert the cnorus and
of European nations in Africa, in referassisted by the Apollo Male quarence to the prospective partition of China, soloists,
of Boston will render the
beautiful
in relation to the overthrow of the native tet
ymixx^ nonKtu
Kn aonll
government in Hawaii, and likewise in of “The
The
chorus will alHoly City.”
connection with the subjugation of the
so take part in four of the assembly conFilipinos. The keynote of it all has been certs and
will
at the church services
sing
the elevation of the white man as the
each Sunday.
ruler of the colored man, black,
brown
In the evening
Air. and Airs, Francis
or yellow
B y a parity of reasoning some
Labadie presented their dramatic recital
of our citizens, of mischievous inclina
called “An Original Idea.”
The protions, have concluded that the white man
of the
in the United States has an equal right gamme was a pleasing variation
usual
entertainments
and
elocutionary
to be
as the
white man
paramount
its title.
“The
fully
justified
Original
abroad.
In
the development of
tnis
Idea’ is a duologue between a reader and
question may be noted curious inconsistencies: for example, the attitude of the an elocutionist in which various bits of
drama and literature are
brightly disSouthern politician who
bulldozes’: his
cussed and criticized, and the criticisms
black neighbors and demands indepenillustrated by interpreted readings.
The
dence for the Filipinos.
presented this eveIt is certainly regrettable that circum- principal selections
were
the
scene
between
wooing
stances have forced upon us new problems ning
Shakesbefore we have satisfactorily solved the Gloucester and Lady Anne of
peare’s Richard the Third, the trial scene
old ones.
in the Alereliant of Venice,
Shylock and
SECRETARY HAY'S FORETHOUGHT Portia, and a short sketch entitled
“A
Pair.”
Happy
(New York Post.)
Dr. Tupper, the lecturer of the
aftersummer
The
apparent certainty that the foreign noon is enthusiastic over his new
For several
niinisttws in Pekin are still alive, though home In Portland harbor.
in
urgent need of succor, is a further seasons he has been a regular visitor to
demonstration of the far-seeing wisdom the Alalne coast. This year he purchased
of
Secretary Hay in assuming from the a little island just beyond Peaks and will
resifirst, that affairs in China were not so fit it up as a permanent summer
frightful as they had been pictured. The dence.
The Alisses Aagerson,
Airs. Alerriman
latest
dispatches- do not, indeed, tend
altogether to confirm the authenticity and Aliss Alildrsd Alerriman of Portland
of the Conger message. It may turn out are at the Aagerson cottage on Randall
that that message was only one of many avenue, for the season. Aliss Fdgerley of
adroit documents which Sheng and his Portland is the guest of the Alisses Aagerassociates have had up their sleeves. Nev- son for a few days.
Airs. Tobias Lord and Aliss Lord of
ertheless, the assumption that it was
genuine, failing pi*oof that it was a forg- Portland are at their cottage on the sea
ery, was a diplomatic stroke of the high- wall. L. Al. Webb and family of Portland
Airs. C. F. Jones
est acuteness,and made it materially easi- are here for the season.
of
Portland are the
er for
the United States to adopt the at- and two children
titude it has towards the whole Chinese guests of Rev. J. AI Lowden at his cotsituation. Hut for the firm and digni- tage on Randall avenue.
H. F. Herry of Boston
is
fied stand
taken by the United States,
spending a
it is by no means improbable that the few days at Ocean Park.
C. E. Eaton of Boston is registered at
Powers would have hastened to follow
the lead of Germany or Russia if either the Billow house.
of them had declared war against China,
Among the recent hotel arrivals Granand would by this time have been all by ite State, George I. AlcAllister of AlanAliss Annie Ainsworth of
the ears in their discussion of alliances, chester, N, H
programmes and partitions. The demand Alanohester, Air. and Airs. A. R, Fogg of
Airs. E. E. Nason of
of the United States that, however much South Berwick,
actual lighting there might
be, there Salmon Falls, N. H., Air. and Airs N. T.
should be no formal declaration of war Toothaker of Phillips, Ale., Airs. William
until the official
Airs. C. S.
complicity of the Chi- Tibbetts of Newport, R I
nese government
Harmon of
had been clearly prov- Harmon and Aliss Marion
en, not only made impossible the adop- Woodfords, F. W. Preston and Aliss M.
tion of any other policy by the European L. Preston of Hampton, N. II., Aliss E
Mrs.
more than any- B. Goodwin of Alanchester, N. H.,
powers, but contributed
thing else to secure communication with E. E. Cox of Concord, N. H., Billow
the
besieged legations. The result is House, Air. and Mrs E. F. Sawyer and
that the civilized world is still at liberthe Chinese as distinct Miss Virginia W. Evans ol Fryeburg, C.
ty to deal with
wtm China, and work for the restoration H. Gains and Harry W. Forbes of Canton,
of order as if the outbreaks had taken N. Y., J. M. York, Miss Nellie E. York,
G. M. York and Walter York of Somerplace m some other part of the world..
ville, Mass., Mrs T. W. Southworth of
N. Y., Mrs. C. W. Tapley, Mrs.
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR, Canton,
J, M, Ware, Mrs. M. A. Marshall, Miss
Lydia Stevens of York, Me., J. E. Aborn,
Harry E. Lendall, Miss M. Louise Morse
Mr. Booker T. Washington, who
has and Miss Phena Grown of
Lynn, Mass.
been in Boston for a few days, has gone
BRISTOL MAN WON.
West to speak at Chicago and at a series

Stocks,

We are tlie only Olove store
in town.
Our Veiling are the
latest.
Our Stocks are made
Have you
exclusively for us.
seen the ml

NEW YORK STYLES,
Portland prjces.

|

$100 Reward,

$100~

03FECIAU TO THE Fit BBS.)

Damariscotta, August 2.—The contest
tor the Republican nomination from the
class towns of
Damariscotta, Bristol,
Somerville and
Monhegan has been
settled. The secretary of state has notified
both parties that Frank A. Thompson of
Bristol is the regular nominee and that
his name will be
placed on the official
ballot.

--JtTHJa

SEATS FOR THE FIREWORKS.
The seats to be erected on the Eastern
Prom nade for ths
fireworks will
be
much appreciated by
many who wish to
avoid the rush
and contusion
of
the
crowd and witness
with comfort
the
grandest disp a ? of fireworks t ver given
in Portland
A limited number are on
sale at C. C.
Hawes, corner Congress and
I'emple tracts.

in

which

savings banks

our

those

Issues

bonds

of

offer many attractive secuiltles
yielding from 4 to 4 1-3 per cent.
to

Special descriptions sent

SUPREME REPRESENTATIVES OF HIGH CLASS

applica-

on

«

M

c

17

^

-AND

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

ReMgli

Honey Brook,
Reading, etc. A full lino
of free burning coals, also Franklin,
English and American Cannels, Pocahontas and Georges Creek Cumberland.
advan-

10O.

MATINEE

87 and 89

Exchange St.

Capital Stock,
$200,000
Surplus and Profits,
175,000
Total Deposits,
1,800,000

Executor’s Notice.

The subscriber hereby cives notice that
lias been duly appointed Executor of the
will and testament of

he

last

JOHN W. DYER, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland,rteceasetLand given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons bavins
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
JOSEPH A. LOCKE.
Portland, July 17, 1000.
jly20dlawjwF*

DAYLIGHT FILMS

Win. G. Dari-,
Jas. P. Baxter,
Wm. W. Brown,
Walter G. Davis,
Clias. O. Bancroft,
Frederick lioble,
David \V. Snow,

W

Franklin R. Barrett,
Sidney VV.
Clias. F. Libby,
A. H. Walker,
Geo. F. Evans,
Clinton L. Baxter,
Harry Butler.

Cameras.

PLATES and SUPPLIES.

M. PERKINS & GO.,
ST.

Bitters

Tablets ar

Warranted

Bangor

&

Ban

I

m

on

I

B

a

*

COM .TIE SCI SG

Famous

sx&^ssr-

I If

Beautiful Coituuiei,

£5 $ fj £? 3
Ch
|% Inn Sm W

3

LB

TJmler

^ £$ (ft
f Lb
■ m

I/y

the direction of 3. 11. Baruu.

The first appearance of this company outside the

large

cities.

to

Rd. Co.

Quincy

1

Tunnel
1909

descriptive

ol’

mid other issues mailed

AUCTION

By F.

ap-

Travelers Abroad
Supplied

with

of

CREDIT,

TRAVELER’S

CHECKS,
MONEY

for immediate delivery.
With thirty-three years experience and ex-

ceptional lacllities,

we

afford our clients
for obtaining funds

can

every possible convenience
in all parts of the world.

mylldtf

St.,

PORTLAND,

ME,

Salesroom 46 t'xebanare Street.
W.

ALL K

::

>

,i

»_

Seasonable

Books

FOR SUMMER STUDY.
Four Footed Ainericnnt.
Bird neighbors,
Birds That
limit
and

limited,
Bird llonies,
Citizen Bird,

1804—HEBRON C30EMV-19OO
til.cation at Crown,
Wellesley and ,v mith;
splendid academy budding and gymnasium'
l ath, steam heated and
up to date in every respect; Star leva nt Home the finest
girls’ dormitory in isevr England, steam heat, baths on
every floor, electric lights, etc.; board, rooms
t,lls dormitory $3.50
Le‘i/lt,",1,Khts
per
week, catalogue t11
free. Address
W. K. SAUtiKKT, Prlii.
cel

Annual meeting
annual meeting
rpiiE
1
the Atlantic & St.

of the stockholders of
Lawrence Railroad Company, for the choice of Directors and for the
may

legally bo presented, wl'l he held at the oiilee
ot the Company in IVr.land, on the first Tuoday, the 7th day of August, l'JOO, at ten o’clock
In the forenoon.
W. W DUKEETT,
jlj21to<aug
Clerk o. the Company.

Hebron,

llFi,»iln«erm
“» l.»oo.

Me,

°1>e"s Tuesday, September
jly I4d2in

C. W. T. COOING,
General
Manager Casco

Bay Steamboat Co.
augSdtf

j
!

-AT*-

Greenwood Garden
Sunday

Afternoon and Evening.

Illustrated Songs.
The following well known artists will p»
t'cipate in ;he entertainment:
MUs t’anllnr. Helen St. Cl'lr, H»nj
Kllf., Ctiarlre Pronty nml other*.
Band Concert from r> to 8 p. m. Admtss'.n
h»e. Take Steauier Alice Howard. aogaW

Seals at Eastern PM*
Are

A few choice seats tn the official 6f*wl
Ktan.i to ho erecied for Tuesday evening,
7, ca
tie had at C. C. tl & WlS, Cor.
and Temple Sts. 7 otophone 103'-U aufSJ>'

r.rmgn'J

tlie

Wild

Our Native
Trees,
Mow to Know Hie
Ferns,
Guide to the Wild
Flowers,
Gui ’e to ilie
Trees,

Butterfly Book.

Insect Fife,
Familiar Fisli.

io«, iin HARM,
Opp.
House.
JoG

from 10 to 11

FIREWORKS

•

Blrdcrafi.
Nature’s Garden,
How to
Know

public daily

Tickets f<>r round trip 25c.

BAILEY & CO.
Anctioneers and Com mission Mercian!
C.

a

bo open to the
ami 1 to 4.

F. O.

». O. BAILKt.
man

SHIPS.

Casco
Bay steamer fro3
Custom House wharf. The ships till

fixtures, oyster counter, refrigerators, about
5000 cigars, cigar ca es, national cash register,
oil cloths, rugs, screens, screen doors, new ana
second hand silver-pla’ed ware, iron
sate,
desas. kitchen utensils, large lot ot crockery
and glass ware, 240 oyster tnbs, sardines,
pickles, Ketchup, linen table cloths, napkins,
soap, tools, rubber mats, stoves, heating apparatus. radiators, window shades, one chest tea.
one case toilet paper, fO.OOO lb.
cans, canned
corn and bean% lard, empty bbls.,
boxes, tubs
and many other articles.
Jly28dtd

Flowers,

Take Yarmouth cars leaving6.16, 6.15, 10.15.
10.45,11.15, 11.4.5 a. in., 1.16, 1.45, 2.15. 2.45, 3)5,
3.45, 4.15, 6.16, 8.45 p. m.
au '2dlin

WAR
Tako

We shall sell on Thursday, August 2, at to a.
m.. the entire furniture fixtures and fittings of
the Atwood saloon, consisting in part of about
10b o lie and walnut dining chairs, wood and
marble top tables, nurrors, counters, bar an t

Correspondence and Interviews solicited.

186 Middle

-THE....

BY AUCTION.

Descriptive booklet supplied uponlapplicatlou.

SWAN&8ARRETT,

How to Visit

Bailey & Co„ Auctioneers.

L. W. Atwood saloon,
117 and 123 Centre St,,

plication.

Mercantile Trust Go.

0.

>.lUv

Furniture and fittings of the

these

ou

«r.,ci!.iYrtvsa5.2~“ -1

Admission free to
of the electric road.
Reserved seam for the concerts cm ts
obtained at the Casino at 10 cents each. Cars leave head of Elm street
every tifteen ied :*
afternoon and evening.
Beautiful Bide of *5 minutes through a Charming Conutry tloai :•»
Shore of the Buy.

cure

Gem of the Bay.

as

Superb Eleclric Fountain
patrons

1913
1918

5’s,

(Guaranteed by West Chicago Street R’d Co.)
Circular

CAROLINE H. NICHOLS, Conductor.
Woman’s Orchestra, Par Excellence.”—N. Y. Sun.
America’s Greatest Organization of Women plajm.
W ill Give Concerts iu the Auditorium nt :j and 8 p. ui., ami Iu the Casino it
0.15 p. m.
Sundays at 0. p. in.

"The

1929 I

5’s,

Railroad Co

West Chicago
Co. 5’s,

Parlies attending Oltl Home
Week celebration will mbs it if
they do not visst Ilie

,.uisiuass

THE FA.HETTES.

;

Aroostook

FOREIGN

Square,
PORTLAND, ME.

other

Bros’

SruHutioual Features.

1918

and

CUPPY & CO.,

such

WEEK,

on

LETTERS

constipation.

of

ONE

“UNDERWOOD SPRING.
SECURE
A Beautiful Paik
the Shore of Breezy Casco Bay.
INVESTMENTS.

SURE IN EFFECT.

transaction

FOR

Price* 15, 25, 35 and 50 cent*.

EASY TO TAKE.

Monument

ENGAGEMENT

BrlslITromidy,

Tliaxter,’

Portland, Maine.

Hawkeye

H.

DAY,

EVEKV

VENETIAN

Treas.

Kodaks, Bullseyc .and

C.

THEATRE?

Monday, August 6th,

jlvl3dt£

....FOB....

per box or bottle.

SPECIAL

Irwin

Oakland, Me., Water
Co. 5*8,
Newport, Me., Water
Co. 1’s,

_M’ALUSTER.

Baxter’s Mandrake

•,

portl andTheatre

of Portland (>’s,
due 1907
Portland Water Co. I’s,
1927

RAUDALL &

FREE

Cara leaveh

and c.Ycelleuf company.
....REPERTOIRE FOR THE WEEK:....
Monday Mat.Diplomacy Thursday Mac. Drifted Aw
Monday Eve.The Prodigal Daughter Thursday Eve.The Private Secretm
Tuesday Mat..Aristocracy Friday Mat.Child ofthevv*
Tuesday Eve.The Girl I Left Behind Me Friday Eve.Jim thn Penn*
Wednesday Mat.My Keutuoky Hoir.e Saturday Mat.'His Private Secritw
Wednesday Eve.
Sapho featurdayEve.A Rigan ljLIKvenins Prices—lO. 20 and 30c.
Matinee Prices—10 and ‘>«c.
Sale of seats opens Thursday, 9 a. m.

?

City

70 EXCHANGE ST.

.augldlw

Reserved Seats 10 Cents.

Connno llous Casino with Broad and Cool Piazzas. Large and Elegant Dining Room funiA
Miles of Gravelled Walks node:- tue shade of Chestnuts Urn.
inn first cl/iss snore Dinners.
Maples and Pines. An Unsurpassed Picnic and Pleasure Ground.

price.

Offices—76 COMMERCIAL ST.

8

the Cars.

MR. CORSE PAYTON,
MISS ETTA REED_

Hard

N.

ORCHESTRA,

“aSKS1/” 1BATISEE, AUGUST 6,

WKEK

TRUSTEES.

such as Hazleton,

»«lr

SPECIALTIES,

^aaflHKaiarSUraiB^ISfc^

HUNGARIAN

ROYAL

■.

Will. G. DAVIS. Prest.
JAS. P. BAXTER, Vice Prest.
HARRY BUTLER. Tress.
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, Asst.

Superior Quality.

Telephone

v* ■■

JEFFERSON

Portland Trust Go.,

Specialties:— High Grade Bonds for
Investment. Interest Paid on Deposits.

of summer

» ■

All Attractions Free to Patrons of
of Preble street every 15 minutes.

Exchange St., Portland.

solicited

Enter up your orders and take

sm.

mar23oedtf

STEPHEN H SMALL, President
MARSHALL R. GODING. Cashier.
feb7dtf

tage

WEEK,

lien<lerliii$ Tliree Grand Concert* Dally.

from IndiBanks
and
viduals,
Corporations,
as well
to
accounts
othersldesiring
open
as from those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through
this Bank

Coals,
Special

an

iiiuiii

MATUS’S

on

stock of

THIS

EVENING

tion.

FOR SALE.

good

COSTUMES

America’s Greatest Vaudeville Slats,

buying, 1

are

Ar\I)

AFTEUIVOtm

EVERY

In-

TERNATIONAL CHEQUES

a

KXt*U18ITK

RIVER T ON^ PAR K/'TS.

conservative

a

wishing

vestment
have

SOUTH.

NEW

APPOINTMENTS.

Mount1*1’

To those

DEPOSITS.

have

™

Hound Trip tickets on..
Cars leave In front of ibe United Statoi Hotel every 10 minutes.
Reserved Heats 10 an.l 20 cents extra. Privatehn ‘‘
cars admitting to theatre only 20 cents.
sale
in
advance
at
Tickets
on
cents
each
seat.
60
Sawyer’s store
seating six persons,
square. Telephone No. 536-2.
The demand is very large.
Seei re seats early in advance.
In Preparation—A Magnificent Production of RUO VAD18.

ST.

EXCHANGE

lebBdtf

THE
ELEGANT

1824.

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND IN-

now

1

Every Evening This Week. | C”V.“1" "irSiSSjiS:

SECURITY.

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

We

^
'l;'

Mr. Bartley McCullum Presents Ills Sui>erb Stock Company In the Beautiful Foui Act
Pi,

MAINE,

CAPITAL AND SVUPLU9

Correspondence

1

MANAGEMENT MR. B '.UTLEY McCULLUX.

H. M. Paysoi & Go.

■

THIS COUNTY.
They act gently on the Bowels, Liver and
George M. Seiders member of the Kidneys, effectually cleanse the system
Republican state committee has made from all impurities, beautify the complexion, prevent Headaches and Fevers,
public the following list of speakers as- cure
indigestion and dizziness, overcome
signed to Cumberland county during the habitual
oostipatiou, and restore tho
fall campaign: Senator William P.
bloom
and vigor of youth.
Sold by all
Frye,
August 20, Westbrook; Gen. Charles druggists, in tablets or liquid at 25 cents

Senator Fairbanks of Indiana,
August
29; Senator Eugene Hale at Brunswick,
August 31 and Bridgton,
August 29;
John liarretfc of Orogon,
September 3-5,
inclusive; Curtis Guili, Jr., of Boston,
Elihu B. Haves of Lynn
Sept. 8 and 9.
will also come for o e or two addre3ses.

SS’OOLLOM’S' THEATRE,”

.OF.

TIME

THEATRE-‘STOCK COMPANY
SUCCESS.
3*
performances

Water Works Bonds,

Casco National Bank

Interest Paid

Except Monday.

Matinees l>«ily Except Monday.

=

incorporated

245

A Howling Farcical Comedy ltt
X|,re(|
Scaie of prlcesas
Sale of Reserved Seats at the Casco Bay Steamship Co.
will
matinee
upon request be given one free adjoining
when buying seats for any
child between tiie ages of four and twelve with each seat purchased. The Casco Ihv
will leave Custom House Wharf at 7.30 for evenlug aud at 2.15 lor matinee

♦

WILL SPEAK IN

Pennsylvania, August 27-31, inclusive and September 2; George E. Foss of
Chicago and

Municipal Bonds,

32

PORTLAND,

at

WILLIAM GILLETTE'S GREAT

*

Hon.

Grosvenor of Ohio. August 23;
United
States Pension
Commissioner II. Clay
Evans of Tennessee, August 22 and
23;
Hon.
Andrew J. Colburn of

GEM

JOHNSON.

Day

Matinees Every

WE OFFER

Bank Stock.

FINANCIAL.
—-■

Matinees

JULY 30,
|9qq

WEEK

aug2d3c

—

TOO MUCH

at 8.00.

Evenings

Railroad Bonds,

Boland Glove So.

ISLAND.

PEAKS

INVESTMENTS

50c and up
25c and up
50c and up

Gloves,
Veilings,

FOR

—

to the corner of
Oak Sts. when

Always lum
Congress and
they want

IDEAL SUMMER THEATliB-PRltSS AND PUBLIC.

AN

'"TOURISTS

CURRENT“COMMENT.

suffrage previous to that year, hence no of Chautauqua
meetings in Wisconsin
negro can derive any advantage from this and
After speaking at the
Michigan,
clause
But as the ancestors of all the
N ational
Education
Association
in
white men of the state except an incon- Charleston,
Mr. Washington,
recently,
siderable number whose ancestors were accompanied by his wife, made a jourforeign born, had the franchise previous ney through.some of the Southern cities,
speaking under the auspices of the Slater
to 1867 the clause lets in
practically all Fund trustees. In Chattanooga he had
the whites who would be disfranchised an audience of 5000 people,
nearly a thousby the educational and tax qualifications. and of whom were whites. The audiences in Memphis were also
very large.
The effect of the whole
amendment Is
It was forty-five years ago that Hon.
therefore to
disfranchise nearly every
George B. Loring, then postmaster of
colored man,and to allow almost
every
as
white man to vote—In other words to Salem, appointed Richard E. Heed
letter carrier, and he has been
ecure beyond
carrying
peradventure white suletters ever since, saving a short
time
premacy under the forms of law.
when Postmaster Ryan was in
In the whole state the whites outnumcharge
Mr. Reed recently said that for a time he
ber the blacks, though in some of the covered all Salem. When
the free delivcounties the reverse Is the case. Never- ery system went into operation the force
theless it is doubtful if this amendment was enlarged. He carried 3409 pieces of
mail matter in January, 185(5, for which
would have been carried had a free and the
compensation was $20 24. Now a
fair vote been permitted. Many whites January delivery of the
Salem oflice
are Populists or Republicans,
and they would exceed lOU.OOO pieces, and the pay
roll would be nearly $500.
have not been inclined to support the
amendment because it
was certain to
secure Democratic
supremacy, and destroy them politically. But a free and
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to
fair election has not been
permitted. learn that there is at east one dreaded disease
that
The campaign was opened by a parade of
science lias been able to cure In all its
and that is Catatrh.
Hall's Catairh
redshirts throughout the populous negro Stages,
Cure is the only positiye cure now known >o the
counties—a most effective warning
to medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional
the negroes not to register, because the meet. disease, requires a constitutional treat,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken intern Ulyblacks have learned from dire experience actlng directly upon the blood anti mucous
surfaces of t.be system, thereby destroying the
that to defy the red sliirted clubs is to
toundation of the disease, and giving the patient
court assassination, and the destruction of strength by building up the constitution and
assisting nature in doing its work. The protheir homes. Speakers who have
attempt- prietors have so much faith in its curative powed to argue against the amendment have ers. that they offer cne Hundred Hollars for
my case that it falls to cure. Sen 1 for list of
been
warned
to
desist, and white testimonials.
Address, F. .). CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
women, whose hatred of the negroes is
Sold by druggists, 75c.
•ven stronger than that of the
Hall's Family Fills a:e the best.
men, have

_

THE

Assembly

/AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSBMKNTS.

FINANCIAL.

MISCELLANEOUS.

a

Opening

by

DAILY PBESSthe

made a very vigorous campaign In favor
of the amendment.
The result has been
that very few negroes registered, and of
those registered probably few voted. If
there ever was any doubt of the success
of the amendment It was soon removed

nor i
HOT**]®

The Steamer Aucoelsco of me
Steamboat Co., will leave Portlaas r'"
next Sun.iajr at ;?.15 p. m., for a three bourijw
amidst enchanting scenery, all os s'11®®
water, to the head of Casco Hay.
an orchestra aboard to furnish music ana
should mu let this "Old Home Sundaj «
without enjoying tills <l«.IftOMul trip
your "Old Homo" friends the beauties
Bay.
Reluming, steamer arrive* Jirtls
i icr at r».;to p. rn.
Faro for round trip 35e.

Preble

eodtf

ISA I VII

aug2u&t

HANlEL*.
Oe»'l' Wgf

new AnVEimSEMKNTS.

HARBOR NOTES.
Item*

of Interest Picked

flEW AI>TEP.TTSEMl£jrT8.

NUTT/ ADVEimSEMITNT8.

iVJCW

he iveather to-any
likely to be fair

VMWW^WW^WWWW

Up Along tlic

AI>VKltTISISJTIJKiqTS«

■i*

Water Front.

•5

The large schooner yacht Kathemimv
arrived yestarday from New York.
The schooner Emily A. Staples arrived
with a large cargo of hay.
The schooner
11. A. llolden arrived
from St. John, Ns B., Capt.
Molntire, is
the master of this vessel and

450,000 shingles to the

I

CCPYKIUMT

I»00 IT THE

PHOCTtH

A UAMBLl CO.

'■"‘"■‘rn VMmmmimm I.

CINCINNATI

H-.il

“super.”

was once

and

drilling a stupid

despair Forrest exclaimed:

the work of Ivory
Soap the reply
well be: “If I could, would I sell for half as

Ivory Soap, being

not more

than

pure, costs money, but

pure soap has to cost.
"--

>

ill L’NIC AND
VAUDEVILLE

a

UNDERWOOD

SPRING.
It has been decided to furnish some
extm attractions at Underwood for
Home Week, and in this line there
be some high class vaudeville that

fine
Old
will
will
please a great majority of the patrons of
J. Gorman's vaudeville
the park. C.
combination has been secured and will
be heard each afternoon and evening
The entertainment will Innext week.
clude five first rate acts, comprising a
troupe of trained dogs, a banjo artist, a
ballad singer and a comedy black
This will add variety to the
attractions of Underwood, and all the

tenor

lace act

other popular features will be retained.
The Fadettos will give concerts at the
usual hours and after the concert afternoon and evening will come the vaudeville, The Fadettes will give their concerts as

usual today and tomorrow,

desired

a

a

meeting of the Wholesale Grocers

Flour Dealers'

association

held yes-

afternoon, the following resolutions were adopted relating to the death

with

the following programme:
The Blue and the Gray,
Dresser
Concert Waltzes—Symposla,
Benix
Overture to Martha,
Von Flotow
Cornet solo—Selected,
Miss Annie White.
(a) The Girl 1 Lovett In Southern

not

Portland, Me., August 2, 1900.

Whereas, another of our old and tried
business friends has been called from this
life, W. W. Latham of H. H. Nevens
It
seems but a very short
company.
time since he was occupying his accustomed place at his desk, and now
we
shall see him no more. Mr. Latham came
to our city from California,
and at once
identified himself with the business interests of Commercial street, especially,
and with those of the city at large. He
was not a demonstrative man,
but his
influence was apparent, in a quiet way,
in what
he undertook. A reliable and
esteemed member of our
association, a
good and straightforward man has gone.
Therefore,
Kesolved,

II

her

welcoming

Everyone

guests.

|

^

All sizes,

Here’s

prices.

Union vJaLCks,

5

“OPEN HOUSE."

A

number

Atlantic squadron attended the perforlast night, and enthusiastically
applauded the brilliant efforts made by
the individual members of this fine orga-

mance

nization. The patrons of the Gem have
of seeing the
excellent opportunity
as
the theatre boatJpasses
men-of-War
between the fleet for the Gem theatre.
an

1KWIN BROS,’ BURLESQUEKS.
Those

who

enjoy

a

burlesque perfor-

with its pretty women, tuneful
music and gorgeous effects will have
an opportunity next week to see what Is
said to be one of the largest and best
mance

burlesque
Irwin

Bros

organizations

on

the

road.

famous

Venetian Burlesare well known in the large cities

quers
Where every season

they

are

accorded

a

Woman’s

Literary

Union

just

mounted

mention.

a

on

Made

HANDSOMELY DECORATED.
"

Mounted Flaggs, right size & hang from windows,
50c, 75c, $1.15 and up
as

to

all

sizes,

canvas

by

6

feet,

of

made

excellent

A delightful ride, this special Sunday
trip to Fabyans; and with the observation car attached, an unusual opportunity is given to view the range in all
Its grandeur from ravine to summit. A
very low rate is made for the round trip,
and the train arrives back in Portland
before supper.
Ho who Is afraid to go to the Ke9ley
on the Hill because ne has no
Institute
cash, does very wrong Try them and see
of.

jp

E, Thurston
Hanford of

Hermon.

In Augusta, July 25.
Miss Sadie J. Holmes.
In Oldtown, July 29,

Albert

Some people

VISIT THE WAR SHIPS.
The steamers of the Casco Bay Steamboat Co. will make trips to the war ships.
to the public
The ships will be opened
daily from 10 to IS and 1 to 4 daily.

%

N?

bail,

wood

strong

dozen,

Eight

“

“

Ten

«

“

“

“

strong

Twelve

“

“

«

“

$3.38

Fifteen

an

idea

“

“

“

“

^

I Ng

There’s a big
stock of them here, a
wide

variety of styles
and at all sorts of prices.
And caps and shoes and

gG
it

in0'.

$1.00.

valance and

Sun

ing
of

i

Yon might as well have the Correct Collar,
the Latest Tie and, above all, the swell Summer
Shirt. It isn’t a question of money, merely a
mutter of getting into the right store. You
won’t make any mistake if you buy Cents’
from this list.

Furnishings
possibly

You couldn’t

pay less.

g?

g^

and

nets

g=

rackets,

jg=
If

26 and 28 MONUMENT

3

ads. fail to interest
they’re pot up-to-

Every
ested in

woman

is

per
and

inter-

husband

our

E. Folsom and

John Cyr and Miss Delina Taylor.
In Phipsburg, July 28, Samuel II. Ridley of
Harpswell and Miss Carrie T. Cutting ot Rlilpsburg.
In Bangor, July 25, Alonzo Drlllen and Miss
Hattie E. Heavil; Henry E. Armstrong and Mrs.
Agnes McArthur, both of Jackman.

and up.

delay.

Outfitters,

>

is

#

packed

with

everything

new

F.

to our

city.

store wo can show

large assortment,—Piano l»t)x, Corning and Stantop, Bailey and Cano seats. Prices $100 I
can save you $25 or more on a carriage.
Don’t

a

It

May

Be True€

a

MILLING CO.,

%

$S«.50

1
|j

|

FILM CAMERAS.
Weno

♦

5

X
0

£

^
o

3
❖

X

T
~

X
&
^

Is

at

4x5

$3.75

$«7oo

better
Hawkeye lor

PORTLAND PIER
15 ITIiautc Service.

More steamers leave this wharf than
others combined. Boats from this wharf
exclusively to the war ships. You will

brought back promptly.
Pier.

all
run

be
Remember Portland

Fare 25 cents Round
aug3diw

Camera
than
tho
rapid work. It is especially recommended for the visitor or any one desiring to take a
number of pictures in succession
without having to enter a dark

I

room to

change plates.

If you don’t own a Camera you
will have nothing lo recall your
first Old Home Week.

Trip.

MAINSPRINGS, 75c^
The best American Mainsprings, made by
the Elgin and Waltham companies. Warranted
for one year. McKENNEY,
the
Jeweler,

Monument Square.

jlv.Odtf

Hawkeye.

3 1-2x3 I-2

No

WAR SHIPS

|9

plate holder

witn each.

Visitors

H

Caso and

.to the.

;

WEEK.

symmetrical lens,
Carrying

jly20dtf5thor81;hp

Headquarters

HOME

“Ray” Folding Camera, I)ble.

Square, oj

for

OLD

“Ray” Folding Cycle Camera
(Single lens),
$4.75

JEWELER,

l¥lonument

a

In this city, August 2, Charles L.. youngest ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•♦♦<>♦♦♦♦♦*♦♦♦♦*♦*•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦*♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«
child of Isaac D and Susan F. Merrill, aged 4
months, 14 days.
[Funeral Saturday afternoon at 2 30 o’clock
trom the parents’ residence, 74 Chestnut street, j
.
In this city, August 2, John W., Infant son of
cleanliness is next to godliness, but even
•
Henry and Delia Larsen, aged 3 months.
a clean man is unlikely to be godly if his
[Funeral'from parents’ residence, 17 Brackett ▼
street. Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
a
food doesn’t agree with him,
In Farmington, July 25, Mrs. Maria H. Hack-1
Food made from “Henkel’s Seal of
£
ett, aged 51 years.
in Horridgewock, July 20. Joshua W. Hadha-! •
Purity” flour agrees with everybody—it
way, aged 08 y ears.
won’t derange the most delicate stomach.
iii East Baldwin, July 29, Miss Annie Sawver. I X
Try it—your grocer will return your
22
years.
aged
money if it doesn’t suit you.
m Machiasport, July 22, Joel W. Cook, aged ♦
70 years.
In Red Beach, July 23, Mrs. Esther A. Ford.
COMMERCIAL
In Bradley, July 20, Lafayette Spencer, aged I
Detroit. Midi.
♦
67 years.
NOTE.—Other Commercial Mills products
“Henkel’s lfoyal Star Pastry Elour,”
are:
rThe funeral services of the late Marion M.
(Highest Grade);) “Henkel’s Fancy Straight
Meserve will be held Friday at 2 p. m. at 25 j
Flour,” “Henkel' r Whole Wheat Flour.” Each
Chapel street.
brand thei best in its class on the market.
Ask
[The funeral services of the late William W. j
Latham will be held IMday lorenoou at 11 X
your grocer about them.
at
his
late
227
Cumberland
o’clock
residence,
street. Interment at Gray in the afternoon.
£*+♦+++*+*+♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦« *♦*♦*♦♦♦
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I

Bailey Carriage Co.,

Opposite
:

|

♦

$ j

THE

|

aug3d3t

and

Special Values for

a

Post Office.

com-

tourists

CAMERAS.

I

%j
^j
♦

the

or

open and

O.

require-

summer

OWEK, MOORE & CO.

%

in

you everything usually found in
first class jewelry establish-

-o--

for

umbrellas,

All

aug3dlt

Come

We
Come when assortment is full and best to be obtained.

tum-

others.

Monument Square.

1

sun

ments for

fVlen’s

c

Vases and

flowers, punch

sweaters.

FRANK M. LOW & GO.,

p

or

big pafor fetes
outdoor

lemonade

women,

West win-

ment.

have

for

fort,

-AT-7--

lVe

tennis

chafing dishes,
traveling bags, suit cases,
souvenir pictures, haberdashery for men and

PNEUMATIC BUGGIES I
GREAT BARGAINS.
$25.00
SVIore, Ia
Saving
McKenney, !

hope bodies,

indoor

bowls,
blers,

other n)er).
So we’ve put on sale all
the odd lots of our trouser
stock. Oq sale at $2.98.
Be lively if you wapt
first class pick. Styles
shown in
dow.

umbrellas,

jugs

as

as

the Jewelry line.
We have
most complete stock in the

of

markers,

other

decorations.

having her father,

brother or
well dressed

|

A

balls,

and

Lanterns and

date, (The ads, we meap,
not the
Look
womep.)
at our offer today.

CASH,

SQUARE.

our

worker),

GO.,!|

and Shoe Healers.

se-

And Tennis

things.

^

Clothiers, Hatters, Ffiirnishcrs, Boot

stock to

large

a

2^

Suspenders, lO, 18, 25, 45. 75, g
98c, $1.25, $1.50.
gj

SPOT

of them here.

lect from.

p

PRICE,

passfad at the very top
its
now.
vogue

gj

p

ONE

a

course.
Clubs,
balls, caddy bags, score
cards, etc.—the best sorts

Negligee Shirts, 98c.
Fancy Stiff Bosom Shirt*, 98c,
$1.25. $1.50.
j§
t
Fancy Hose, 25c.
Collars. lOc, 2 for 25c,
Cuffs, 15, 25, 45, 50c.
Bow
Four-inTies, Strings,
p
hands, Tecks, Imperials, 25, 45, p

IRA F. CLARK &

all

Golf of

g

50c.

spreader,

Bonnets,

Plenty

|

closely

twine with

to be hooked up.

ready

UU\A^AAAIJJ'JUUUT^'JViUJ^JUUVAAAJUUUlLL!UUUmj'JU'JU UVI/T !

DON’T BE
OLD-FASHIONED.

Made of

woven cotton

I

^

An excellent hammock
the
Basement
for

in

£

OREN HOOPER'S SONS.

for surf batli-

everything

30c 2^
50c 2?
75c
^1.00 *t
2.25

-—-

de-

exceedingly

sirable.

3E

top and

and tin candle socket,

inch size, per

will be

2^

paper with Bamboo

“

with

binding,

rice

«

here’s

bunting

of

wire

Six

price.
Size 4 feet

3g

DEA1 HS.

TAINS.

made
what they are
praise them highly.

town.
In Kenduskeag, July 28, Forest
of Kenduskeag uud Miss Lucy M.

ribs,

strong sticks, gilded tips,

E'lacgs for la^rge poles,

come, you
there’ll be days and days
this month, when if you
are at the
beach, a bathsuit
where
ing
you can
get hold of it quickly

will

keep open house during Old Home Week
The Maine Woman Suffrage Associaat Professor Taylor's and Auxiliary parthe
Portl
and
assisted
by
tion,
Equal lors, Y. M. O. A. building,
Congress
Suffrage Club, will keep “open house'1 square. All visiting club women and j
during Old Home Week, from Tuesday their friends as well as members of the '■
until Saturday, at Room 37, Y. M. C. A.
union will be welcome.
building. During these four days headmarriages.
quarters will be open day and evening
furnishing a pleasant place for visitors
Iii Wluterport. July 28, James Clark of Bucksto rest, and it is hoped all club women
and Miss Margaret Bowen.
and friends of Equal Suifrage will avail port
In Bangor, July 31, Harry C. Lancaster of
themselves of this invitation
Richmond and Miss Mary E. Burnham of Old-

One of the most effective decorations
in th9 city, is the business block of the
long part of 125 sides makes the ease and W. T. Kilborn company on Free street.
smoothness of his performance the more The work was done entirely by employes
great credit on
remarkable.
Charles
Craig’s line per- of the firm, and reflects
artistic tasta, and ability to carry
formance of Joseph Johnson, still con- their
attended
with
much labor
a
out
design
tinues to be one of the features of the and no little risk.
This metropolitan fayorite
production.
has scored another one of his successful THE HEART OF THE WHITE MOUN-

triumphs

The

vg

is

yet to
know, and

§i

Lanterns.

part of

surf-bathing

season

2:

yard

30 cents bottom,

35

«gj

at a t

THE

jp

and every

best

the

ip

Fle^-gs,

^5

dg

5C per

j

the way of (artistic acting.
of the ollicers of the North

little,

a

g
g

JaLps^rvese

Different colors,

■

in

do

can

*5 Bunting.

||b

the new acquisition and spirited manner
in which the players enter in this comedy makes It one of the brighest entertainments offered by the Gem In a long
time.
Like ail good dramatic material
“Too Much Johnson” is an attraction in
and the magnificent acting of
Itself,
In William Gillette’s
Willis
Granger
part of Augustus Billings, is a surprise
The little time
to his many admirers.
allowed Mr. Granger to prepare for this

little for

a

-----

RIVERTON PARK.

The following additional contributions
received toward the expense
America’s Greatest Vaudeville Stars at have been
of celebrating Old Home Week:
arr. by Boettgert i Riverton Park this week are giving most
Tennessee,
Frazer excellent satisfaction and summer visitors From the lawyers of
(b) The Drum Major,
city, by
F. Libby, per
hands of Ohas.
Musical Scenes from Scotland,
Dangey i who are accustomed to seeing the best
list already published,
$ 350.00
There will be a large attendance next I vaudeville acts in the large cities are quite
t.hfl f 1
wtc
hr hmuid rtf V.
J. Harmon,
week, for vaudeville at Underwood will as enthusiastic over this entertainment as
24.50
be a decided novelty.
are the
local patrons whose approval of Portland & Rumford Falls rail25.00
way,
the performance Is demonstrated in the
CORSE PAYTON.
and hearty
ringing
applause
laughter
$399.50
The old claim of repertoire managers
that punctuates the execution
of every Previously acknowledged from
of ‘‘a dollar show for a dime," has been j
other sources.
3.6(3.26
act. Little
Beatrice, the remarkable
fully realized by Mr. Corse Payton and
child that appears to know almost everyTotal,
his comedy
$4,092.75
oompany, and the public
thing that is worth knowing in relation
Portland, August 2, 1(4)0.
acknowledge the fact and rally to his
Geo H, Richardson, Treasurer.
to the various countries and governments
support In such numbers that theatres of the
world, besides a wealth of miscelOLD HOME NOTES.
In every city he visits have their capacilaneous knowledge,
is
receiving a large
Several days ago a movement was on
ty tested at every performance. Mr. Payamount of attention
from
ladies and
ton employs none but the best actors
foot to have young America represented
children, who are charmed witiv her deand produces all plays with a full comIn the parade Tuesday.
Enough money
childish
manners and unatfectedlightful
could not be subscribed in time to equip
pliment of special scenery, costumes, fur- ness when off the
stage.
niture and properties, and in every rethe boys with uniforms and the plan was
abandoned.
WELCH AND COMPANY.
spect duplicates the original metropolitan
Talk is being made ifmong the business
presentation of the play. The supportFor many years a large number of our
XB 1A1UUC
tJXlfc
BOCIBUU
Cl±3 xjt.
houses to close all day Tuesday,
or
at
lUg CUIJlJ-'ttJJJ
citizens have occupied cottage lots on
artists selected from the best ranks of j land at Peaks Island known as the
least during the time
of the
parade
propMr. Payton will, on \
Some of the business
men
have
anstage favorites.
Ui.
Vim
itUU
TTWUH
IllJUUIil
Monday’s matinee begin a week's en-, The owners of this property have now nounced that they would do this.
Many
gagsment at the Jefferson theatre, giving formed a corporation under the name of others are likely to follow their example,
daily matinees every afternoon. The j Welch Land Company, organized July
LET.11SKTHOM BAXTER PARTY.
Monday night's bill will be that master S*3th, 1POO, for the purpose of taking title
A letter from the Hon. James P. Bax“The
work
of stagecraft,
Prodigal to and controlling this property. The
Daughter,” which created quite a sensa- officers of the corporation are as follows: ter, dated £.Spitzfcergen July 15, tells of
the safe arrival of his party there. The
tion at the time of its original producBenjamin Welch, president; Walter S. voyage
was a good one, but during the
tion and will be duplicated in every de- Trefethen, vice
A. latter part of it the weather was extremepresident; Joseph
toil by Mr Payton. Prices at night will
Locke, treasurer; and these three with ly cold. There was a heavy snow storm
9
and the whole
be 10, 20 and 30 cents, and at the matialong the coast
Ceorge D. Welch and Ira S. Locke, who coast was covered July
with snow.
nees 10 and 20 cents.
is clerk of the coi’poration, constitute the
WOMAN’S LITERARY UNION.
THE UEM.
board ot directors.
“Too Much Johnson,” as produced by
the excellent company at the Gem theatre, will easily prove the banner success
of the season. The patrons of this cosy
little theatre are more than pleased with

up the house

dressing

little counts.

of W. W. Latham:

That we extend to the family
of our deceased associate our sympathy
on this occasion,
with the assurance of
the high esteem in which he was held by
large patronage, anti this will be the his fellow merchants.
Kesolved. That the association in the
ffrst—appearance of this splendid comremoval of another of its old time memoutside the
pany
There
large citie3.
is reminded that sooner or later
bers,
will be two amusing burlesques present- death
overtakes us all, and that it Is being the lull strength of the oompany and coming us to so live as to be ready for
a
strong olio of musical, comedy and the call.
Resolved, That the business house of
sensational acts. Seats on sale Saturday
which the
deceased was
a member,
and
there will doubtless be a large ad- likewise has our
sympathy.
vance sale for this attraction.
Resolved. That these resolutions be
spread upon the records and that a copy
McCULLUM’S THEATRE.
he sent to the family and to the business
house
of the deceased.
No attraction presented at the simmer
theatres this season shows off the abilities
THE FIRST PARIS#.
of the talentel members of the famous
Old Home Week will be recognized at
McCullum stock company so well as the
the First Parish on Sunday. This church,
brilliant
four act comedy drama, “The
as the
record
book
says, “is the lirst
New South,1' that is attracting the particular attention of the most fashionable church that ever was settled to the eastand critical theatre goers this week. It is ward of Wells.” The minister, Rev. Mr.
Perkins, will preach an historical sera bauutiful play,
effectively acted and
mon on the beginning of religious life in
handsomely staged and costumed, and
Portland.
The meeting house will be
will prove a delightful
treat
to local
open to the
public during the week on
amusement lovers
and
their
visiting
and Friday mornWednesday,
Thursday
friends and relatives.
Manager MoCulfrom 10 until 12 o’clock. There are
lum’s announcement for-mext week Is of ings,
in
the meeting house many historical
extraordinary importance and his theatre
which will be interesting to viswill certainly receive a large share of at- relics,
itors to the city.
tention from everybody seeking
amusement.
OLD HOME WEEK SUHSCRlPTlbNS.

piiAAIA.

AT

who

terday

soap to do

much?

for

excuse

jj:

^

“Can't you say it as I do?”
“No,” said
the man;
if I could, would I be
working
for $5.00 a week?” If you asked a
cheap yellow

might

no

Decorating.

35 attire for

en-

1000.

Lanterns jp

business carrying psoph
closer view of the fleet.

the warships

ON DEATH OF W. W. LATHAM.

WHITE LOGIC
In

There's

5J5

and

Portland, Aug. 3,

->

the harbor aud people were not slow
to tike advantage
of this opportunity.
All of the island steamers also did a large

At

DWIN FORREST

for

STORE.

It can be done with very
:5 Old Home Week when it costs so little.
3 little labor, too, and still helps to dress up old Portland in her best

see

ter

If

GREATEST

| Bunting, Flags

brought 1,ltufus Deering

company.
About the wharves yesterday afternoon
were the hirgest crowds that have been
known on the water front this summer.
Thd wharves afforded a lino point of van-

tage from which to

MAINE’S

i1.
8

mim k co.(
FREE

ST.

aug3dlw

PROHIBITION AT BAR HAR-

WOODFOIIBS.

BOR.
Mr. L. M.

Leighton,

the

real

estate

dealer, is having granite steps placed in
position in front of the residence now in

Prohibition Caucus Last

Night.

for the

A Candidate

Legislature

Nominated.

An

Important Business
Change.
0

The

Baptist

Party

Lawn

Last

Evening.

process of erection for him in

Coyle park,

Home Week in the Peering district, so
that the city in its new wards will have
ample protection against thieves, etc. A
number of the residents of the two wards
to be appointed to the
positions as
special officers for the above named purare

enFraternity lodge of Odd Fellows,
refreshments at the close of their
The Prohibitionists of Westbrook held joyed
meeting Wednesday evening.
a
caucus last evening at the Ward 1 hose
The painters’ crew of the Worcester &
house, Cumberland Mills, for the purpose
Nashua division of the Boston Mr, Maine
of nominating a candidate for the legislarailroad company are engaged in paintture.
the grade crossing gates an orange
Mr. Ernest Bragdon was chosen secre- ing
color instead of white as formerly in use.
Witham
A.
N.
of
the
Dr.
meeting.
tary
nee

chosen by acclamation as
of the party

All

tilt?

OYtJUU

UliClU

iUl'i

ili

AJ,

the nomifTUUUUUlJ

insist3 on declining the Democratic nomination, it is understood to be the desire of
the leading members of the Democratic
party to endorse the prohibition party.
Bragdon Bros, who have been in the
boot and shoe business in Westbrook since
{September 1889, sold out their business
yesterday to Mr. W. tS. Cox of Auburn.
member of the
Mr, Cox was formerly a
lirm of Cox & Dyer, boot and shoe dealPortland,
Mr. C. tS. Bragdon,
ers, in
one of the lirm of Bragdon Bros., goes to

It is also understood that the company
intends to replace the diamond and make
other
needed improvements
on
their
tracks at the junction of the Portland
Railroad company’s tracks on Forest aveThe steam
nue, foot of Lincoln street.
railroad tracks are in bad condition and
for that reason bothers the electric oars
about making speedy
crossings with

safety.

M011RILLS.
The Scamman

Manufacturing

company
the pur-

organized a few weeks ago for
pose of manufacturing toothpicks, etc.,
expect to commence operations about the
first of September in the building located
at Morrills Corner formerly occupied by
Mr. Charles F. Scamman, one of the inThe lawn party held by the members of corporators of thp new company. The mathe Baptist church on the lawn at the chinery is being fitted up and the buildcorner of Main and Lamb streets Wednes- ing put in readiness for use at the above
day evening was well attended, The com- named date.
mittee in charge disposed of about 15 galGORHAM.
lons of ice cream and also met with good
Ashland, Mass where he has accepted a
position as teacher in the high school.
Mr. Ernest Bragdon, the other member
of the firm, has not decided as yet on
future plans for business.

_

in the sals of other refreshments.
A neat sum will be realized the profits
of which are to be devoted to the painting and repairs expenses now going on at
the church,
Mr. George Murch, Jr., is in the city
from Boston for a few days. Mr. Murch
has recently accepted a position
and is
now at work in the Hub.
t Mr. Edward C. Fogg, formerly a conductor on the Westbrook division ol the
and until
Portland Railroad company,
recently a clerk at one of the leading
hotels in Boston, has resigned his position and bought out an employment bureau at 27 Tremont Row, where he is said
to be doing a very line business, having
one of the largest agencies in the city.
The Prgsumpscots and Fort Preble ball
nines are to play a game Saturday afternoon on the Warren Park grounds.
The
Silk
mill
same afternoon the Haskell
nine will play a game with the Yarmouth
nine on the Scotch Hill grounds.
Both
games are called to begin at 2 30 o'clock.
Air, Fred E. Burns of Alontpelier, Vt.,
superintendent of, the Vermont office of
the New York Lite Insurance company,
is in this city for a few days at the home
of his father Hon. T. S. Burns.
Airs, Herbert Pitts, who has been on a
two weeks5 visit at the
home
of her
parents, Air. and Airs. Frank Adams,
Brackett street, has returned to her home
in Roxbury, Alass. She was accompanied
by her sister Aliss Lizzie Ada ms.
^ Air. Joseph P. Ricker, who has been in
the employ of the
S. I). Warren paper
mills company, concludes his labors with
the company on Saturday of this week.
Air. Ricker has been in the employ of the
company for S3 consecutive years.
The N. E. O. P. lodge of Cumberland
Mills, has appointed a committee to confer with the lodge in Westbrook in regard
to holding an outing during the latter
part of the month. The committee was
composed of Alexander AlcLean, Charles
Aladson and James O, Bryant.
A meeting is to be held on Friday evening.
The members of the Westbrook and
Presumpscot commanderies, U. O. G. C.,
have received notices that
commencing
success

trrlfh donfomRan 1 fVio ocoaeciYirt-nfct

nnrl

in

itiation fee will be advanced to double
th8 present rates,
A crew of Mr. E. C. Hersey’s workmen
from Portland commenced work yesterday laying a tar roof on the new Haskell
silk mill in process of erection.
The interior of the building is also
to receive
two coats of paint.

Superintendent of Schools Fred Benson
and family have gone to Newfield,
Mr.
Benson's former home, where they are to
spend the month of August.

Miss Sarah Ridlon, teacher of the Gorham High school, held a reunion last evening at her home on South street for the
class of 189.2, Gorham High
school.
It
a
occasion and will
very pleasant
long be remembered. Refreshments were
served, Those present were Principal W.
W. Woodman and wife, Miss Mary Alden,
Miss Angie Weeks, Mr. Charles R. Hinckley, teachers in 1892, Mabel Hay, Harry
L. Hay, Mary McLellan, Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick
George Heath,
Sampson,
Frederick Hole, Mr. and Mrs. William

was

Cressey, Chailes H. Allen and wife.
A telegram was
received.
Wednesday
evening by the Gorham lodge, K. of P.,
that
Gilbert
giving the information
Marston, who left a few weeks ago for
the far West,
was killed by a runaway
horse,
Mr. Marston was a young man much
respected in our community and it will
be a very sad blow to his
and
family
friends.
He was a prominent and well
known member qf the Gorham lodge, K.
of P., and also had been an officer of the
He
grand lodge K. of P. of Maine.
eaves a wife and one daughter wno have
the sympathy of the many friends in Gorham.
A horse belonging to one of our prominent physicians took fright
Tuesday in
Central square and
with the carriage
dashed down Main street at great speed,.
When near William P. Kimball’s store he
turned and ran directly into the building
smashing one of the large windows badNo one was injured but the carriage
ly.
was somewhat damaged.
Mr. L. J. Lemond of West Buxton was
at his Gorham store yesterday.
Kev. Dr. Lewis, wife and son George
visited Dr, Philip Lewis yesterday.
Mr. John H. Card and family of Portland are spending a few
days at their
Gorham farm.
Mr, Card is a prominent
lawyer in Portland.
Mrs. Frederic L, Phinney and daughter Jennie, have been the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. C. P. Winship this week.
Mrs. Cashmore and daughter are passing a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Andrews at their cottage at Old Orchard.
-TfWrn

rPr»«afvr»nT\

\xrcvc

in -f-.m-rm

vrao.

en route to Limerick.
Miss Laura Usher, Main street, has returned from a sojourn at Old Orchard for
a few days.
Miss Frost and Miss Wingate,
Green

terday

street,

are

passing

a

few days at

Old Or-

chard.
LARGEST SCHOONER OF ALL.
The
schooner “William C Carnegie”
is to be launched from the yard of Percy
& Small, Bath, Me
at noon Saturday,

The
members
of the
Universalist
church and society are to hold their an- August 11.
She is 290 feet in length, 46
nual picnic August 16 at Higgins Beach. feet 2 inches beam, 22 feet 4 inches depth
They are to be the guests of their former of hold, and measures 2663 tons, over 200
pastor, Rev. T. B. Payne and his wife at tons larger than either the
“John B.
their summer home. «
Prescott” or “Nathaniel
T. Palmer”
Miss Maria Hooper,
Brown
street, which will make her the largest schooner
Cumberland Mills, leaves next
Monday afloat, but this distinction she will hold
for
Naples where she is to enjoy a but a short time as both the C amden and
month’s vacation.
Bath six masters will be
considerably
Mr. Eli Cook an employe at the Dana larger.
is
mills
a
The
months’
Is
vacaowned by J. |S,
Warp
enjoying
“Carnegie”
tion.
W inslow & Co. and will hail from Portland.
Capt. MltchellJReed, formerly of
schooner “George E. Walcott” is to go in
They Struck It
command.
It was a grand thing for this community that such an enterprising firm as H. FOR SEBAGO LAKE,
THE SONGO
P. S. Goold, 677 Congress street, secured
AND BAY OF NAPLES;.
the Agency for Dr. King’s New DiscoveA Sunday trip with more pioturesque
ry for Consumption, the wonderful remedy that has startled the world by its mar- scenery and unique features than can be
vellous cures.
The furor of enthusiasm
over it has boomed their business, as the found In all New England, Is the excurdemand for it is immense. They give sion to Sebago Lake;
thence aoross its
free trial bottles to sufferers, and posi- blue
waters, through the winding Songo
tively guarantee it to oure Coughs Colds, with its
quaint looks, and up beautiful
Bronchitis, Asthma, Croup and all
Throat and Lung Troubles.
A trial Long Lake to the Bay of Naples Inn.
proves its merit. Price 50o and $1,00.
Special reduced tiokets for Sunday. |

ifich.

Emiucut Citizens Condemn the Recent
Prosecutions—Fa vor

Closing

Saloons at XI O’clock p.

ill.

Attempted

Assassina-

tion in Paris.

Man

Jumped

Into Carriage
Revolver.

Weapon Struck

With

From

His Hand in Time.

tographer^ assistant.
The impression is gaining ground

Spaniard.
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LAFON

Remurknble

lishment

one quick.
you want another
All dealers
Demand it. Get it.

SCHOOL.

a

New

In

Mob

CO.,

Estab-

Educational

Destroyed by

I

IOC. Cigar

belief is that he had
no actual eviden ce
received the
Paris has
to prove this.
news of the attempt with but one sentiof
that
indignation.
ment,

accomplice there is

Orleans.

(Corr. Boston. Transcript.)

IMILLIKEN-TOMLINSON

Distributers, Portland.

T. J- DUNN &

CO., Makers, Philadelphia.

OPEN AT NOON AUG. 1st.

from New
The reports which come
Orleans of the grief expressed by the colored people ..there over the
burning of
Lafon schoolhouse, during
the Thorny
the recent riots, can be understood by
any one who has had an opportunity to

*«

THE ALL RIGHT.
CAFE IS THE.

see how much pride the colored residents
of the city took in this institution.
I visited this school in November of last
year, in company with Booker T. M ashington, who spent one whole day at that
time in visiting the colored schools of
that I
New Orleans, and Jt was -of it
wrote in the Transcript recently that I

USCMH RESTAURMl-

had never seen a better equipped or better
grade, in
managed school of the same
any city, North or South,
During the day we visited Straight
University, the school for colored pupils
maintained in New Orleans under the
auspices of the (Jongregationalist denom-

Feaeral

202

Street,

thoroughly overhauled—scrubbed whitened, painted, paperedi:'
The sleeping apartments are r
newly furnished.
We want the people of Portia:
ination, Leland University, a Baptist and clean as time and money can make them.
We want the people from the country and all strangers;:
school, similar schools maintained there to drop in and 6ee us.
by the Methodists and by the state of Portland to come In and see us.
We do not promise you
anythin;
Louisiana, and others of the city schools We will take your order, give you all we can for the money you pay, and we ho:*
It has been

most

severely

cleansed and

_

The one expression
for colored pupils.
which I heard most often from the colored
people who were guiding us about the
see the
city was, “We want you to
‘Thorny Lafon School.’5 That seemed to

be^their especial pride,

—SMALL’S COFFEE AND SMALL’S FOOD IS ALL RIGHT,.
And the name “Tiie Ale Right Cafe” most appropriate.
The best knap
people in Portland appreciate this name; wo have catered to them at the Rayra;:
We txied to purchase the Best Cafe in Portland.
Spring House.
They arec
for sale, therefore we did the next best thing.
We have no marked display
plate glass; we have a thoroughly clean, correctly managed, all rlgfc
Xo beei-, (not even ginger ale).
In t
place for feeding tiie people.
twelve years’ experience in Summer hotel life I never sold to any living oi d&
individual a drop of syiirits of any kind. How.many can say tho same?
I s:i
stick to this principle.-Good Food, Xeatness, Most Scrupulous Cleanliness, .V
People and Right Prices shall support the high reputation Raymond Spring E
j has
all over this country, and continue to command the good will and friend;:
of the many well known and most influential people of Portland.

and very naturally
since it was made possible„by,j the gift of
money from a colored man.
Thorny Lafon was a colored man who,
had never been a
so far as X can learn,
slave. He was originally in business as
a tailor, but after he began to accumulate
property to some extent, gave up that
business and devoted himself to the management of his Investments. When he
died, about fifteen years ago, he left a
fortune amounting to
several hundred
thousand dollars, The bulk of this he
willed to be used for philanthropic purposes, and divided it very impartially be- /
instit utions,
tween white and colored
giving the most of „it to hospitals and
A portion of the money was
schools.
used to build the school which has just
been burned, and it was named for him.
Naturally his memory has “been held in
respect by the pso pie of both races. I
remember seeing a bust of him in the
chapel of one of the universities we visited, and 1 have been told that a bust of
him was set up In
the btate
House at
Baton Rouge, and that no other colored
man had ever received the same honor.
The Thorny Baton school accommodated
primary and intermediate pupils. It was
in charge of Mrs.
Williams, a colored
woman who is a
mosJaKapable principal
and teacher, and wlWSe
husband, Dr.
Williams, is the principal of anather of
the largest colored schools in the heart of
the city. The Thorny Lafon sehoolhouse
stood well out from the oentre ol the
town, in a neighborhood where many of
the most prosperous colored residents of
the city owned good homes.
It was a
thoroughly modern building, containing
about sixteen rqoms. A correspondent
writing from New Orleans since the riot
there says: “It was a handsome building,
as handsome as any white sohool
buildSome of the mob
ing in New Orleans
had talked wildly of
Straight
burning
University; and that building and others
that were threatened were well guarded.
As no one had thought of any
attack
on the Lafon building it was not protected, and hence was easily set on tire.
‘God has indeed deserted us,: said an old
when
negro preacher the next morning
he stood beside the smoking embers of
what had been the sehoolhouse,”

Come in and see

Yours Most Respectfully

C.
pleasant

rooms.
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you
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It is the fill

Louis, August

1810. Best-for
f^^-originated
or internal use.

external

Cures—

colds, cholera morbus, colic,

\1
m£t?nnP'U £(.lin„8’
A* nlatjon-

£J\economical;
Boston, Mass.
^
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81

1/
Bl
Bl:
§h

aShes

and inflamCosts—25 cents and 50
a bottle.
Larger size more
t hree times as much.
'• s- JOHNSON & CO.,
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not fail

to lake four

Largest

in the W'OltLD.

It lias 20 Tables of the FIXES! Hake in the

Square

Feet of Floor

It does more business than all

(he

world.

Space Carpeted.
oilier

Billiard Hulls

in Portland combined.

Fool

2 l-2c

cue.

|>er

Billiards 40c

ail

hour
aajldtf

Insure your prop-

erty with

ANODVNE

I

City.

this parlor

Johnson's
II

tr|

and Pearl Streets

Congress

visiting friends

avenue

LinimenT|\
!f

two

PALACE BILLIARD HALL,

It has S,000

2.—A car on the Cass
division of the St. Louis Transit
company ran over explosives last night
near Glasgow avenue.
The
qou trailer
was damaged and the floor of the car torn
There
were
no
up.
passengers. The crew
Thre„ employes of the
escaped Injury.
Transit company were the victims of assaults last night.
None of the men were
seriously injured. Each fired half a dozen
shots hut without effert.

E.

a neat, small rent near Monument square, or
Call or address
Will Purchase if price is right.

P. S.—We would like
three

ST. LOUIS CAR DYNAMITED.
St

L

will say

you

INSURANCE COMPANY
Of London and Edinburgh,

■

The largest Insurance Company
in the world doing a fire business.

local agents,

RALPH S. HOST!!
STATE ACENT
AND

Total Assets,

our i

Great Britain.

$70,325,675
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Exchange SI
marl2.M,Wi’F'J

Congress St.

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK ONLY.
Cabinet Photos “Carbon Finish,”
I^DESIEt.
$2.00
EOZEISr,

nEGrULiLR.

$0.3o

0

§
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2 Qeo.H.Qriffen |!
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Paul

—

want one for the drawing
The aristocratic crystal regula'
is the
lator, imported from Paris,
thing.
Perhaps you are thinking of one for
We can show you
the dining room.
Marble, Porcelain, or something handsome in Wood with Westminster Chimes.
—Do you need one for your cottage?
We are offering gome suitable ones in
Artistic Gilt Cases, $3,00 to $7.00,
Do

When you’ve)
1 smoked one'

popular

While the

W0RD2

ABOUT CLOCKS.

ENCORM

that

he is an Italian,
of a southern country.
12.40 a. m. —Up to midnight nothing
in regard to the would be assassin or hit
was
connections has been learned that
his
not known within half an hour after
silence.
Me maintains absolute
arrest.
although
The peculiarity of his accent.
he speaks periect Trench, mystifies the
asserted
been
by one
It
officials,
having
of these that his accent was English, a
to
man speaking English was admitted
his cell.
The visitor addressed him but he gave
inability to
the appearance of absolute
understand and the visitor came away
was not acquainted
convinced that he
with that language.
The impression left was that he is from
southern Trance, or possibly is a border
an

Regicide

2

MISCELLANEOUS.

J

He certainly is a native

that such was due to the efficient pi lice
service. He also said he thought that
the saloon keepers should be allowed to
Refuses to
Would Be
keep open until 13 midnight, and hoped
the meeting would pass resolutions to
Talk.
that effect, H -uu<;3 followed by Mr.
Deasy, who explained the reason for the
outline
an
and
gave
meeting being called,
of the recent; liquor trouble from the beginning, and also explained fully the prohibition law. Mr, Deasy’s remarks were
received with great applause As there
Paris, August 2.—-An attempt on the
were no other speakers on the
subject life of the Shah of
Persia, Muzaffer Ed
Mr. Deasy moved that the chair appointa committee of five
gentlemen to draw Din, was made this morning, but luckily
up a set of resolutions to place before the it resulted in no harm to His Majesty.
Whitney appointed
meeting, and Mr.
It was just 9.15 when the carriage of
Messrs. L. B. Deasy, W. 11. Davis, A.
the Shah emerged from the palace of the
Hnwowl vn-r.lrla
M’.
1}
TCnrtfnlr
-vn.t Tf!
Seated in the carriage with
N. Benson to adjourn to the ,next room sovereign.
and draft a set of resolutions to place the Shah was his
grand vizier, while opbefore the meeting. Mr. Deasy presented
him sat Gen. Parent. The carriag
posite
the following and suggested that when
turned to the
left toward the Avenue
put to vote it be a rising vote:
We the citizens and taxpayers of Bar Bols de Boulogne. It had proceeded but a
Harbor, in mass meeting assembled, com- few yards when a man dressed as a labormend the action of the municipal offioers
beof the town in proceeding to enforce the er and wearing a beret sprang from
had
police regulations requiring saloons to tween two automobiles, where he
close on Sundays 'and at 11 o’clock at been hidden. He broke through the line
night. We denounce the proseuctions re- of police, overturning a bicycle officer
cently begun not in the interest of order and jumped upon the royal carriage step.
but disorder; not in the interest of law,
In one hand the man had a cane which
but of lawlessness, and as being a method he raised as though to strike
but
this
of attempted blackmail.
We urge upon movement was only intended to hide the
the court and prosecuting officer of the real
held
he
hand
the
other
in
purpose for
county that the interest of law and order a revolver.
The attempted assassination
require that all such cases be nol prossed there came to an end for the grand vizier
when by appeal or otherwise they reach struck the
weapon from the man’s hand
the supreme court.
and at the same time officers caught his
We as citizens urge unon the municipal hand from behind and overpowered him.
authorities that they do not by reasons of
A crowd of 500U people who witnessed
threats or
otherwise modify the very the
attempted assassination made a rush
reasonable police
regulations referred for the would be murderer and tried to
to above unless such modifications
be in attack
him, but there were many policethe direction of greater stringency, but men in the
neighboring courts acting as
that they enforce such regulations uni- guards of the Shah, and these prevented
formly and vigorously. To that end we the mob doing violence to the miscreant.
recommend that they use all the machinThe prisoner was taken to the police staery of the law, appointing other police if tion. This afternoon the Shah carried out
needful, calling an extra town .meeting to his programme for a trio down the Seine
raise funds if
they think it expedient. to Versailles. The would be assassin abIn this course we pledge them the supsolutely refused to give his name or naof
our
voices
and of our influence,
port
tionality. He speaks but little and that
individually and collectively, now and with a southern accent
The police beall the time.
,,
lieve him to be an Italian. He is about
(Signed)
22 years of age, has chestnut colored hair,
L B. Deasy, A. Howard Hinkle,
W. a
large mustache and blue grey eyes. He
H. Davis, E» B. Hodick, E. N. Benson, was dressed in a blouse and wide trousers
Committee.
In his
the usual clothes of a carpenter.
After the above was read E. N. Benson,
pocket was found an ugly knife and a
J
Madison handkerchief marked “126th
A. Howard Hinkle, Dr.
regiment
Taylor, Chas H. Wood and others spoke infantry.” When this was discovered the
in favor of passing it and when
put to man said, ‘That will not aid you in youi1
vote it was carried unanimously.
inquiries concerning my identity.”
The Shah'was not apparently excitid
TOMBS OF THE MINOS.
by the attempt and when the man had
been
led away he reseated himself in the
(From Leslie’s Weekly.)
carriage and quietly spoke in Persian to
In
a
small
at
the
foot
of
the
he said to the
valley
Then
the grand vizier.
3
mountains, a little over 30 miles north coachman “Drive on,” and the carriage
proceeded to Alexander III. bridge where
of Pekin, lie the tombs of the Mings, the
a boat was taken for Sevres.
sturdy Chinese family that aroused their
The pistol carried by
the
would
be
np.nnlft to throw off the vnkn of Monsrol murderer was «£ the bulldog
type, loaded
rule that had been fastened upon them with five cartridges.
When the police
by the great Kulbai Khan. High on the seized the man he tried to break away
the
runs
cried
“Vive!
and
Children!
tombs,
mountains, overlooking
People!”
the grim line of the great wall, which
An officer tried to stop him, but he
t bey defended so long against the Man- shouted, “To my assistance
friends.”
chu invaders, who finally overthrew them Then he quieted
down and
permitted
and established the Ts’ing dynasty in himself to be taken off.
their ancient capital.
t» ucij uuc rvuiro
*> un
xuuiivi uu mo pci.
Coming north
from Pekin toward the tombs you pass, son an oilicer remarked: “You also had
on the right, the famous summer palace a knife,” to which
the man
replied,
of the Mings,
the
magnificent Yuen “Yes, I took some precaution.”
Ming Yuen (round, brilliant garden),
“Why did you attempt to assassinate
now in ruins, having been burned by the the iShahi” the oilicer asked.
French and English in the war of 1860.
“Because,” was the reply, “it pleased
On the left rises the beautiful Wan Sho me to do so.
That does not
concern
Shan, or Myriad Ages Hill, with Its you.”
terraces
and
marble
To all other questions the prisoners
porcelain temples,
which was also wrecked by the allied remained dumb.
force s in 1860, but has recently been reLater in the.day to some officials of the
stored and occupied, by the present em- household of the Shah who tried to Inter“Your
press dowager.
rogate him, the prisoner said:
Hising gently from the plain into the master will do well to resign, otherwise
valley,the road enters between the line of we will kill him.”
An eye-witness of the attempted asgiant figures that stand on either side of
the causeway leading up to the tombs. sassination said the courage of the Shah
First stand the giant bonzes, or Budd- was remarkable, ^lie at ted with perfect
hist priests, for the founder of the dynas- coolness and was among the first to seize
ty, Chu Yuan-Chang, had been a priest the would be murderer, holding him
until he heard the wrords of the oracle in- with both hands
until the
man was
structing him to lay aside the robes of thrown to the ground by the police.
his priesthood for the weapons of
a
Another eye-witness said:
soldier and to deliver his country from
“When the gate of the palace opened,
the Mongols. Next are the giant horses, the first carriage to appear contained the
the griffins, the elephants, and the cam- Shah.
He sat at the right hand side of
els who served him in thfs life and whose the carriage with his doctor at his side.
to
Chinese Opposite was the Grand Vizier and at his
spiritual bodies, according
superstition, continue to serve him in side General Parent, the personal aide of
his spiritual life.
the Shah. They were on their way to the
Beyond these lines of images is a row Pont Alexander III,, where they were to
of columns, insignia of sovereignty, lead- take
the
boat for Sevres, to visit the
ing up to the Temple of the Tablet, pottery works there. The landau turned
which stands over an immense stone to the left towards the Avenue Hois de
It had not gone far when a
tablet, on w'hlch is oarved a record of the Boulpgne.
origin and deeds of the dynasty. Beyond man dressed as a carpenter rushed toward
this are the temples and halls covering the carriage put his right foot ou the
the graves of the different members of step, resting his left hand on the door to
the family i’/ho sa, on the throne at Pe- assist him to mount.
Then drawing his
kin (northern capital) and a memorial right hand l'rom his pocket, he pushed it.
arch to the founder and the first emperor toward the breast of the Shah.
This
of the dynasty, wrho ruled at Nankin hand carried a revolver.
The Shah was
(southern capital) and is buried near surprised but did not really pay much atthat city.
tention to the man until he perceived the
The tombs were built by the Emperor weapon.
Then he bounded aside and,
Cheng Tsu, tiie second of his dynasty and standing up in the landau, lifted a cane,
the fourth son of its founder. At the a second later bringing it down upon the
time of his father’s death, in A. D. 1399, head of his assailant.
At the same mothis emperor was reigning in Pekin as a ment the Grand Vizier jumped.;to his feet
viceroy, with the title of prince of Yen, and seized the man by the arm and
and upon his accession to the throne he twisted his
wrist, actually raisihg him
removed the capital of the empire to from the ground. The Grand Vizier is a
Pekin, where it has since remained.
veritable giant and without apparent effort he field the agressor suspended in the
air.
Tnen a policeman following on a
bicycle jumped from his machine and
grasping the man drew him back.
Other police arrived and the man was
overpowered and led away.
Up to (5 o'clock this evening the investigations of the police had not resulted in
any developments tending to establish
the identity of the would be assassin or

JUST

at,
associating any other person with the
When the officials interrogate,
tempt.
the prisoner this afternoon he maintained
absolute silence.
Nothing would induct
him to say a word. He struggled desperanc
ately to avoid having a picture taken
Had to be bound hand and foot and Hit
head held between the knees of the pho-

the

The
walk
fronting on Forest avenue.
leading from the top step to the front
A Bar Harbor despatch to the Bangor
door steps of the house will probably be
laid in imitation stone, as much of this News says:
In regard to the recent trouble with the
work is being done along the avenue.
was
saloon keepers, a public meeting
The Portland Railroad company have held in Gr. A. R. hall “last
evening to
been instructing a number of new men voice the sentiment of the people in rein the duties of conductors on the various gard to the recent and pending liquor
The
law prosecutions.
meeting was
lines of the Peering division during the
called to order at 8 30 by C.harles*o B.
T .owohunpast few days to get them in trim for the Phineo and at that time o\
1
Old Home dred residents of the town were in attend
anticipated large travel of
was chosen as
ance.
B. E. Whitney
Week.
chairman to preside at the meeting and
Rev. S. Winchester Adriance of Win- A. H.
secretary.
Harry C.
Lynam,
chester, Mass., formerly pastor of the Ladd, a prominent attorney of St. Louis.
Woodfords Congregational church is to W'ho passes the summer seasons here, was
the first speaker. He stated that he had
former pulpit
on Sunday
occupy his
been coming to Bar Harbor for many
morning, August 5 at the usual hour.
spent
years, and that during the time
A number of extra policemen are to be there he had never seen a man on the
of
influence
under
the
street
liquor, and
placed on duty for the first half of Old

pose.

was

WOULD KILL THE SWAB.

I

SMITH PHOTO

CO.,

27 Monument

Square-

JTtore

New

Idea

-

-

and

Half Price on Several
Lots of Hosiery.
1 lot of Boys* Heavy Stockings—wide
ribbed, douDle knee, fast black, tizesOlo
10; sold eve ywbere for 25c. Friday and
Saturday price,

12y,c
1 lot Women's Polka
black and tan, only

Hot

Stockings,

A dry goods

1 let Women’s Stockings in plain blaca
and colored stripes, were 33c-50c. Friday
and Saturday price,

25c
1

lot Women's Fast Black Stockings,
extra fine quality, spliced beela and soles,
regular price 25c. Friday and Saturday

price,
m r\

1 lot Missea tea’ Lisle Stockings, extra
floe quality, sizes 5-8regular price 38o.

Hudnat's

Perfumes,

Kan Cbalns, wore 2oo., 39o
Woodworth’s Perfumes,

now

and Batarday price,

49c. oz.

12v-iC

Handy Bargains in Child-

1 lot Ladies’ Silk Plaited Vests in pink,
blue, black, red and white. An extra-

2C>c., 5e.f 10c., 15c.,

25c

Ladies' Sun-

ren's and

bonnets.

arm

29c
19a
now

26c.
Black Satin

Pulley

Belts,

were

Best value in Aprons in the city,
of doc lawn, very wide and long,

£Oo.,

25a aod 50c.
Pulley Bells,
Pulley Belt Seta, wore 50c., 75c., H9e.,

made

25c

39o

now

Corsets That Fit.

25c.
25c. and 50a

Leather Belts,
Beit Buckles,

and

before.
Jin expert fitter is at your service at
any time to dt free of charge all corset
from §1.00 up.
We recommend among other corsets the
following, of which wa always carry a
full assortment.
li. & U. Corsets.

and 1.50

Thompson's Glove Fitting Corsets,

£1.00 ptnd 1.50

Saturday.

12kc

19c. ox.

Elgin C. Yerrill, Esq., dominated
For Legislature.

Was

No

Opposition

Candidate.

Mr. Terrill Makes Few Remarks
and

Accepts.

decisive was the aotlon of
of the Democrats of
the joint caucus
South Portland and Cape Elizabeth called
for the purpose of nominating a Candi-

Quick

ami

da+e lor the state legislature.
The caucus was held last evening at
the hose house in Knightvilie and was
called

order by Hiram Dyer, with
George It. Weeks as secretary.
The temporary organization was made
permanent and nominations were then
Howard K. Dyer presented the
n order.

name

to

of

seconded
no other

Elgin C.Verrill,

and Mr. W'eeks
There was
nomination.
offered and Mr. Verrill
name
the

unanimously nominated.
Mr. Verrill, who was present, accepted

was

the nomination and in his remarks
said
that he esteemed it an honor to be the
standard

bearer of Democracy, for
he
thought this was a Democratic year. He
criticized the administration of President
McKinley and was of the opinion that
the seeming prosperity of the country was
fictitious in that ail the money was drifting into the hands of the few. Instead of

looking out for the interests of our people the tendency was to hunt up barbarians

in

remote

lands

and inflict upon

system of militarism not in accord
with the spirit of the our Constitution.
Mr Verrill’s speech was well received
and at its close the caucus adjourned.
us a

What Shall We Have for Dessert ?

Gloucester, August 3.—There was
a very
happy gathering of friends and
the home of Mr. Alonzo
relatives at
Stevens, Wednesday, August 1st, it being
the occasion of the marriage of his daughter, Miss Nellie D. Stevens to Clarence
A. Chase of Auburn.
Promptly at 3 o’clock the bridal party
The bride
was
entered
the
parlor.
charming in a gown of brown chiffon,
trimmed with W’hite faille silk,
tl [Miss Stevens is a highly esteemed and
very popular young lady among all who
knew her. The groom has been a student
in Tufts Theological school, but several
months ago returned to Auburn on account
of the health of members of his
now holds the responsible position as foreman of the stitching room
at the
Foss, Packard Co. shoe factory.
His plans are to linish his theological

family and

tudies and enter the ministry.
A corner in the parlor was converted
into a perfect bower of ferns in which
the ceremony wa? performed by the Kev.
li. Heard of North Pownal, and the ring
service

was

used.

The

wedding gifts

very beautiful.
The guests were as follows: Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Towle,
Mrs.
Stevens, Pownal;
Insburn, Mrs. John Stevens, Little Margery Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stevens, Master Claud Stevens, Lewiston; Mr.
were

and

Mrs. Young, Auburn;

14 ,^1^1^1^10

ATloo

Lewiston; Miss

Ethel

Lilia Robinson,
Robert Leld, Pownal;

Miss

Chase, Auburn;
Auburn.

Master

Mr. Herman

1j’lnuclu T noKnnn

Libby, Pownal;
Lisbon; Master
Master

Harold

Irving Chase,

THE LAW COURT.
The Kennebeo county
docket was resumed in the law court yesterday morning with the oral arguments of Caroline
E. Hall, administratrix of the estate of
her husband, the late Charles E. Hall of
Oakland, vs the Emerson & Stevens
Mfg. Co., an action for damages on account of her husband’s death while work-

Village Corporation,

Portland
Water
Co,

Trust company, Watervilie
et als.,an action to condemn water plants
in Watervilie and
Fairfield
under the
statute of 1899, authorizing plaintiff to
take them. The case oomes up in
the
law court for a ruling, testing the consti-

This question arises in the family every tutionality of the aob.
Among the counLet us answer it today. Try Jell-o. sel are
Orville D. Baker
of
Augusta,
a delicons and healthful dessert.
PreK. Boutelle and Harfey D. Eaton
George
in
two
minutes.
No boiling I no
pared
bakiugl simply add boiling water and of Watervilie for the plaintiff and Heath
set to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange, & Andrews of Augusta, Symonds, Snow
Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a pack- & Cook, Charles F. Libby of Portland,
age at your grocers today, 10 cts.
Attorney General Haines, Dana B. Foster

day.

Ladies’ Embroidered

-l OK

D.

lOc
Men’s White Handkerchiefs with

initial,

5c
Men’s

aU

linen,

with

unlaundored,

initial,
all

linan,

broidered corner or

unlaundered,
with initial.

em-

We are determined to clean out all sumshirts during the next thirty days.
Prices will do it.f Nothing appeals to
human nature more than a good article
mer

of wearing apparel at about half its usual
price. We shall sell during this sale just
such bargains as will makj you our cusout the goods we
tomer and also clean
have decided to sell at a sacrihoe.
We have, ‘'actual count,” <>9 extra fine
Madras bhirts with attached collar aud
The famous “Marshall” make;
all clean, but they must not be kept
through the winter, hence
cuffs..

98c
is the price instead of (1.48.
btill another bargain is about 50 Negli.
gee bhirts same with two collars and pair
caffs. All (1.00 bhirts but they must go
in this sale at

Be

Opened

Will Fill

The

M
a

HOTEL

Young of Portland to Mary E.
of Portland for $1, one-half interest In land and buildings on Pleasant
Harding

Carriages

price.

>nday Sight

and

Balbriggan

grand opening

of the

Salvation

Army hotel is to be on Monday
The building at 33, 35, 27 and 29

THE JHUKCH OF THE

MESSIAH.

night.
Pearl

WILL REPRESENT WINDHAM.
the Republican caucus holden at
At
Windham Thursday
afternoon, Frank
H. Haskell of Windham was nominated
as a candidate for representative to the

render an especially prepared programme.

M. Low & Co.

great bargains

who are
in trousers.

offering

Waists,

Bathing

Suits

for the representative district
and Pownal,
Mr. E. H.
Moses,the opposing candidate, very kindly made the nomination unanimous.

legislature

of

Windham

“JOE THE TURK’’

IN

at

in Art

Bept.

5c per yarc !

Linen

Doylies,

all

3

$1.39.

6 quart

$1.89.

$2.39.

4

quart,
$1.69.

quart,
$2.19.

White Mountain Freezer.

color,

all marked down,

of Ladies’

Handy Bargains

Bed, white and blue bunting for decora
tions for Old Horae Week,

2 quart,

3 quart,

Ideal

4 quart,
$2 39.

$1.98.

$1.69.

Freezer, 4 quart size,

$2.59

Palmer Hammocks.
Received this

week a

complete

line at

special low prices.
Japanese Lanterns and Flags.
prices by the dozen or hundred.

Special

Please remember our Child’s Go-Carts
must be sold to make room for other
goods. You will be the winner.

sizes, % regular

price.

We will furnish estimates for outsidi t
decorations for public buildings or
pri
vate dwellings.

36 inch Denitn Table

Covers, regular

25c

goods,

15c

Handy Bargains in

Sta-

18 inch Cut Work

Mats,

were

50c,

tionery Department.

Marcus Ward’s fine

price 12*4c

a

bunch,

Cut Work Shams at

% regular price,
Bureau Covers, all linen, hemstitched,
stamped and plain, were 62*4c, now

6%
1( l

Envelopes, regulai

45c

now

Germantow'n

6c
Marcus Ward’s fine
60c and 6oc lb., now

Battenburg

divided
Waists into 6 lots.

69c, 75c,

our

All our 98c White
colored

Shirt

All our

price

Shirt W'aists we have sold at
50c,
now

Lot 2.

89c, $1.00, 1.26,

now

Famous

fancy

Parasols to be sold at

Hale’s

Compound
Quinine

%

Cures Dandruff in its worst form. Stops
cures itching of the scalp.

less.

falling hair,

round Clothes

Basket,

21c

All Barbers in
mend it.

Portland use and recom-

Demonstration at our
ment. Ask about it.

J. R. LIBBY 00.

RICHARD CROKER IN TOWN.
file

or

Large, heavy,

J. R. LIBBY GO.

of

Parasols to close at

Bargains Friday and Saturday.

50c

Aiephtw

with

Basement

Waists made of Sea Island Per-

were

away

50c.

39c
cale,

given

Parasols.

5 hin

Waists.
have

Patterns

material purchased here.

25c

We

Yarn,

lOc sKein

Paper, regular price,

Handy Bargains in

now

25c

One lot of Envelopes, sizes
4, 6 and
at 3c a bunch or 26c for a box of
bunches.

Toilet

Depart-

J. R. LISBY CO.

OLD HOME WEEK

Tamilian y

PORTLAND.

Is
now
hand and you’ll need the
at
CHOICEST GROCERIES in the market
for your guests.
Look out and not pay too
much for them.
BUY OF US and get
LOWEST
PRICES.
A
few
sample

Richard G. Croker,
nephew of the
famous Richard Croker of New York and
himself one of the leading officials of the
Tammany Hall organization, is at the
1 almouth hotel.
He arrived yesterday
morning and will remain in Portland
until Saturday and possibly until Tuesday of next week.
“This is my first visit to Maine,” said

Hill takes the mme
courge that he did in
TM3 when he hung back, .t will be harder
to carry the state.
Hill
committed a
grave error in not working for ilryan In

in

Home Land and the Home
Coming,”
and the excellent choir,
consisting of
Miss Bertha Steward, soprano; Miss Mildred Kogers, contralto; Mr.Thoms, tenor,
and Mr. Millard Bowdoin,
bass, will

White Lawn

Large line
low prices.

quart,

Freezer.

2 quart,

now

$1.50

25c each

committee made no mistake
electing him light tender. Uy Invi- et> ana rniniv mac he now sees that he
of the Casco made a mistake at that time.
llad he
cluding one before the usual Sunday tation of Manager Goding
line, the company attended the not done as he did in ’S1G he,
himself,
It is aimed to make It of Uay
vacation.
in the evening. Two ad- would have been nominated for President
special Interest and strangers and friends Gem theatre
aro lights will
be installed on at Kansas City this year.
ditional
He is not the
in the city are invited to attend.
The
man in politics that he was six or seven
the southeast end of Peaks island.
pastor will give a short sermon on “The
that the

The morning service of the Churoh of
the Messiah next Sunday will be the con-

Lightning
style,

Lot 5. Waists made of fine soft finished percale with solid tucked
fronts; also a
few' mercerized waists,w'ere $2.00 and
$2.50,

Shirts (under

4

$1.59.

£1.00

25c each
A lot of Men’s
to clean out, at

Arctic.
3 quart,

now

Waists most any style and

$1.75,

were

size

$1.10

Leader,

the manner in which Mr, Alexander has
performed ills duties. He is very popular with the island people and they feel

auuuie street.

$1.39, 1.69,

largest

Ice Cream Freezers.

thi ? now

place where he can wash his clothes, dry
them, take a bath, have a good comfortstreet, Portland.
Mr. Croker last evening.
“I have never
all
the daily
Jacob W. Wilbur of Everett, Mass., to able reading room with
been down this way before but
since I
Fred H. Johnson of Portland for $1, land papers and plenty of other reading mat- have
been here today
I have beoome
also
be
furnished
with
will
ter.
He
soap,
in Portland.*
much pleased with the place. 1 have been
writing material, shoe blacking, needles, about
considerably during the day. 1
and in fact everything
SOMETHING NEW AND UNIQUE IN thread, buttons
have been out to Underwood Park and
that will go toward making the lodger
WATERPROOF DECORATIONS.
tonight I took a sail out in the harbor,
Decorate your own stores and dwell, feel at home. Commencing with August
but I did not take along my light overings and patronize home industry, at a 13 coffee and rolls will be furnished every coat and I
I may go up to
nearly froze.
The prices for a
in the morning.
very small expense. All ready to hang lodger
Poland Springs before returning.”
be 10c, 15o and 25o.
will
Capt.
night
out, consisting of Waterproof Eagles,
The
conversation
with a reporter of
in charge of the
hotel
Shields in combination with Flags- Woods the officer
the PRESS was switched off onto
will be pleased to show anybody over the
politiWelcomo and plain strings of Flags,
cal subjects and Mr. Croker talked
freely
premises and explain the inner workings
Tissue Paper Festooning
and
Stars
on these affairs.
“There has not been for
of the Salvation Army social work.
and Wreaths, all wool bunting Flags,
some time,” he said, “the best of
feeling
LIGHTS ON THE ISLANDS.
3 to 20 foot, at low prices.
Silk Flags
between my uncle
and David D. Hill.
The
on
differences are
The
committee on lights made their
over personal
Flags
Staffs; 1500 Fast Colors
queson Gilt Head Staffs worth 25c for
10c annual Inspection of lights on Long Isl- tions and on account of this the two men
Since Mr. Alexander have not been on good terms for a long
and in quantities at lower price; 8 foot and yesterday.
Hut when it oomes to party they
Cotton Bunting Flags for $2.00. Lanterns was elected this spring he has put In all time.
I
and Lantern ('audios.
Call and examine his time in resetting the lamp-posts and come together and work for its good.
them in llrst-class shape. The think Ilryan will carry
New York this
Flag polos. Bargains in Baby Go-Carts putting
committee were" very much pleasod with year provided Hill gets out and works. If
and
at one-half
Charles
lmy,

were

Lot 4.

2 for 5 c

balance of our Straw Hats,
69c kind in this sale, at

Great Want.

street having been
thoroughly cleaned
and painted, is in A1 condition for a
hotel of this kind.
The objeob of the enterprise Is to give
the poor workingman a good bed and a

Portland.
Mary S.

The

Waists made In the latest

Best quality Oiled Tuba,
and next size, the pair for

09c

25c each for ail sixe-x

Lot 1.

Will

George H. Blanchard of Portland to
Albion P. Topllff of Portland for $1, land
on the southerly side of Prospect street

or

prices

Men’s Belts at trices that cannot fail ti ,
attract attention as tne price is

/24C

SALVATIONISTS’

Portlapd.

3c each

Lot 3.

/2]4c
Ladies’

Weeks of

Louis A. Bradstreet
of
Portland to
Addle E. Stevens of Portland for $1, land
on the northerly side of Tremont street in

Summer Neckwear at funny prices.
About 1,000 Bow Ties that won’t las >
long as the price is a mover. They wil 1
go in Ibis sale at

Handkerchiefs,

J. R. LIBBY CO.

ing in the defendants’ shops on May 5,
1899, through the bursting of a grindBRIEF JOTTINGS.
At nisi prlus a verdict for $1600
stone.
was rendered and defence excepts to the
verdiot as excessive.
Attorney General
Yesterday afternoon Benjamin ThompWilliam T.Haines appeared for the plainson, Esq., and several of his friends went
tiff and Heath & Andrews for the de- out
yachting. They went as far as Portfence.
land Head where they anchored and saw
The next case, perhaps the most
im- the fleet arrive.
m They returned last eveportant of the term, was the Kennebec ning having enjoyed a delightful time.
Water District vs. the City of Watervilie,
Attention is ccalled to the ad. of Frank
Fairlield

7c

J. R. LIBBY CO.

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

STEVENS-CHASE.

Their Caucus.

5c, Of

Handkerchiefs,

Ladies’ all Linen

37’a<>.

now

of Watervllle and George
FairUeid for the defence.

New

Have

Desirable MerQueen Quality Shoes,
Bargain Sales.
on

25c

69c each

Were 75c

J. R. LIBBY GO.
WEDDINGS.

Cape Democrats

Evening.

$1.00, 79c,
or

of the greatest Importance, We have provided for this and can invite you to tbla
department with more confidence than

£1.00

J. R. LIBBY GO.

Children’s Colored Border, Lace Edge
with Initial and Embroidered in four
corners.

k5c., 39o., 50c., 59c., 89o., fl.19.
1 lot ladies’ Vests, short sleeves, high
Boyal Worcester Corsets,
10c
Belt Pins,
neck, Handy Bargain price,
and 1.50
5o. and 10c.
Beauty Pins,
25c. and 00c.
Brooch Pins,
iOc
Portland Souvenir Spoons,
Handy Bargains in Lace
sleeve1
lot
Ladies'
low
Vests,
neck,
39a, 49c., 69c,. 89c, 98c.
Department.
less, handsomely trimmed, round neck
B stan Bags, 50c. ti ft 50— all grades.
and
and
BatnrPrice
tor
sleeves.
Friday
and
White
Colored Bows, were 25c,
Lnaitlaine Bags,
50 ., 75a, $1.00 and up to $4 98. day,
10c
Friday and Saturday price,
Hose Supporters,
Embroidered Bands for
12Ljc. and 25c.
tb^ieck.
IOc
®
15c.
Ware 25c., now
Craddock s Blue Soap,
1 lot Ladies’ Vesta, high neck, short
25o.
10a cake—25c. box of 3 cakes.
Were 60c., now
Lace Bbirt Waist Fronts.
sleeves, regular 25c. quality, Friday aud
Kirk’s White Palace Bouquet Sea",
10c. for box ot 3 cakes. Saturday price,
Were 25c., now
12hj&
25c.
Were 50c., now
Seeley’a Perfumes,* teg alar price 50a
ounce,

Kerchief "Department.

in the fit of a gown is dne to the
the corset. Bloucby, ill-sbaped,
poor fitting corsets will destroy the beauty lines of a salt from the bauds of the
finest tailor. Therefore, when you make
your selection of corsets expert advice is

La-

X/ndertooearfor Fri-

dies'

day

in

Bargains

Handy

25c and 50c
Handy "Bargains in Hand-

of

£1.00

$1.50

to

Ties,

gance

White

now,

White Muslin

Every lady knows that much of the elefit

Colored bailor

Collars,

ever

with iace edge,

"Department.
25c, now
Velvet Pulley Belts, were 50o

ordlnry bargain at

25c

Fancy Straws with lawn trimniings,
coiars white, red, pins, blue.
Were «8c., now
75o.
Were 75c., now
60c.
Were 50c., now
39c.

White Muslin and Linen

50c

50o

Fans,

Handy "Bargains in JVo-

were

and

It has characteristics and

individual.

9c.

etc. Prices marked way down to close.
Corset Covers, French style, made of
doe cambric, trimmed round neck and

and Toilet Goods

an

oz.

25c

Friday audcalurday price,

is Very much liKe

1 lot Ladies’ BIeeveless Vests in pink
and bine, regular 25c. quality.
Friday

Percale nun Bonnets in Navy and Pardos!, ware 25?. and 37Cje., now
12tac.
Children’s Colored Dresses, ages 1, 2
and 3 years.
Made of Percale, Uingbam,

Fulley Bills

Day

magnetism that attract people much as a strong
personality does. There's always a reasonfor its growing and ineffaceable popular‘ty. And thus Without Wishing to say What
s the largest July in our history.
may appear self-sufficient there's a reason Why the month just po
The principle that
every article We offer must be of a thoroughly reliable quality and sola at a small profit is the basis upon which the superstructure
^
of this business is built.
9
store

50c., 75c., $1.00, $4,60

25c pair

lions

All

A list of Genuine Bargains and Lobes Prices
Patterns.
chandise for Our fifth WeeK, of Handy

"Bargains

Handy
*

jj'.tfldljibbu^O

Open Saturday

years ago. I think that Coler, the comproller, will be nominated by the Demorats for governor this fall,
and If nominated I think he will be elected. He is a

Bargains
Best Solid

Creamery Butter,

|

22c

16 lb. Granulated

20c

Best

$1.00
Sugar,
25e
Eastpoit Sardiues, 6 for
Leau Smoked Shoulders,
8 l-2c Choice Molasses,
25, 35 and 40c
Best Salt Fat Pork,
8c New Formosa Tea,
30, 40, 50o
Best Rib Roasts,
8, 10 and 12c Pure Rio Coffee,
12 l-2o
Nice Corned Briskets and Flanks, 3 to 5c New Bulk Olivos,
25c qt.
6c to 7c 3 Bottles Lime Juice,
Forequarters Spring Laiqb,
25o
Loin Spring Lamb, 10c.
13c Hire’s Extract Root Beer,
Legs.
15c
Small Lean Hams,
12c 10 Bars Laundry Soap,
25c
Best Round Steak,
12c to 15c Empress Coffee,
20c can
Corned llocks and Bones,
7c Beets, Turnips, Cabbages, Onions, 2 l-2o
New Potatoes,
25c pk Watermelons,
30o
Sweet Potatoes,
4c Cantalope Melons,
5c
“

*•

Print

i

:

JOHNSON

&

24 Wjlmot Street.

LAMBERT,
*—.*

""

atiK3d2t

Fresh
Pork.
in the

Tho Increase

denotes

dcsiro of

demand for fresh pork the past few days

customers for that kind of meat,
shall have a sale of Pork to roast today and Saturday.
a

our

therefore,

wo

8 cents
pound will be the price—think of the pleasure of eating Roast
Pork that has only cost you 8 cents per povind. Our Market is the
people’s market, all poople can’t eat roasted Pork, if you can’t and

very smart man and is only 32 years of
age. lioosevelt has made a good governor
but that is all you can say
about
him.
He is a brilliant man, but he has one

per

fault he talks too much about htmself
“My uncle, for whom I was named, has
been very successful.
Twenty-live years

keys,

want a

Lamb’s

Leg

at 14c, Lamb’s fores at 10c or

Chickens, Fowl,
prices.

Beef to roast, you will liud them hero at reasonable
kinds of greeu stuff at reasonable prices.

TurAll

ago he did not have a dollar in the world.
much
he is

Ensign Garabed, better known as “Joe Now nobody knows how
the Turk” will be at the Salvation Army worth.”
hall on Federal street on Saturday, Sunday, Tuesday and Wednesday. This man
is an Armenian Turk who was converted
the instrumentality of the Salan awful
vation army after he had led
life for some years in San Francisco.
He will give a part of his
experience
on each of the night3 mentioned, dressed
in a native Armenian costume. His talk
is very Interesting.

through

some

PERSONAL.
Mrs. Bichard C. Fosdick and the Misses
Fosdiok of Cambridge, Mass., formerly

Major T. E. Hartnett was driving in
from the Cape yesterday afternoon about
5 o’clock with a spirited horse.
When
the

theatre an Italian who
was walking with the crew of men from
the work on the fort at Portland Head,
near

ARKET.

2t

Cape

PRESIDENT AT WASHINGTON.
suddenly jumped into the middle of the
directly in front of Major Hartroad,
a.—President
MoAugust
Washington,
of Portland are the guests of Mrs Baker,
Kinley accompanied by Secretary Cortel- nett’s horse. Before the horse could be
547)4 Congress street.
you arrived here at 7 o clock this morn- stopped he had knookod the Italian down
State Bank Examiner Timberlake is at ing. He was driven at once to the White
him considerably about
and
bruised
Tne trip was uneventful.
House.
The
the Congress Square hotel.
President as soon as he arrived
at the the body. Major Hartnett took tha man,
State Insurance Commissioner Carr is
White House called a cabinet meeting for whose name is Stephen Dlavado, to his
at the Falmouth hotel.
this morning at 11 o’clock.
home in East Deering.

i

Mercier

AN ITALIAN BUN OVEB.
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WHEN IN DOUBT, TRY

Theyhave stood the

8

ses
as

lAliy

AuAilf

I
I

test of years,

thousands of
Diseases, such
Debility, Dizziness, Sleepless*

and

have cured
of Nervous

ness and Varicocele, Atrophy,&c*
They clear the brain, strengthen

the circulation, make digestion
perfect, and Impart a healthy
whole being. All
and losses art checked permanently. Unless patients
are properly cured, their condition often worries them into
Insanity, Consumption or Death.
Mailed sealed. Price $i per box; 6 boxes, with iron-clad legal guarantee to cure or refund th«
money, £5.00. Send for free book.
PEAL
Address,
MEDICINE CO., Clsvelaatl, Q.
Bold only by C. H GUPP1T A CO., 403 Congress St.
vigor to the

MISCELLANEOUS,
»fW» tn ifflW

»
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Items ol Interest Gathered
Cor reap

an

by Our Local

dents

RAYMOND.

Raymond, July 31.—Mrs. Fannie Hayden of Portland is visiting friends in this
community.
Miss Estella Hayden has returned to
Portland, where she is employed as stenographer for the Dirigo Telephone Coin*

f^'27_

pany.
Mr, Fred Chipman spent
part of last
week with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. D.
II Chipman,
Miss Wilma Newcomb gave a
lawn
party to her friends Saturday evening.
The grounds were lighted with Chinese

Fri&Mon

lanterns, A very pretty booth was erected
where refreshments
of various kinds
served to the company. Dancing
the lawn was enjoyed, as were the
usual party
games. Miss Newcomb,as
well as her cousins, Misses Jennie and
Elsie Boody, have made many
friends
during the six weeks they have spent
among us, All will gladly welcome them
another season.
Mr. Walter E. Harmon spent Sunday
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs, E, B.
Hirmon.
Members and friends of
Union Sabbath school enjoyed a picnic at White’s
were

on

Heirs and others desiring to
borrow money on REAL ESTATE, NOTES, household furniture, pianos, etc. Business strict-

ly confidential.

ST.. PORTLAND, ME-

—AND—

fords.

ACCIDENT ACENCY

Mr

and Mrs. Isaiah Gould of Portland

spent Sunday at their old home in the
but one of the Strongest iu
village.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Forhan and
Forilantl,
daughter and Mr. and Mrs John Forhan
will
and
renew
I
Bring your policies
and son were among the guests at Bay of
them at the lowest rates consistent with
Maples Inn last Sunday,
full protection.
t Dr. Doliey and Irving
Morton were in
Portland last Friday.
One of the most pleasing social events
THOMAS H. FLAHERTY, of the season was the dance
Friday evenOrneral Insurance Agent,
ing at F'orhan hall, given by Mr H. L.
Forhan, complimentary to his friends,
First National Hank Building. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brown and guests of
Several of our village
Philadelphia,
jv28<l2w
people participated in the affair. Music
was furnished by Manchester and Chipman, with Miss Helen Leach as
pianist.
Dancing was enjoyed until a late hour.
Refreshments were served by Mr. Forhan at their
home, to Mr. Brown and
party. An enjoyable occasion.
NEW GLOUCESTER.

The Knack I
Printing is
artistic insight into

New Gloucester, August 2.—Mr. Newell
Edson and family of Portland, are spending the summer here.
Mrs. Florence Cutter of Weymouth,
Mass came July 31st, for a visit to Mrs.
E, G. Cutter.
The W. C. T. U. held an all-day meeting at the home of Mrs. Lena Gordon,

Of Good
the
“

the

of all arts.”

preservative
us printing is

art

With

not

mechanical—we treat it

as an

should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for

you to

art

place

a

trial order with

us

Upper Gloucester, which was greatly
joyed by all. The meeting was held

?

en-

on

lawn.
Mrs. Charlotte Reed and Miss Woodbury pla n to go to Aroostook county in a
few days, for an extended visit.
Rev H II Noyes and family are
expected to return home this week, and an
informal reception
will be held in the
vestry on Friday evening, in honor of
their arrival.
We are sorry to learn of the
serious
illness of Miss Abbie Shaw of
North
Adams, Mass., formerly of New Gloucesthe

THE THURSTON PRINT
97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
’PHONE 30

PORTLAND, MAINS

|

ter.

GRAY.

Dry Mills, July 31.—Mrs. Thomas Quint
who has been visiting her daughter in
Brunswick for the past few months, returned home Saturday.

Mr. and Mrs. John’s. Morse of Kansas
at Mrs. Lucy Morse’s.
Mrs. F. S. McDonald is attending the
School of Methods at Fryeburg.
Harry Cummings, who has been visiting relatives in this place, has returned
to his home in Portland.
Sturgis Colley has sold his beautiful
black mare to parties in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Milo
Cummings of New
Gloucester were in the place over Sunday.
Mrs. George Jordan of Brunswick and
Mrs. Russell Fields of Augusta have
been
visiting at their father’s, Mr.
Thomas Quint’s.
are

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

0?

1-2

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St.,

Portland

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by mail
attended to.

or

telephone

promptly

«6Dt22oedtf

made

BERRY,

Bool, Joli and Carl Printer,
NO. 37

PU'M

STREET.

For Women.

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so
quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single

failure. The longestand most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail. No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated
through correspondence and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relieveliundreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answered.
Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this
is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLMAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

remedy

TO WHOM IT MAY

CONCERN^

is to certify that I have been appointed
guar.iian for Mrs. Mattie P. Wescott. of
North Windham, and shall pay no bills of her
contracting, and all persons having received
gifts in money from her within the last two
years are requested to make restitution to me
for her benefit, as she has made herself
poor by
her generositv, said generosity
being wholly
caused by weakness of mind.
NaSO‘",t, Guardian.
North Windham, July 13, 1900.
jy23-2
fl’H IS
*

__

week,
Miss

at

Norway.

Claire Legrow is visiting
her
friend, Miss Ethel Cole, for a few days
this week.
Messrs. Walker Parker and George Stevens preached at Memorial chapel, Sun-

day.

Miss Lizzie Knight spent several days
last week with relatives in Peering.
CASCO,

-—

ExchanijeSt.^

TO

be made to her friends and the pu bile for
increased
help. Generous 6ums have
been sent her outside of the Association;
but she could wisely use tenfold what
she has received.
Ramabai is a native,'and knows how to
deal with her people. She has had experience in three famines, and knows the
best methods of relief. She will make
one rupee do the work of a dollar.
She

FOR

cola wa'er,
bay; ten rooms with hath, hot and fine' home at
A
and all modern improvements.
a low cost.
Apply to GEO. W. BROWN, 53
Exchance St.
_

mo LET—Furnished rooms with or without
I. board; 200 feet from corner of Bark and
Pleasant, open situation,
Congiess streets.
MKS. SKILLwith shade trees and grass.
1-1
INGS, 5 Congress Park.

residences in FessenTwo otlier
den Park, on Deering avenue, each havconing eight finishod rooms, with ail modern
veniences.
Apply to GEO. W. BROWN, 53
Exchange
SALE—Ten Per Cent Investments are
scarce now days, but here is an opportuna double hoti.se that will pav 10 per
secure
to
ity
cent and is in such a location that it wil all ways
Nothing is so safe and sure as
have a tenant.
Apply to GEO. W
real estate well ren ed.
53
Exchange St._jl>30-tf
BROWN,

ALSO

Gray street, 10 rooms
and 1 atli,
newly papered and painted
throughout; also house No. 3 Dana Block.
Pearl street.
Enquire of C. H. RANDALL, 219
Commercial St., or 112 State St.
auglatr
LET—House
rpO
A

nice

No. 10

St.___jly30—tt

For

rent of 9
A rooms and bath, separate steam heater,
chance for wood and coal up stairs. In good repair, located in one of the best parts of the city
on Cusliman street.
Price and particulars inquire of HENRY S. TK1CKEY, LI Exchange

rilOLET-A very*desirable "upper

Inserted

wcclt for aa

nnderu^TT''

centu, cash to

attvft^

box bus e ywitiTluT'"
rolltop,SALK—Piano
road oart and rubber

,11'ar,)e«.

Inquire of LETTER CARRIER
K No
CUMBERLAND ST.
No’JOt.«12j

ou_iw~\'T"'

ROOSTER”
THE
*
Dank, a woaUiervana in PortlnnA 0#4*
than 100 years, a poem all about ii nr
n,M0ts
pauiphl8t form, with pea aud iuk stavi, ».J,n
Old Court House” on the cover, py
J0
at the Periodical Stores.
-OLD

8°\j

ESTATE IN
MAINE-R^"^
KEAL
and farms, bought, sold, excliaugfi.i .*3

let. rents collected and pr< party car*c for «
shore and suburban property a
Money 1< a cd on mortgages on Ke-up.iV'
S. M. WATSON, 1G Monument Sn
*'
Maine.

>rZ’hu
iw^

S ALE—At store 33 and 3j~7mbTe^r
FORfixtures
ad p:ed to carriage and h-L,

liarnS?

trade.
Comprising wall case for
counter aud upright show (ases chum
tab Vs, bit and hoot cases, she
to suit.
a ks, etc., in lots
Apply to
MBADLKY, K. O. Hailev Carriage Co.
Noyes street.

vefiig i.o,,,:*1
‘t‘
L

“•

economical, and far-seeing Not
’J.d
only is she clothing naked bodies and
Li OR f ALL—St- re and comiecnii|71)mim^
street.1-1
*Preble
St
35
33
aud
with
fool
but
into hungry
!anu lnSi.Uf!'
putting
mouths,
SALE—Eighteen house lots, being the
f.o it. tronr, 120 ft, deep, good substantial i.nil!'
1
WANT the public to know that they FOR
she is preparing each one of her pupils
balance of 48 lots in Fessenden Park, 3 <;f
WE
lugs, iie.-n used a number of ye:us as rarrs
can get first-class Tintypes at the Gem
which have been sold within the past few
and arc well air&timS
for a life of self-support, a life of usefulPhotograph Gallery, 386 Congress St. Also a! weeks. YY'ill exchange for anything that. In my f c.tory and repository
amat' ur work done at short notice and at rea
For for any kind of manufacturing or ntercanm.*
ness and purity.
is as good or better than casn.
location caiiuot he
business,
soi a'de prices.
GEM PIIOTOGKAPH CO., judgment,
right
unsurpassed,
thing.
a sure investment thcv rre just the
Ramabai’s friends would not wish that 386 Congress sired. Opp. City Hall.
3t-l
‘m
Apply to GEO. W. BROWN. 83 Exchange St.
one dollar less should go to other relief
apr30-tf
L5()R SALK—A two story house
LET—Nice six room furn'ahed cottage.
contai;,^
■
besides
u
rooms
bat
h, •limited on oiaTa
\\ ill
Kents for who e season for $90.
organizations, but they do ask for the
the best, streets on MtniJ >y Hill; this proont.
rent for balance of season at a price to v>lease
FOR SALK.
generou3 support of a work that must ap- anyone.
and any p rty
is offered very low
L. M. LEIGHBeautiful location.
tieslrb-,
n co pleasant, home for a small sum of
31-1
inon#?
peal to all sorts and conditions of men.” TON, 63 Exchange street.
will do well 10 call and examine: Drnu
avoids Inserted under tills head
Forty
Ail undeniable proof of the success of
LF.T—Lower rent of eight rooms 03 Parris one weclt for itti
Apply to JOHN P. PROCTOR,
easy.
cash In advance,
j-f
cents,
Hot water, bath room; a very
this work is found in the
fict that, in TlO street.
OR SALE-A now 2 Vi storyhomT^
twelve year s only, the number of women nice rent for the price, $10, Lower rent three
to
Ip taining ten finished rooms and bath: >11
and girls, all of the higher caste, has ln- rooms, rear 227 Dauforth street, $4. Apply
E. HASTY, 243 Middle Sr, Up Biairs.
31-1
S A-I-.B.
lieated by furnace; situated No. 1251 c iiium,
cre ased from two to
eight hundred and
street, near Hradley’s Corner; largo tot
TO LET-At lOO Newbury St.
$1.50
sixty.
laud; price low ; term* casv. Apply toJOhV
ner we-k. or board Included $4.00.
with
It is thus seen that Ramabai stands in ROOM
At Frycbiirg\ Me., Homestead of late K. PROCTOR, 113 Exchange 8t
2“
is wise,

_

Casco, July 30.—Crops are looking well
in this vicinity.
Cyrus Leach gave a free exhibition of

TO

IPOR

31-1
double relation to the Christian gen- bath room p Ivilege. Apply HASKELL.
John Locke, situated on Main st., operostt y of America, She is,
OR SALK—The substantial and pi#UMt
lirst, the
LET—Nicely furnished room, arge and
iwo
Corner lot about
head of a perman ent institution which is
story biick house and lot corner
airy, in good, quiet, location; near first class posite “I lie Oxford.”
and Danforth st eel; sullloient land
.state
oa
receiving, training and educating the boarding house. 15 GltAV ST., between Park I sox no leer; House two stories who Danferth
street to erect another house; l0
and
State.
28-1
oaste
of
widows and women
India,
high
reasonable offer refu-ad.
HENJ. stlAWs
ell, 9 rooms, furnace heat; large COmany, if not most of whom recently reAnd APARTMENTS—Frederick
W
ceived are victims of the famine; and she
ing.
water in house and stable. Also
S. Vaiil has tho largest list of desirable stable,
Mr, William Hamlin, who passed the is, secondly, the
SALE—20 cun milk route nrar Portwise, economical, trusted houses and apartments for sal* and to let of tw'O story building and ell containing
vvixjLUJi aniu.
in i almoner of
apiiug wiLii ms umiurou
sent from America any real estate office iu Portland. His specland, including 75 cans, ice cnest, horn
money
Massachusetts, has returned to his home
iui
cuurx cxd,
vui
laiiiixic
ialty is negotiating mortgages, collecting rents, two stores, dental rooms and two tene- pung. wagon, and all necessary fixing tornua
in the village.
appeal, therefore, is of two fold strength, and the pcononrcnl management of property. ments; l.ot about 70x110 ft. Must bo milk route must bo sold bv August 15th on «(..
count of 111 health of present owner.
First
For pat.
OFFICE,
and must reach all who hava hearts to Apply REAL ESTATE
RAYMOND.
ticulars inquire of
W. F. DlttSbER,8OK1.
sold to close estate. Enquire of
National Batik Building.
ily25dlmo
feel.
street.
change
2-i
East Raymond,
Donation s may be sent to the treasurer
July 31 —Riverside
\ O LET^-Nice 6 roomed furnished cottage
Grange, P. of H,, held an open meeting of the American Ramabai Association, 1 for season at 845, never rented before less
238 ST, JOHN ST.
SALK—Grade Jersey. New MilcliCotn.
last night at their hall, at which a few Mr. E.
Hayward Ferry, 222 Boylston than 890, beautiful locatiou, great bargain,
Oil AS. POOLE. Yarmouth, Mo.
jly30dlw
{.wj
present occupant wishes to move to the city
invited friends were present. Th? guest Street, Boston.
Apply at ones, L. M.
sale—Lodging house at a bargain if
of the
Judith W.Andrews, 33 Rutland Square, and will rent low.
evening was Lauriston Ward
53 Exchange St.
24-tf
sold
at
once.
to
154
LEIGHTON,
Federal
AN
EOC8.
Apply
8t.
MISCEI.L
of
N.
Small,
Brooklyn,
Y., Mr. Chair man Executive Committee.
Small
is
E. Winchester Donald, fcJ33 Clarendon
his
rela____H
stopping with
O LET—A first-class second floor rent of
up near clear Clapboard Island a
s A LE—Grocery ad provision ousiwJT
tives, Mr. and Mrs T. J. Brown. The St., President Amer ican Ramabai Asso- r|8 eight rooms, at 153 Cumberland St., with
12 foot punt, minus oars, p inter and row
well established and now in operationexercises consisted of music by the choir, ciation.
bath and modern conveniences and sun ail day; locks. Owner c. n have same
oy proving prop- central, goo.I class of cash customers. Stock
also
a furnished cottage of six moms, at Forest
prayer by S. S. Welch, music, recitation
13. J. THOMPSON, and fixtures till rlglitjow rent, and an
erty and pay ng charges.
excellent
Citv Landing, Peaks Island, with full view of
2-1
by Josie L. Jordan, musio, after which
Cliebeague, Me.
WIT AND WISDOM.
opportunity to-tep light into a good tra-te lor
White Head. Apply to TRUE BROS., 394 Fore
Mr. Small entertained the audience with
small oapl al.’tt’A I’sON, 1U Monument Squire
St.,
Portland.
jlyll-tf
firm of Ezra Hawkes & Co.
Me._
good remarks. He is a very pleasing
_31-1
has this day dissolved, and the l usiness
LET—First class rent of eight rooms at of
speaker, and nis talk was listened to
real estate and fire insurance will hereafter
SALE—At Pleasantdale.
New 2-st ry
A Matter of Form.
223 High St.
with great attention. He closed with
Price 825.
of
GKO.
Inquire
be carried on by Ezra Hawke*, at No. 8(5 Exhouse, eight rooms and bath, steam heat,
jeldtf
wholesome admonitions to the farmers
Mrs. Greatte-Headde—I believe in a C. HOPKINS, 88 1-2 Exchange St.
hot and cold water, cemented cellar; 10,600feet
change street. Portland, August 1st, Ijoo.
rational dress for my sex.
present to organize for their interests.
i2-1
Nature never
and, very sightly, In view of Portland and hnr.
POR RENT—House No. 63 Gray street. Nine
Ice cream and cake were then served, intended a woman to
tor.
E ectrics pass tne door. First time of.
rooms beside hails, bath and store rooms;
drag long, heavy
S. E. Sylvester has moved
Dr.
ered.
Must be sold.
and a general good time was enjoyed by
W. H. WALDRON &
hot ana cold water, set tubs, furnace heat; with
skirts.
his pharmacy from 412 Congress street to I JO.. 10 Middle street.
all. Next Friday night will be observed
31d
room. All in first class order. En- No. 10 Brown
good
yard
between Congress ana free.
Mr. Twinkerly—On the other hand,
St.,
as Matrons' Night, the programme being
quire at 44 DEERING ST., morning, noon or
SALE— 1 Vi-story bouse containing eight
I
am
__I-i
sure
there
are
madam,
women
tf
22
many
furnished entirely by the ladies.
Lot goof
rooms, fitted for one fanitly.
TVTEWILLBIJY household gootl3 or store
nature never intended to
wear
short
Mrs, Mabel Strout, who 1ms been ill
dze, location central. Price $I20(». Reason tor
TT
fixtures of any description, or will re- J
owner is going to leave the city,
with pleurisy fever, is slowly improving. skirts.—Smart Set.
Itelllng,
ceive the same at our auction
for | J
rooms
FEMALE HELP WASTED.
pure of a. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exctianite
An
operation was performed by Dr s
sale on commission.
GOSS
& WIl.SON*
tnet,
3H
Poore and Sturgis last Tuesday, for the
Auctioneers, 154 Middle street, corner Silver
removal of water from the lung.
street.
fet3-tf
Athletes, and a'i Gymnasiums should
SALE —A .‘tore doing a good paying
Forty words inserted under this head
Rev. W. H. Go well preached at the have Pond's Extract at hand. Invaluable for
business, in the central part of the city,
one wceli for 25 cents, cash In advance.
NEGOTI AT ED—Purchasers ( >wner about to leave the State. For further
Methodist church Sunday forenoon, to a
Wounds, Bruises, Contusions, Strains, Stiffo! real estate who desire a loan to com- j larticulars iuqu.re of A. C.
LJBBY & CO.,
good audience, the service being followed ness. Soreness, dr.Used by champion athletes of
p'.ete their put chase or owners having n ort2 l-j Exchange street.
311
Vv'A'NTEfy'i'T
matron fo
by a Sunday school which has been redue or maturing, oan obtain liberal
ages
past
he world.
the
TT
Genuine.
Buy
an Institution,
( ail before 11 a. m., at
cently organized
loans at a low rate of interest bv applying at
hou«e containing eight
SALE—l1^-story
469
CUMBERLAND
Portland.
3-1
ST.,
Rev. H. A. Childs of Gray preached in
the real estate
ofilcof
FREDERICK S.
rooms, wltn lo Mx7o; pleasantly situated;
'io. 37 Atlantic street.
the F. W. B. church, Sunday afternoon,
For lull partb uiarstoAfraid of Ills Strength.
few experienced waitresses VAILL, First National Bank Building.
< [Ulre of A. CJ. LIBBY &
while the West Poland Praying Band
ily25dlmo
CO., 42 1-2 Exchange
at the SEA SHORE HOUSE, Old Orchard
« treet.
31-3
held an all day meeting at North Rayl.-f
"MONEY
TO
LOAN—On
first
and
second
mond.
SA LE—Rooming house of eleven roomi,
mortgages on real estate, life insurance
\\T ANTED—At once, Table Girls at MORSamuel B. Nash is at Old Orchard for
fully furnished, ami store underneath suitTON’S CAPE.
policies, household goods or any good col1-1
a few
ble for drub g room or restaurant. spb-tiJM
days. Thomas H, Witham and
lateral security.
Notes discounted
at short ?
rooms always full rent only $13 per
wife are also there.
»cat‘on,
woman
as
notice.
W.
P.
Room
ANTED—Competent
Oxford
4,
BuildCARR,
compan\\7
n onth.
TT
To be so d Immediately at a bargain,
ton and assistant to invalid lady at Old
inT>
Quite a number from this place attendJlyl2d4w
account ol sickness.
W. P, CARS, Room ,3
Orchard through the month of August. Ined services at Gray, Sunday afternoon,
30-\
quire at 65 1* REE STREET.
l-l
\ \\ a LV/ii ivr.r a nur.u. ana au Kmas oi tine \ io Middle St._
conducted by Rev.
G. G. Hamilton,
work is tny specialty. and my ‘20 \ FOR SA.I K—
Jewelry
Two horizontal tabular boJlcg
Universallst.
ANTED
An experienced nurse maid at 1
"\\r
with
V.
I
W.
odd is a guarSn- \ •
experience
”
lor house heating, are. In first class con.
once.
H. J. Dane and F. H. Witham are delMRS. E. A. N EERY, Hotel Eiske, 1 yeavs’
tee of best work at reasonable prices,
it your
litinn. will sell at halt price of new boik-ri.
Old Grch rd, Maine.
1-1
Conwatch or mock needs cleaning or repairing,
egates to the Democratic County
REUBEN WESCOTT. 139 Lancaster St, foot
VXTANTED— A quiet, intelligent woman from bring them to mo ano I will put them in lirst- jf Myrtle.
class condition.
GEOltCE VV. HARBOUR, 388
Alr3. Lizzie Edwards and
* *
25 to 45 to take care of convalescent
daughter
Sr., opposite City JIalL
26-tf
nOR SALE—Bullffin?
from
are
lots, finely situated
Flossie,
Freeport,
lady. Apply day time at 196 HIGH STREET. Congress
visiting at
B
high land, on Washiugtou avenue, juat be2 to 3 o clock preferred.
her father’s, T J. Brown's,
31-1
TVTOT5CE—C.
8.
contractor
and
at
DeLong.
fond
Tukeys bridge.
very low prices, For
Guy W. Chipman, of Colby, ’01, is
li
builder; Jobbing promptly attended to; full p iruculars inquire of A. C. LlbliY & t’fj
once.
Three Table G;r!s,
spending his vacation with his parents.
houses for *a e »ud to let; >2 1-2 Exchange street.
Two Pantry Girls, Two Scrub Women. estimates given;
23-2
Good wages. Apply to D. B. SMITH, Riverton mortgages negotiated, also care of property.
HARPSWELL.
Call or
Carpenter’s ship 204 Federal St.
Park.__30
i_
write 86 EXCHANGE ST. Office hours 9-11 a.
West
13.—Mr.
Harpswell,
August
ANTED—A girl to do plain cooking.
Ap- m. and from 1-5 p. m. Telephone 43* 2. J
\V
TT
George H. Ireland, for many years con494 Congress
ply at office of E B. & B
Biarzidtf
Aii aitmc ive,
nected with the Miller Bradley Co., of
compact, (no
f
SR
2E-1
story ir.iiiii- house, s veil ro tuis
Springfield, Mass., died very suddenly
& Wilson,
reI am; I’m scared I’ll kill him!” AMT A N
auctioneers,
“Well,
and
Ironers, slarchcrs
TED—Fancy
of heart trouble at the summer home of
mul
bntli,
wnoved
to
15*
to
169
Middle
of
ample rlosei room
SL, corner
»»
mangle girls. Appiy at GLOBE STEAM 81lT3r St.
Mr Bradley at Shore Aores, yesterday —New York Journal.
dtf
and steam In uiiug (litouziioiii,
LAUNDRY, 26 10 36 Temple street.
jyt4-tl
morning. The remains were taken to
in good
repair, (inobairucfed
the Portland steamer this morning to be
Sl'iVniEK HOARD.
Miusliine, garden, lot I<t0 ft.
carried
to his
home
at
Dorchester
fioni, 9l> feel deep, fifteen min.
AGENTS
WASTED.
Heights, Mass.
Forty words liucrtrd under tills Head life-*
Important to Mothers.
walk
from
City
Hall,
Mrs. Miriam Farr is ill. Dr. Littlefield
one week for 25
cask
in
advance.
cents,
of
bottle
Examine carefully every
CASTORIA,
$3300. 'Must have quick sale.
is in attendance.
AGENT WANTED
nUNKItAL
For the
*
a safe and sure remedy for infants and children,
V
s ate of Maine, Guaranteed salary ol
BENJAMIN SHAW & <0,
that desire board during Old Home
and see that it
$£3.33 per month and all expenses. Address N. rjMIOSE
PUNDITA RAMABAI.
*01 l-'-i Exclianec Slrrtt,
Week, can obtain board by addressing nn*,
e. MANAGER, Box 1557, Portland.
31-1
MRS. ELOliENCE HA WlvES, Chicopee. Me.,
jly:3J2w
Four times has this brave woman taken
Bears the
York
A GENTS WANTED—Willing workers guarCounty.
30 i
her life in her hands, and gone into the
ix anteed $50 per month with additional
SALE—Magnificent cottage lot* aid
Signature of
pORnew
TWO rooms with board tiTl August lMbT^mly A
commission. Address D,.T. F., Box 1557.
cottages at Ottawa park. (Cliff cotfamine districts to save women and child*
3 1
one room unengaged after
that
date
till tage
on
In Use For Over 30 Years.
electric line, near Capo
Properly)
Sept. 1st. goo I table, pleasant, quiet to a’lon, Casino. Some of rape
ren from starvation and ruin.
In May,
the advantages are good
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
two minutes walk frmn lake, p azzr.s. shaae
WASTED-MALE HELP.
excellent
streets,
car service, Sebago water,
she
succumbed
to
however,
trees, grova. Rortlau 1 references. GEORGE electric
fatigue, heat,
lights, fine beach, up to date rattanN. COLDY, Denmark, Maine.
a slight sunstroke, and was
24-2
innton ttie ground
very ill ^for
only deslrabl* parties, no
■MP"ANTED—A young man to go on the rood IJOYNTON
HOUSE, Cornish, Maine—A few cheap cottage evert thing sirlcllv first claw.
several
weeks. Yst
’*
with undaunted
fora reliable firm, liberal reimmeration
**
• rices aim plans at our oir,ce. DALTON &C(L
more
boarders
wanted.
Large
rooms,
to tlie riglit man; esp -uses advanced.
WHICH DO you PREFER?
Apply
courage she writes:—
3 Exchange street.
pure invigorating air, pure spring wa'er, tnoun
Jljl2d4w
to C. M. NEW* OMR, Swett's
Hotel, between‘8 tain scenery, quiet and restful.
For
You must not worry. God protects us
paritcua. m and 5 p. m.
2-1
SALE —The only available lot of 'and
lars
address
MRS.
E. 1) BOYNTON.
21-2
here. If you were to see the
famine
on the Western Promenade, located t*.
sufferers as I have seen them, you would
AIT ANTED—American
young
with CDMMER HOARDERS at White Roek Farm tween the residences of Messers. Cartiamlasd
man,
”
know what it is that drives me to work.
moderate capiial. to take an interest in a ►3 house, twelve miles from Cortland; five Conley. Also a first-class furnished coUags,
good cash business in tins cl’y. Best of refer- minutes: walk from M. C. R. R. stalion, Moun-i stable and land a» Willard Beach. Apply
Thousands of young girls are wandering
cnees required and given. Addtess CASH, liox
tain uivision; high location, good view,
31-tl
about Gujerat and Rajputana. who must
npring to TRUE BROS No. 391 Pore sheet.
431,
Portland.
l-lB water, fresh berries, vegetaliles, eggs and milk.
be saved. It is appalling that over ten
saLK— 1 louse an 1 eo:ta„e lots for sale
For further particulars address A. N. l’DRINcent
of
the
deserted girls have gone
per
at Willard Beach.
Choice locattrn.
AT OV ERNMENT POSITIONS—Don’t
TON, White Rock, Me.
prepare
jy20-2
into the hands of the devil. Our strength
view of tne ocean.
«
For trims and pnrUcafen
for any civil service or census examination
V OR I H WINDHAM, ME.. Lake house now
inouire of II. 12. WILLARD. 7 Be-,eh street
and means are too limited; but we must
without seeing our catalogue of information.
open for the season of I960, quiet location,
Willard, Me.
Sent free. Columbian Correspondence
jlylMtm
go forward in faith, and save as many as Price
College
supplied with unexcelled mineral water, good
we can.
I have sent three women into
Washington, D. C.
28-2
bass and salmon fishing,
desirable
very
rooms,
estate for sale at south
the famine district, and hope to go again
rates reasonable, correspondence soli3ited.
L
PORTLAND—There never was a Him
8. FREEMAN. Prop.
mys9lt as soon as I am well enough.
when such trades c<>uid he bought in Soutt
an established, well rated
JelSdSw
IVANTED—B7
TT
The girls saved from starvation in 1897
PortianU
real estate as at present.
Will sail
firm, scheme or specialty men to sell an
-'HvumpjiBUU'nci, IWCBiy*
11
are doing wonderfully well.
exceedingly attractive and salable line. Spec- 1U- flva large rooms wi li closets.
At the anHair mat- bouses with good bus in good neighnorhoods
ial terms an l unique Inducement-.
with most, modem improvements at iprlces ftf
nual examination fifty per cent, passed.
High tresses and springs, bath and livery.
Exien-I
priced men investigate. Detroit, Mich., Box sive groves and forest*, fishing, boating, driv- i hf-low anything ever offered before. HoMtih(b
Many will join the higher standard when
auitteuuu
me, mountain climbing, go’f, vegetable*, her- ! street. 51200; bou-.", Shawm ut street, $IW
28-1
the school
the old
reopens. Forty of
ries.milK, cream, eggs and poultry fresh from house, Front street. $1000: house, Parker 1am
iamme gins are
Helping me as matrons
♦•MX); lot of land, Broadway, $100; iot at Cash’s
WANTED—Ke.'rulta for the (I. S. Marine the farm.
Address C. E. COoB, East Parson
and teachers in the school started this
Corner. 100x400 it., $150.
1 also have snastf
Corps. able-bodi“d, sober men. between
jiyn-4
the most desirable building lots at boulb Port21 and 35 ye.»rs old, fine chance for service on
year. During the vacation the girls are
The 87th yeir opens Sept. 11th. Full courses shore in
the
land,
from
price- ranging
$100 to $200, all In
busy sewing, mending, pickling mangoes, and improved methods
china, Philippines, Gmm. Alaska and
of Instruction. I e lanle Puerto Rico and on board ship in everv
best part of village where property u improvpart of
house-cleaning, eto.
preparation for Bowdoin and other leading col- the world. Apply 203 Middle
In value each year.
ing
Any person wishing to
I have-been obliged to take one hun- leges,
Portland and
1)
including Wellesley, Smith and Mr. Hot- 70 Harlow St., Bangor, Maine. St.,
iy a building lot can pay one dollar perwHt
On Pape Electr.c Line,
dred from Mukti to Sharada Sadan. The y°ke. Best facilities
Jlyl!)dtaug31
if desired.
for Scientific and BusiThis is a rare opportunity for on«
number in our homes has increased to ness Education. E\penses notablv moderatew ishlng to secure a lot lhat will lucroosa 1»
value each year.
The under-lgned will, If djeight Hundred and sixty. I thank all our For any desired in format on, address the Brin,
REV.
11. P. s,\'<>W, A.
Accommodates too.
sired, give the u.imes of parties who have withfriends who are holding up my hands cipal.
Regular Hotel service.
in ’lie last dozen years made from one to two
Prices
jlyl7d&w4w
Me.
Yarmouth,
moderate.
and helping me in every way. God bless
hundred dollars In one year on lo:s that cost bat
Address DAI/ION & CO., Willard. Me.
pou all!
little above one hundred dollars.
TUe pu™
_______jy:0tltf_
nm-t
remember th.it in buying lots at Souta
Ramabai gives no thrilling word-picPortland
it
is
nor like going out of town wlifll
Sometimes
needs
a
reliable
tures of the scenes of sin,
some speculator
has bought up a farm »ni
suffering, and
Longfellow, Observatory, Portland Herd
medicine.
monthly
regulating
divided the same into building lots at a p?n>»
death in the famine district, the details
Light and ninty other subjects, largest stock in
removed
DR. PEAL’S
from stores, post office, church, wttr
the city.
af which pain and sicken the heart. But
McKENNEY, ihe Jeweler, Monuboi s, sidewalk, sewers and many oiher privt*
ment
that
Square.
leges
am enjoyed by a resident at Soujn
she sees them all, is in the midst of them
For plans, etc., call on F- If. BA*
Portland.
all; and her heart sends forth a passion- Are prompt, safe and certain in result. The genumarl±-tf
PORI), 31V4 Exchange street.
ate cry to God and to Her brothers and ine (Dr. Peal’s) never disappoint. Sent auywhei«,
NOW
OPEN.
WANTED situations.
’t.00. Peal Medicine Co., Cloveiand, O.
SA LE—Home with ll rooms and
sisters arcoss the waters for help,
For terms anil circulars
two acres of land tilled with fruit tr«M.
help, to G. H. GUrPT & CO., Portland. Me., Agents.
apply <0
HtA C. FOsS, Prop.,
Also house lots adjoining,In Fast Peering,«*
save the innocent, the sinful
G ole ic, six years’ exper ence
and the
prescripJel403m
Front’s Nrcfc, >1 r.
bin gain by GEO. W. ADAMS, 108 Exen*n*e
tion
d nmnufac luring wishes
suffering. In all th?ir nakededness and
DermaSi.
Kxi cutor of the estato of the lute Uenjaman
nent position, speaks French
aud
English
3 tf
llthiness she takes them to her
Adams.
and
nor
afraid of wark. H. BLAIR’
home,
abjure
WANTED.
) Brook 8t., Watervllie, Mo.
where even their own caste sisters at first
31
SALE—A
fine cash business In live manGood driving horses and
!IrAN I KP—To
shrink from touching them. But soon
ufacturing town, ail fresh goods nmi W
styrent l>y September 20th a
AN I ED—On U.
S. S. Kentucky,
k nd that don’t go out of
three
In west end of city of ten room*
style, no competilmB”, bou-efive
Sliey are purified, clothed, and fed; lish turnouts, furnished with \\ war,d room mess attendants, white be- and
This
is a line opportunity for one or two in*1
bath,
bedrooms.
Address
tween eighteen and
twenty-live years of age
W.
men.
Price twenty dive hundred dollars, w,
°Catlon au<1 ,erms- «• JJ*.
lealth, strength, and hope return; and drivers. A.
MtFADOEA,
Express M.
*
STAPLES, Brldgtou, Me.
■heir hearts open to the blessed influences 101 Clark St.
Telephone 9»4-2. \\ ANTED—1Situation as bo ..{keener or us")f Christian love and
wopnn
invalid
out
of
town
wlio
aug2d2w*
desires
laity
1,00 1,2t.anr’ bY y,,,n?
compassion.
boat
las had several
d;
private family, within \a in «>r
years’ expe. nee with present
Since the annual
employer Can take full charge of double entry miles ol Portland, line K. It. preferrod
LOST AND FOUND.
meeting of the Ameri
lfUl ,ocation'
aoolcs and accustomed to tenoral
1 !an Ramabai
Address 0. O. W.. Rox
oiliee work
Association last March more
Address BOOKKEEPER, Box 1557.
i ,
ban $8,000 have gone through its treas- On
Forty words Inserted under till* head
To overcome this board yonr WAN I El)—Situation as coa •liman
carriages.
a term of
in a prl- WANTEP-Kor
years, 8600~fiym7.- on week for 85 cents, cusll lu advance.
**
09t payable seml-annua
iry for the_ fiainine sufferer* especially. teams at my staple as my carriage room is
v«tte family, thoroughly understands care
at six nor
ly
o
>
af horses and fawn.
separated from horse room by air space.
Can furnish good je er
L'he donations came, and are still
coming
Wilb lar employer.
31- *
I>OAT FOUND-In' Casco’
FRANK
KHIT r
Knaw
i n large sums' and small
l°
-us
LIVKRY
from
Wentworth
I >
the
str, ek
row
sums,
TEAMS ALSO.
boat.
Owner address cHAS.
Biddcford, Mt\
\ A Nit, Long Island, Portland,
1 ich and tha poor, from little
'L
N T>
<>•
Box 1458, Portland. Mo.
boys and
\
oof
< ;iris, who are denying themselves
^
A clerk, seamstress
candy A. YV.
IV
|*1 OsT—On July 20 a bov’s reefer, light. In
mUTTi wni,
101 Clark St.
t md
pocket i 12 yards of bliiok wst* •
toys, and from the hardly earned
jy31U2w*
The floder please send to MRS. WALTM
BUZZEL. Shaw’s Block, Blddeford, Man«i
11
80-1
| Jefferson street.
a
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TO

HOUSES

17*0It

JOHN LOCKE,

ITtOlt

FOit

PICKED

FOB

NOTICE—The

IlO

FOR

KEMOVAL

—

t^OR

night'_

FOR

MORTGAGES

"oScK—Nursciy

*.

FOR

WANTED—A

---

rR

_

Commissioner

Wentworth

great improvements

on our

FOR SALE.

NOTICE—Goss

—

Sti

HotjWaE#!?

1jH>K

SEf™G-

Real

«

hf..a

streets

and roads, much to the gratiti nation
of
all who use them.
Hiram B. Rowe ha3 a very handsome
boat
which
naphtha
he
launched
upon Mousam lake last week.
Rev. E. M. Trafton is holding
religious services at
Alewive, here he has
large audiences,
Miss S.J.Sayward and her mother visited relatives in Shapleigh last week,
Postmaster Roberts and wife enjoyed
last week in visiting at Old
Orchard
and Portland.
Mrs. Hattie Adams assisted in the post office during their ab-

*54-_

NORTH YARMOUTH ACADEMY.

fleldLMe1____

CLIFF COTTAGE
3NTow Open.

EVERY WOMAN

sence.

Mrs. Sarah A. Chick, who. injured her
left arm by a fall some two
years ago,
and has since been suffering from a cancer ^hich grew on the bone as a
result,
suffered the amputation of the arm Tuesday of last week
The opera,ti m was
very skilfully done by Hr. F, A. Bragdon, assisted by Urs. Luce of Rochester
and Marshall of
Shapleigh. Although
the unfortunate lady is over 75
years of
age she rallied from the shock
bravely
and is doing well.
Orin T. Hayward, one of the oldest and
most highly respected citizens of Sanford
died at nis residence on Shaw’s
Ridge
Wednesday of last week, aged 73 years,
11 months and aO
days. He leaves a
widow who is seriously ill at the present
time, a son, E. C and a daughter, Mrs,
Lena Wingate. The funeral occurred at
his late residence. The pall bearers were
ohosen from members
of
Friendship
Lodge of Odd Fellows, of which he had
b8en
a
member. The services were
long
in a measure private,
owing to Mrs
Hayward s illness^

Souvenir Spoons,

IMCHECKLEY

PENNYROYAL piLLS,

_Jiy2odtf

Prout's

Neck, fVSe.

FOR

LIVERY TEAMS.

DRI

_

],M)R

office."*
T»''ANTEI)-~An

ammoniaTuins varnIsF

lSfiT*

Immediate-

__

nl?

_

can't

CHEBEAGUE.

Chebeague, August 1— Everyth inf is
booming here now. All the boarding
houses are taxed to thwr fullest
capacity

WANTED—At

FOR

SANFORD.
Springvale, July 31.—The late showers
have been very refreshing. The farmers
in this vicinity have about finished
haying,—a light crop.
Road

STEPHEN

1.—Miss Lizzie
Knight and Lillian Hawkes are attending a summer school for teachers this

—

Forty
OMe

words

—

CO.

AND-

Windham, Agust

■—

__

for salbu

DROWN—VOR SAIjEJ AND TO LKT.

TO LET.

__
savings of agecTmen and women; from
location 01
sohools and
mission
Sunday-schools,
fiend mo LET—In a most beautiful
Forty words ineei ted under this
B Prospect Hill, overlooking the city, eigb I
of
all
from
women
and
men
churches;
a)
one week for Sid ee*it*» cash ill advance.
room tenement! hot and cold water,batli.and
i. .-..ii.,•■;■
Apply to L. M. LHIOH
modern conveniences.
denominations,—and all this without any
53
YV.
GROWN,
or
GEO.
TON
mo LET—Tenement of 4 rooms, $7.00; also
organized methods of appeal.
X one of 7 rooms with closet up stairs, price
Now, with the increasing number of $12.00. Inquire at FI8H£K’S SHOE STOKE,
beau
mo LET—A fine house just completed,
3-1
and
with
corner
York and Brackets streets.
for
famine
orgmizations
relief,
Park, overlooknif
1 tiful location in Coyle
nioden
all
and
bath,
with
rooms
10
and
the increasing number of women
the bay;
Apply to L. M. LEIGHTON or
LET—Large, furnished front room with conveniennes.
girls whom Ramabai is
rescuing, her
jly30-tf
alcove, steam heat, gas, bath room privi- GEO. W. BROWN, 53 Exchange 1st.
Board of Managers feel that, in justice leges. Inquire forenoons at 19 ELLSWOKTH
SALE—Fine house on Clifton St.. Coyle
Back
to her, a direct and strong appeal should STKEET._Ilf
Park, overlooking the waters of too

■

HARPSWELL.

Yvest narpswen,
jmy au.—Among our
late arrivals are Miss Mabel Soule from
South Portland, at Mrs. Lizzie Merriman’s; Mrs. John Merriman and Master
Arthur Stanwood from Brunswick,at Mr.
W. S.
W. S. Randall,
Alien’s; Rev.
wife and daughter, from Rochester, N.
H at Mrs. Geo. L. Randall's; Pi of C.
B. Wilson and wife from the Normal
school, Westfield, Mass. Mr, John JvelPrimary, Secondary and Tertiary Blood Tolson son and wife from Waterville, Maine,
You can be treated at with several others
Permanently Cured.
are rooming
at Miss
home under same guarantee. I? you have takes
Julia Stover’s and taking meals at Mrs.
mercury, iodide potash, and still have achen
Wm.
Randall's.
and pains, Mucus Patches in Mouth, Sore
Alvah Johnson, who works on Orr's IsThroat, Pimples, Copper Colored Spots, Ulcers
on any part of the body,
Hair or Eyebrows land, was at home Sunday.
falling out, write
Mr. Frank Pierce from Lewiston
is
vsiting his parents here
REMEDY
We learn that there are eighty guests
328 Masonic Temple, Chieasro, 111., for proofs
of cures. Capital $500,000.
We solicit the most at the Ocean House at South Harpswell;
House
is full, and
obstinate cases.
We Shave cured the worst the Merryconeag
that fifty took dinnsr at the Hotel Gereases in 15 to 35 day3.
100-page book free.
oov27dtf
maine Sunday.

COOK

WINDHAM,
East

his trained steers in front of S. H. Mann
& Jordan’s, store, this village, Saturday
evening, to an appreciative crowd.
James N. Eastman commenced canning string beans and peas at his factory
last week, giving employment to quite
Birdge last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs ^Will McAllister of Balti- a force of women and girls, snapping
more, Md were recent guests of Mr. and beans, paying them fifteen cents
per
Mrs. Geo. M. Loach.
bushel.
Mr and Mrs. John Forhan of Canton
Earmers are all through haying, and
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. H, L, some are cutting their oats for fodder
The Union Sunday school had their
Forhan.
Mr. and Mrs, E. A, Plummer have re- annual outing and picnic last Wednesturned from Scarboro,
day, on the bank of Crooked river. The
Fred Harmon has returned from Woodday was perfect, and all enjoyed the out-

Stiaml Loan Go.,
68 MARKET
may5dtf

Guests are being turned away every day.
People are just beginning to And out
that Cheboague with her IT miles of fine
road, numerous groves, sand beaches,
hills, fields, etc., is worth coming to.
Preparation will be made the coming fall
and winter to take care of the rapidly increasing summer travel.
Mr. Chas. Bachelor of Boston, is a
guest at the Wayside Inn.
The Bates Bros of the Arm of Win. N.
Prince & Co., Portland, are spending
their vacation here.
Mrs. H, W. Hamilton is stopping in
Portland for a few days, while under
treatment for her eyes.
Dr. N. D. Johnson has purchased the
Evans cottage,
Mrs, Eavns and family have moved to
Maplewood, Mass.

RhII3(M

j

®nfilic5.ui“*;,KsT^VESTMEtr™rn;r

McFADDEN,

ifo/ss

Bay~-July

COHN.

Aug.....

28%

sept.yav*

87%
8a v«

Aug...|.

20%

21 Vs
81%

..

kept.

21V*

1’OKK.

Products in tlic

Quotations of Staple

12 07%

Sept.

MEMPHIS—Th« Cotton market to-day closed
quiet; middlings 0 11-18 j.
NKWjjOKLEANH—Tho Cotton market cloud
nominal: middlings 10 Vac.
MOBILE—Cotton market nominal; middlings
0 s/* c.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton ^market closed
quiet; middlings 9a,4c,

GLOUCESTER—Ar 1st. sch Win Slater. New
York.
Ar 2d, schs Catalina, Rook port; Nil Despar-

European Market*.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. Aug. 1. 1900—consols at 97 516 for money ana 97Vs tor account.

Saco.

Sept.

02%

6

BIBS.

Hopt.

7 16

Thursday’s nuotattouA
York

and

Money

blurb,
Market

Grain

llivlctv

f8%
Aug.
kept. a;<Vs

2.—The small
done on the Stock
Exchange
today was almost wholly concentrated in four stooks. In none of the
four did the net change exceed 5-8. Bal-

York,

New

of

August

business

Corrected by Swan St Barrett. Bankers, 130
Middle street.
STOCKS.
1 ar Value
Bid. Asked
Description.
100
102
Canal National Bank...lOO
110
Casco National Bank.100
112
101
100
cuitnioriand National B&uk.lOC
100
101
Chapman National Bank.100
102
Fiist National Bank.loo
100
102
Merchants’National Bank....75
101
98
National Traders'Bank.100
100
Portland National Bank.... 100
109
110
Portland Trust Co.100
160
145
85
90
Portland Gas Company. 60
106
Portland Water Co.100
107
160
Portland Sr. Railroad Co. 100
10o
160
Maine Central R’y. loO
156
61
60
Portiaud & Ogdensburg K. R. 10J

Sept.

Sept.

Sales of stock at the Boston Stock Exchange:
bid.
Atchison.
26%
Boston & Mai’ e.
190
American Bell...
Central Massachusetts. 16
do pfd,
6u
Msiue Central.
165

carried
the stock to 74 3-4 which
the low price of t he day. The friends
of Union Pucilio then attempted to make
use ot the discrepancy in the prioes of
that stock and Baltimora & Ohio, both
paying S per cent dividend and by a few
large individual transactions gave Union
But
Pacific a place in the active list.
There
this movement quickly subsided
in
and
in
some
was
sugar
strength
Brooklyn transit. Continental Tobacco
prefsrred was raided down 4 3-8. The
general undertone of the market was firm
■with some yielding in the latter part of
A feature of the day was a
the day.
slightly easier tone for time money. BalOhio bond issues weakened
timore &
on the dividend action, the Southwestern
a
31-2
division
losing a point The

^Thefollowing

Aug. l.
New 4i
New s-i.

res.182%
•

oup.133%

3iewg*a.ren.116%

New us. coup.1 it>%
IteuYer cs|it. «t. 1st.....102
Km gen. 4s... 68%
Mo. HftiuS Tex. 2us..
67
asunuts « t'acMtc consols...
Urecon Nav.lsi.109
Texas Pacific. L. ti. Isis.
.111%
ao rec, 3ns...
63%
Union ractflc lsts.105% l
..

/rirgu-

Aug. 1.

Atchison.

20%

Atcuisoiilutn... «9%
Central t'.icmc..
Cbes. st Ohio... 27%
Cincaco. Bur. St uuitiev.lit 6%

TURK. Sept. a.
Money ou caU'eioeed easy lV*ai V4.
Prim* mercantile paper at4«4=* per cent.
Kieilum exchange wat firm, with actual bu»b«m hi bankers buls 4 87%* *4 t>74a lor utB>-uni and 4 83?* a 4 B314 lor «xty nays posted rate* 4 afiiiit 85 and 4 88^4.
iwtnniec
Cl* 1 bills 4 83 a 4 S31 *.
Silver eeruticiua* ClMi <483\4*
hat Surer io%.
Mexican doinn 18 !4
Governments irregular.
rollo* u*r qnotauoui represent m» pay
fiiR prices In this markcti
Cow and steers..
,.. 6\4- P it.
Hulls sad s.a**...4s..444-1
8
buns—Ne 1 quality
..
*
No*
../....7 o
"
Nt» 3
.« &70

17%
71%
90%
12%
65%
i»4

ill
Sc raui.
..i71
M. Caui uio
St. l am K.omtua....110
.*•». t'aui & inmuia uiu.
Texas racine. It
Omon Caeuic nta.
wanasa...
«%
Wubash mu... I7;s
Bos ton I 4: Maine.1»9
New Xort; ana Now Kng. jci..
OW Co'onv ........ ......... 205
Ada aw fcxuress......120
American Kxnress.....164
U. B. BXDretS. 48
Peome .. 98
raetnc Mail........ 30
18t
Cullman raiace.
S star, common...121%

2u.u 6:

Snt.r Markrl.
eoufooUoaers

sc; powdered C4%si granulated 7c; coffee
ci usthrt 6Vjo; yellow 5 '*» ■,

at

Impertx
Bchr H A Holder—1.450,OuO
Deerina Co.
Shingle*
HKVKUlK. N8. Goto Sam Slick—180 tns
M
1Davis.
rock poster to it
John, NB.

to Rufus

P*rU*uii IVIlolcaalt liurkal

line

rfiiu

.. ou u a

iun

/»

Spring Wheat linkers.3 50*3 75
«5 OO
Spring Wheat patents.
Mich, and SC I.otnsst. roller.4 10*4 36
Mich, and St. Louis clear.3 95*4 20
Winter Wheat patents.4 6Ua,4 60
Cora and Fee L

fin* to

Corn, car lots.
Corn.bag lots.
Meat bag lots.
Oats, car lots.

_

48«48Vi
61*52

BOSTON

n <>.*.»«.,

<

o

00

fork—Medium...
15 60
Beef—heavv....10 76*11 25
Urol—light.10 00*10 76
Boneless, naif bbls ...
,® 6 5 0
I.arti—tcs ana naif bbl. nure....
*8 %
Lara—tcs ana hall bbl.com....
r®7
Laul—fans nure.
8%* 9%
Lard—fails, compound.
7%
I.&rd—Pure, leal.
9% 3} 9%
Chickens.
15*
16
Fowl.
12 4 14
Turkovs
13*15
Hams.
11% * 12
Shoulders.......
8%
Proflqo*.

Eeans.

I'otatoes,Connecticut.

Bweet-s, Vlnland.

market—receipis

d

Cheese Urn.; large whtto O'/a; large colored
9!V* ; small whi o nt O'• •(:>% do colored 10.
Petroleum steady; re till’d New York —.
11 os in steady.
Turpentine steady.
Klee quiet.
Molasses steady,
8ugar—raw steady; fair relimng at 4*/sC; Centrifugal 98 test 4% ; Molasses sugar at 4Vac;
refined steady.
CHICAGO—Cash qoutatlcws.
Flour dull.
nneat— No 2 spring
C; No 3 do at t'9.«,72e:
No 2 Kea at 77V« u 77%e. Corn—No 2 at 38% ;
No 2 yellow—c.
Oats—No 2 at Ulv-ic: No 2
White’at 23 Vic: No 3 while 22%(a28'>ac: No 2
Kye at 6!>t®50M»cs good feeding parley at 35@
’17c;fair to choice malting 4(»@ 2c: No 1 Flaxseed l 40; No 1 N \Y Flaxseed at 1142: prime
l'imothy seed 3 logs 25. s ess Pork at 12 15A!
12 20. Lard at 6 87V4wO 90; snort ribs ,sides
7 loa.7 •• 5; dry salted shoulders G,%@7; short
slear sides 7 05a;7 75.
Butter easv—ermery at 15®19c; dairies 14®
17c.
Cheese steady Sys aHOVi'’.
Eggs steady —fresb 11 Vi.
Fiour—receipts 17.000 bbls: wheat 112.000;
>ush; corn 802.000 bush: oats 272.000 bush;
ye 9.U00 bush; barley 8.000 Push.
Shipments—Fkmr 13.000 obis; wheat 110.000
)ush; corn 660.000 Push; oats 308,000 Push
’Ve 400 Push; barley 4.000 Pusla

*1 76
26* 2 50
,*,j 25
*—
18® 19
r®
17

Errs. F.astern fresn........
F.tTRs. western lresn.
Fkrs, neid.
Butter, tanev creamer.
22 * 23
Butter. Vermont...
21
20*
Cheese. N. York and Ver’rnt. ...10 *11

—

..

Cranborrios...
Fruit.

l.emons.Messlna...5 50*0

Flour

—

Pea. 2 40a2 50
cans. California Pea. 2 *16*2 7o
licans Yellow hvtfl.2 bo* 2 6o
Leans, Bed Kidney.2 50*2 55
Mailve onions,ou.*.. .1 00*1 15
Potatoes */ ous....
*
Sweet

MarKeti

afloat to arrive.
Uoru—receipts »> >,300 busni exports 108,215
bus; sales 25,000 bush tutu res; 280.000 bush
export: shot weak: No 2 at 431k fob afloat:
44 tfee eiov.
v/ats—receipts 85,000 bush: exports 43,000
bash; sales 75,000 pus spot. spot steady; No '£
at 2«e; No 3 at 25V»c; No 2 white
c; No 3
white at 27Vac: track mixed Western at 2Ucaj
track
white
Western
27c:
2/%jz33u.
Beef firm; family $t\&$12; mess SUFaiO TO,
Cut meats quiet.
Lard is steady: Western steamed at 7 20;
retlnert quiet; continent 7 5(); 8 A 8 00; compound 8% «»$%<.
Cork thin; mess at 12 75(&18 50; famiy at
1450(715 51'; shor clear 13u0oi500.
Butter Armi cream ue-.at i7;<(ih%c; do fac\ u to k e: im erm at 15a
tory < urrent packed
17'ei ; state dairy 15Mc« l«Vs ;do erm 17(<£19V%.

Fork, lloef. Lard and Poultry.

50

Oramros.oaliforma nav.
Oranges, Seedlings .3 00* 3 50
Apples. Baldwins.,.
Oils Turpeotiue and Coal
Baw Linseed Oh.
68*73
Boiled j,inseea on. 70 317 5
TurDouune.
60«6o
LiRonm ana Centennial oil., bbl., 160 tst 10s4
Kefinedtst Petroleum, 120 ....
lO^i
Pratt’s Astral.
1234
Half bbls lc extra.
Cumberlana. coal.
@41 6
Stove ana furnace coal, retail..
5 50
Franklin.
7 00
PeacoahretaU.
460
...

Cotton Markets,
Orala

Quotations,

lily Telegraph.)
Aug. 2.
YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
* teadv, Vi)e decline;
middling uplands at 9%c;
lo gu
10; sa'es 710 bales.

CHICAGO BOARD OP TRAD

Wednesday’s

quo a

NEW

1011s

WHEAT.

Opening

An. 7514
8«Pt. 75%

t ES’i O >'—The
CJosln«

74%
75%

*
c

POUT or 1‘OltTIiV.VD

('otion

BTEAMEKS.

THURSDAY'. August 2.
Arrived.

K£W lOKK DIRECT

The North AtlantJBRqnadron, viz: Cruiser
New Y’ork, flagship; battleships Texas, Indiana,
Massachusetts. Kearsarge ami Kentucky.
Bell Marion, Coombs, Philadelphia, water pipe
to order.
Sch H A Holder (Br), Mclnttre, St John, NB,
shingles to Rulus DsffiagCo.
Bch Georgia K (Br), Barton, St John. NB,
hardwood to order.
Bch Ernliy A Staples, Taluter, WlnterporL

Maine

New York—

market

closed

losed quiet; middlings O-tfee.
\i< LKS TON—The Cotton market to-day
uiet; middlings 'JVaO.

inspector.
First District.
Portland. Me.. Aug 2, 1900.
Bagaduce River. Maine.
Notice Is hereby given that Dunbar’s Ledge
buoy, a black sp r, and Young’s Island Snoal
(east end) buoy, a red spar, have gone adritt.
These buoys will be replaced as soou as practicable.
Bv order the Light House Board.
J. K. COGSWELL,
Commander U. s. Navy.
Inspector 1st L. H. Dist.
Memoranda.

Boston, Aug 2—The work of discharging sell
Sullivan Sawin, which arrived here a iew days
ago, with her bowsprit and headgear carried
away, as the result of a collision with the Philadelphia steamer Parthian, has been completed,
and the schooner Is now at East Boston, where
she will remain until a settlement is effected between the steamship conn any and the owners.
Vlnsyard Ilaven, Aug 2—Sell Abhie & Eva
Hooper, Port Johnson tor St John. NB, with a
cargo of coal, sprung a bad leak last night off
Point Judith, which kept one pump constantly
working. She arrived nere this afternoon and
employed divers to stop the leak.
Domestic Porta.

NEW YORK—Cld 1st, sell Ellen M Mitchell,
Bryant, St John, NB.
SUl, sells Mary E H G Dow, Baltimore; F * T
Lupion, do; Isaiah K Stetson, Bangor; lllram
and Helen G Alug, Calais: Fred A Emerson and
Charles K Lawrence. Uockuort: Marv Snow tor
an (astern port;
lsnqc Orbeton, Port Reading

I.I.M.,

Steamship

The steamships Horatio
lintt«n
Alternatively leav»

Hall and

John H

May, Burroughs, Philadelphia.

DARIEN—Ar 1st, sch Fannie L Child, Fuller,
Bid deford.
Sid, sch Charlotte T Sibley, Coombs, New
York.
ELLSWORTH—Ar 2d, sch Leonora, Perth

Amboy.

FERNANDINA—Sid 1st, sch Ele Kzjr liag;ett, warren, New York.

Mm.

Franklin Wharf,

superbly

and furthe moat
between

fitted

-AND-

DEPARTUHR8
8.80 A. M. and 12.51 noon.
lor Poland. Meehaulo

Stutiou
Falls, Buck field. CanFails
and
ton. lilxneld, Kmntord
Bands.
8.30 a. tn. 12.60 noon and 5.15 p. m. From Union
Station lor Mecliaido Falls and intermediate
stations.
On Saturdays only, 6.15 p. in. train
runs to Kumiord Falls.
Through cars between Portland and Penns.
From Union

K. V. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine,
ML L. LOVRJOY, Svpertiitendent,
Rumford Falla Maine.
Jeiedtf
__

BOSTON & MAINE B. II.
lit ttfecl

June 25.

WESTERN

JOOO.

DIVISION.

Trains leave Union Station for Scnrboro
Criming, 7.10. 9,05, 10.0(1 a. in., 12.00 noon,
1.15, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, ti.50 p. m.; Scnrboro
Bench. Pine Point, 7.00, 7.10, 8.20, 9.u5, 10.00
а. m„ 12.00 noon. 1.15. 3.30, 3.65, 6.25, 6.45, 6.20,
б. 50. 8.00, 11.22 p. in.; Old Orchard, 7.00, 7.10,
8.20, 8.45, 9.05, 10.00 a. in., 12.00 noon. 1.16, 1.40,
3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, 0.05. 6.20, 6.50, 8.00, 11.22 p.
m.; Saco and Bltldeford, 6 00, 8 20, 8.45, 9.03
10.00 a. in.. 12.00 uoo:>, 12.30, 1.15, 3.30, 3.55. 5.25,
6.45.6.20.0 60, 8.00, 11.22 p. in ; Kt-undiunk.
| 7.0o 8.45, 10.00 a. 111.. 12.30, 3.30, 5.25, 0.05, 9.20 p.
I m.; Kriiiiebniikporl, 7.00. 8.45, 10.00 a. Ul.,
i 12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. III.; Well* Bench, 7.00, 8.45

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Union Station for Scnrboro Crossing, 7.10,9.85. 10 15 a. ni., 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,
I.eave

p.

u.io.

oearDuru

ui.,

ucaen,

I'lUfl

Point, 7.10, 8.3j>. 0.35. 10.15 a. 111., 12.56, 2.00,
3.40, 4 15, 6.10, 6.15, 7.15 P. in.; Old Orchard,
7.10. 8.35, 0.35, 10.15 a. in., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15,
5.00. 5.10, 5.30, 6.15, 7.15 p. in.; Saco, Htddeford, 8.35. 0.85, 10.15 a. Hi., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40. 4.15,
5.00. 5.10, 5,30, 6.15, 7.15 p. m.; Keunebunk,
North Berwick, Dover, Kxeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55,
6.00. 5 30 p. m.; arrive Hoatun, 5.18. 8.30, 0.42
p

KASTKRN

W. N. A P. DIV.
Station foot of Treble street.

For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Nnshua,
Windham, Kppint;, Manchester, ConPoints North 7.34 a. nt., 12.33 p. in. j
Rochester, Sprlngvnle, Alfred, Waterbora. Saco River, 7.34 a. m., 12,33, 5.33 p. m.;
OorliHiu, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook Jet., Woodfords, 7.33. 9.45 a.
m., 12.33. 3.05, 5.33. 6.20 p. n>.; Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, 6.45, 9.50. 11.40 a. ni.,
1.08. 3.16, 3.46. 6.40. 11.15 D. m.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford, 0.45, 8.35, 9.50, 11.46 a. m..
12.25, 1.08, 3.16. 3.16. 5.48, 6.40, 11.15 p. m.
Trains arrive from Worcester, 1.05 p. m.;
Rochester, 8.25 a. m.. 1.05, 5.48 p. in.. Ourham and Way Stations, 6.40. 8.25, 10.47 a. ir...
1.05, 4.15, 5.48 P. in.
cord aud

SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Old Orchard

Beach,

Saco,

Bidde-

D. J.

FLANDKRS, Li. P. A T. A.

Je27dtf
^wr-^inai.

■

■—

Manager.

DOMINION
Montreal

to

LINE.
Liverpool.

Montreal.
Cambroman, July 28, 9 a. m.,
4,
Aug.
•Roman,
daylight,
Vancouver, Aug. 11,
Dominion,
Aug. 2\
•This steamer does not carry
Froin

Steamer.

Boston to

Liverpool

via.

From

Quebec.
July 28, 6 p. m.
direct.
Aug. 11, 2 p. m.
Aug. 25. 2 p.m.
passengers.

Queenstaw.i.

Steamer.From Boston.
New

England,

Wed., Aug. 15,

l p. m

KATES OF PASSAGE.
First

Cabin—SG0.03

and Up.

Return

—

$114.00 and up, according to steamer and
accommodation.
Second Cabin—$37.50 to $12.53.
Return,
$71.25 to $80.75.
Stwrngr—To Liverpool, Derry,
London,
Queenstown, Belfast and Glasgow, $23.50 to
$25.50. Btearage ou'flt furnished free.
Apply to T. P. MCGOWAN, 420 Congress
street, J. B. KEATING, room 4, First National Bank Building, CHARLES ASHTON. 847A
Congress street and Congress square Hotel, or
DAVII) TORRANCE & CO., Montreal.

jly25dtf

BaiDGTON

& SACO RIVEH

RAILROAD CO.
JUNE

EFFECT,

IN

*J5,

1000

FOR

Rvidglon, Harrison, Norilt Bridglon, Wed Scbogo, ftouili Itridglon, Wuieriord and Sweden.

t» a

the Itlarket.

Call and
trated
■v

Collection Kver Put

8

e

them and

get

an

illus-

Catalogue.

Temple SI.,
Developing

0pp. Falmouth

Hotel

and Printing for amateurs.
jy3-TuTli&Sat2mos

ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO.,
Fire
insurance Agency
til

Exchange Street.

tlrst Class American and Foreign Companies
Horace Anderson.
Crab. C. Adams.
decis
Tnoa, J. Little,
ipeodti

11.30

a.

3.15, 5.45

m.,

11.30

a.

6.45

in.,

Quebec,

*6.40

YVHITH MOUNTAIN DIVISION.
8.00 a.m.
For Bridgton. Faybans, Burling
ton, Lancaster, St. Joliusbury. Sherbrooke
Quebec, Montreal. Chicago, St. Faul ami Min

ueapolis.
1.06 p.m. For Sebago Luke. Br (igton, Harrison. via rail anil Sougo ltiver, Norm Conway,
Fabyans, Lancaster, Colobrook, Lunenburg,
8i. Joliusbury, NewDort.
6.60 p. m. For Senago Lake. Cornish, Bridgton. North Conway and Bartlett.
8.60 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Fryebnrg, North
Conwav, Fabyans, Luiienourg, St. Joliusbury,
Montreal, ami to Toronto and Chicago daily
except Saturdays.

For

WEEK DAYS.

Steamer ALICU HOWARD
will leave Portland Pier, at 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 a. in.
I, 2, 3. 4, 5. 0.15 7.30 p. in.
Returning, Leave Hay View Landing, at 0.25,
7.25, 8.30. 0.30, 10.30 and 11.30, a. in 1.30, 2.30,
3.30, 4,30, 5.30, 0.45 p. in.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier, 8.io. 9.00 10.00, 11.00
a. ill, 12, LOO, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, G.OJ, 7.00, 8.00,

9.00 p. in.

Othei trains week days.
Sunday cheap excursion train leaves Portland every Sunday for Lewiston. Gorham and
Beilin at 8.30 a. m. Returning leave Perlin at
4.00 p. n>., every Sunday afternoon for l.evvlston and Portland.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are run on
night trains and Parlor Cars on day nains.
Ticket Office, Depot ut foot of India
Street.
Portland <&.

RETURNS.
Leave Bay View LHiding, 8.30, 9.30, 10.30.
II. 30 a. in.. 12.20, 1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30, G,30,
7.30 8.30 9.30, p. 111.
On Wednesday, Thursday and Friday nights
a boat wllileave Portland at
11, and reluming
leave Peaks Is and at, 11.15.
only Hue running its boats to Peaks Island
direct.
Fare 5 cents each way. All persons going by
this line will be admitted to Greenwood Garden free.
JuOdtf

For
a. m.,

Westbrool, Windbam & Kap'.e: By.
SUMMER SERVICE.

Close oonneetion with n.11 Wesrhrnok oar*
leaving head of Preble St., at 10 and 40
minutes past, each hour from 8.10 a. m. to G.io
p. m.
Before and after these hours close connection with Westbrook cars learing 10 minutes
past each hour.

€. HI. WATERHOUSE,
Hlauugiug Director.
Jly7d2m
6TKAMKM

ALLAN
St.

LINE

Lawrence

»OITHEAL

Service.

The I
staunch
ar.d
steamers
elegant
“GOV.
DINGlEY” and
"BAY STATE”
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
and India Wharf. Boston, at 7.00 p. in dally,
including Sunday.
meet every
These steamers
demand, of
modern steamship service in safety, speed,
comfort and luxury of traveling.
Lowell
Through tickets for Providence,
Worcester, New York, etc., etc.

FOR "OLD HOME WFEK
I»AV

From

STRAMSlill'S.

Montreal
Saturday

Thu 26 Apr “Parisian
10 May Tunisian
IT
Numldlan
24
Corinthian
SI
Parisian
14 June Tunislau
H
21 "
| Nunndian
"
28
Corinthian
**
5 July Parisian
•*

19

I

**

Mo cattle

12
20
2
9
16
30
7
14
21
4

Tunisian
carried

on

May
*•

June
*•

Jrtly
•*

Aug

Quebec
Saturday
12
26
2
9
16
so
7
14
21
4

MayJune
••

In order to give patrons an opporto witness the dlsp’ay of tiroworks on Tuesday evening, the

July
*•

Aug

national

liank

Building,

“GOV. DINGLEY”

will leave at 10 p in. that night, instead of 7, as usual.
augidiw

International

Steamship Co.

for

-.-

Eastim. lohni Ca'ais. St. iobn H.8..Halim As.
and all part* of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.
The
lavorite route to Campobelio and St Andrews.
N. IS.

these steamers.

Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A reduction of 5
per cent is ailoweu ou return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London or
Londonderry—$;to.tiO to $45.00.
Stekkaoe—Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
Prepaid certificates #24.
Children under 12 years, half rare. Rates to
or from other points
on
application to
T. P. McOOWAW,
420 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamship Agency. Room 4,
First

S. S.

-.-

RATES OF PASSAGE.

land, Maine

TRIPS.

tunity

LIVERPOOL.
Calling at MovtUe.

Liverpool.

”

On Sunday and Monday, August
5lli am! Of li; leaving Portland
an'3 Boston al 0.00 a. at.
J. F. LTBGUMB, (Jen. Mauagor
THOMAS M. BARTLETT. Agc.il.

TO

fumnior Arrniigrnient.
On and alter Monday, Mav 14. steamers wtli
leave Railroad Wharf. Portland, on Monday,
Wednesday nud Friday at 5 30 p. m. Keturnt*»K leave St John, Eastpnrt and Lubec Mondays aud l rinav.
T hrough tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination,
Freight received up to AOO
p.in.
F or tickets and staterooms
apply at the Pine
iftree Ticket Office, r;70 Mid e street, or for
other information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf foot of State street

DAY STEAMER FOR BOSTON.

Port-

Prom Jiilr 3rd

ar27dtf

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Summer

Arrangements, July

1, 1000.

For Forest City Landing,Peaks Island,
For Brunswick, Lewiston (Lower) 5.45, 6.45, 7.45, 9.00, 10,00 11.00 a. re., 12.00,
Bath. Boothbav. Pophant Beach. Rock land. Au- ] 12.30. 1.45, 2.15, 3.00. 3.45. 4.JO. 5.30, 0.15, 7.00, 7.30,
! 8.00, 9. ;o p. m.
gusta. Waterville, Skowhegan and Belfast.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc., humford Falls,
Return, 0.20 7.20. 8.15.9.30. 10.20, 11.30 a. m„
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Rangeley and 12.20, 1.00,2.15, 2.35, 3.20. 4.C5, 5.00, 5.45. 6.30. 7.30,
Waterville.
8.20, 9.00,10.15 i>. m., or at clo^e ol entertainio.toa. in. For Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, ment.
For Cnsklug’s Island, 0,45, 7.45, 9.0?, 1 '.00,
Gardiner, Augusta and Waterville.
11.00 a. m. Express for Danville Jc.. Lewis- II. 00 a. m., 12.3,', 1.45 2.15, 3.00, 4.30,6.15,7.00,
ton, Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft, 8.00, 9.30 p. III.
Bangor, Washington County R. R., Bar Harbor,
Return, 7.05. 8.00. 9.15. 10.30, 11.20, a. m..
Aroostook County and for Houlton, Woodstock, 12.45. 2.00, 2.45, o.30, 4 -15. 0.40, 7.15, 8.30. 9.15
St. Stephen, Sr. Andrews, St. John and Hali- p. m.
fax via Vanceboro.
For Little ana Great Diamond Islands,
12.33 p. tn.
Express f r Brunswick, Lisbon Trefetken unit Kvergrccn Landings,
Falls, Augusta, Waterville. Newport, Bangor, Peaks Island, 6.15, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30a. ill., 12.00
Bucksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtown and Green- III. 2.00 3.(0 4.20. 5,30, 6.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. in.
ville.
Return-Leave Little
Diamond, 6.25,
12.50 p. in. For Danville, Jc.,Ru:nford Falls, 7.20, 8.1-5, 9.15, 10.15, 11.45 a. 111., 1.15, 3.15, 4.10,
Bemis. Lewiston. Farmington. Carrabasset, 5.35. 6.40. 8.40, 10.40 p. in.
Return—Leave Great Diamond, 6.29, 7.15,
Raugeley, Blngh tin, Walerville, Skowb. gan.
1 00 p.m. For Freeport,Brunswick,liockland,
8,10,9.10, 10.10. 11.40 a. rn 1.10, 3.10.4.05,5.30,
K. A. L. points. Augusta. Waterville. Skowhe- 6.35. 8.35. 1C.35 p. III.
Return —Leave Tretethcn’s, 0.15, 7.10,8.05,
gau, Belfast, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville,
Bangor, oldtown and Matiawamkeag, and to 9.05, 10.05, 11.35 a. m., 1.05, 3.05, 4.00, 5.25,6.30,
8.30,10.30 p. m.
Bucksport Saturdays.
5.10 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Augusta,
Return—Leave Evergreen, 6.10, 7.05, 8.00,
and Waterville and to Skowhegan Saturdays 9.00. 10.00 11.30 a.m., 1.00~ 3.(0, 3.55,5.2', 6.25,
only.
8.26,10.25 p. m.
5.i5 p.m. For Danville Jnnct on. Mechanic
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, it.15,
Falls, l.ewlston. and on Saturda s to Rutnford 8.00, 9.110, 10.30 a. 111., 12.00 in.. 2.00, 3.00, 4.20,
Falls Belgrade, Waterville and Skowhegan.
5.30, 6.1 6, 7.30, 9.30 p. ill.
11.00 p. m.
Return—Li avo Ponce’s Landing, Long
Night Express for Brunswick,
Batn, Lewiston. Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Island, 6.00, 6.55, 7.50, 8.50, 9.50,11.20 a. m.,
Moosehead Lake, Aroostook County via Old- 12.50, 2.50, 3.45, 5.10, 6.15, 6.55, 8.15, 10.15 p. m.
town. Bar Harbor, Bucksport. Vanceboro, St.
StNDAY TIME TABLE.
Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and all Aroostook County via Vanceboro, Halifax and the
For Forest City Lauding, Peaks IsProvinces. The Saturday night train does not land, 7.00, 8.00, 9 00, 10.00, 11,00 a. Ul.
12,20,
connect to Belfast, Dexter. Dover and Fox2.15, 3.15, 3.45, 4.45, 6.15, 7.30 p. III.
trot, or beyond Bangor, excepting to Washing
For Cuslitug’s Island, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00 a.
ton County U. R. and Bar Harbor.
m„ 12.20, 2.15, 3.45, 4.45. 6.15, 7.30 p. in.
12.53 a. m.. midnight.
Mt. Desert special for
For Little mid Great Diamond Islands,
Brunswick, (connecting lor Rock land >, Augus- Trcfetkcus and Evergreen Landings,
ta. Watervillo, Bangor, Greenville and Bar l eaks Island, 7.00. 8.00,
9.30, 10.30 a. in., 12.15,
11 urlmr

m.

TABLE.-July 8, 1000,

•Dally.

7 00 a. m.

Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,

Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and Bar Harbor.
6.00 p. in. For Lewiston.
8.50 p. in.
F’or White Mountain Division,
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.

11.00 p. m. Nignt Express for all points.
12.55 a. m. Mt, Desert special for Rockland
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal and Fabyans daily 0.60 a. m.;

from Bartlett and local, 8.25 a. m.; Lewiston
Mechanic Falls, 8.35 a. m; Waterville and
Augusta, 8.48 a. m.; Rangeley, Farmington,
Bemis. Bangoi, Augusta and Rockland, 12.02 p.
m.; Skowhegan, Farmington and Lewiston,
12.15 p. m.; Beecher F’alls.St. Johnsbury.Bridgton, 12.15 p. m.; Express, Mattawamkeag, Bar
Harbor. Bangor, 1.20 d. m.; Waterville and
Lewiston, 3.23 p. m.; Skowliegan, Waterville,
Augusta amt Rockland. 5.20 p. m., from Waterville daily; St.John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook
Couniy, Moosehead Lake and Bangor, 5.30 p.
m.; Rangeley. Farmington, Rumford
Falls,
Lewiston. 6.45 p. m.; White Mountain points
and Naples, 6.55 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Fabyans. 7.25; Bar Harbor, Bangor and Rockland, 1.25 a. in, daily; Halifax, st. John, Bar
Harbor, Bangor, 4.20 a. m. dally.
Mindays—Lewiston, 9.25 a. m„ 5.38 p. m.:Bar
Harbor, 12.25 n. m.; Waterville,5.29 p. m.jWhlte
Mountains. 5.35 n. m.
GKO. F. EVANS, V. F. St G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. F. & T. A.
and

THE-LAMSON STUDIO.

*6.40,

From l.land Pond, *6.40,
p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal,
a. m„ 6.45 p. in.

1900.

TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. RAILWAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:

12.v6 p.

Platinotype Views?

The Most Artistic

From Lewitton,
and 8.oo p. m.

C ustom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
In Effect June 25l!i,

A. M. P. M. P. M.
SUNDAY TWAINS.
Portlan<i mown.
8.60
i.or>
6.60
7 20 a.m. Paper train for Bangor, Bath, and
Leave Brldgtou .Junction, 10.08
2.28
7.15 for
Rockland except Perry Transfer at Bath
Arrive Brit I ({ton,
ll.oct
3.23
8.io
and lor Bar Harbor on and after July 8th.
Arrive Harrison.
11.37
3.40
8,37
7.26 p. m. Paper train tor l ewiston.
«L
A.
1e22tltt
Bknnktt, Supt.
9.30a.m. Commencing July lath for Fabyans and intermediate stations.

Unison’s

Trains Arrive Portland.

CASCO BAT STEAMBOAT CO.

Leave

HAVE YOU SEEN

TIME

In Ortiihrr lat.

...

Direct Between Brunswick and Portland.

E. A. BAKER,

AMUSEMENT GO.

*8.30

p. m
For Montreal, Quebec, Chicago, 8.15 a. in.,
and *8 30 p. m., reaching Montreal at 6.50
p. m., and 7.20 a. m.

DIVISION.

Leave Union station for Bouton and Way
Stations, 9.00 a. in.; Biddeford, Ktttery,
Portsmouth,
Newbury port,
Salem,
Lvm n, Hoatun, 2.00, 9.00 a. ni.. 12.45, 6.00 p. m.;
arrive Boston 5.57 a. ni 12.30, 4.00, 9.i»0 p. in.;
Boston lixpress stopping at Old Orchard,
Klttery aud Portsmouth only. 1.40 p. ni.,
arrive Boston 4.20 p. in.
Leave Boston for
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m 12.30, 7.1 0, 9.45 p. m.,
arrive Portland 11.45 a. ni., 12.05. 4.30,10.16 p,
in., 12.40 midnight.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Leave Union Station tor Biddeford, lottery, Poitimouth, Newbury port, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. in., 12.45 p. in., arrive
Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. 111. IiOave Boston
for Portland, 9.00h. in., 7.00, 9.45 p. m., arrive
12.10, 10.15 p.m., 12.40 midnight.
t-»l>aily.

STEAMER GORINNA.

je2dtf

For LewUlon, 7.00, 8.15, 0. m, 1.30,6.15
p. ill.
For Inland Pend, 8.15 a. m., 1.30. *8.31

.m

ociadtt

Steamer will leave Simpson’s Point, Brunswick, at 7 a. m. daily. Harps well Center at 7.25,
Birch Island at 7.40, Mere Point at 7.45, Bustin’s
Island at 8.05, Littlejohn's at 8.23, and Cousin’s
1st >nd at 8.35, arriving in Portland at 9.30 a. in.
Returning, leave Long Wharf, Portland, for the
above landings, at 3 30 p. m.

Trains Leave Portland

Yarmouth Klectrlc Ky. Co
Underwood Spring, and Yarmouth at 6.15
half hourly till 10.45 p. m.
Leave Yarmouth 5.40 a. in. half hourly till 9.49 p. in.
! a. m.. 3.30. 5.25 p. in.; North Berwick, Rol- Leave Underwood Spr.ng for Portland 30 mini linsford, Somersworth, 7.00, 8.45 a. in., utes later. Additional cars betwpon Portland
12.30,3.30,6.25 p.m.; Rochester. Enrming- and Underwood Spring every lomiuui-s from
ton, Alton Bay, Wolfboro, 8 45 a. m 12.30, 1.00 p. in. Last car from Underwood Spring at
I akeport,
3.30 p. m.;
Uaconia, Weirs, 10.10 p. m.
Plymouth, 8,45 a. 111.. 12.30 p. ni.; ManchesSUNDAYS.
ter, Concord nud Sorihern connetlous,
For Underwood Spring and Yarmouth half
7.00 a. in., 3.30 p. m.j Dover, Exeter, Haverfrom 8.16 a. m. to n.45 p. m., with addihourly
hill, bnwn-iiee, Lowell, 7.00, 8.45 a. m.. tional 15 minutes service to Underwood
Spring
12.30. 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Boston, 74.30, 7.00, 8.45 a. I from 1.00
Last car from Underwood
p. m.
m., 12.80, 1.40, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.T Leave Boston
at 9.10 p. m.
Spring
jnelStf
for Portland, 0.00, 8.00, 7.3J, 8.30 a. 11)., 1 15,
4.15, 0 00 p. in,; arrivo Portland, 10.07, 10.50.
11.50 a. ni.. 12.10, 5.00, 7.50, 9.30 p. 111.

Agent

BEGINNING JUNE 1st.

PEAKS ISLAND STEAMBOAT

Elloct June S3, 11*00.

In

m.

These steamers are

nished for passenger travel and afford
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
J. F. LlHCOMJLGeneral
THOR- M. BARTLETT. Agt

STKAME11S.

Portland & Rumford Falls Ry.

Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays ford, 6.45, 9.28, 10.05 a. m„ 1.50,3.30, 4.05. 5.00,
at 6p. nn tor New York direct. Returning, leave
6.C5, 7.0lip. m. Rochester and Way Stations,
Pier 3AK.iL, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur- 6.20 p. m.

I for Bangor,

Ar 2d, schs Mvronus, Swans Island; Annie <S
Reuben, Augusta; John 'J' Williams, Sullivan;
Rodney Parker. Somes Sound; Nellie 1 White,
Sand River, NS; Harold J McCarthy, South
Gardiner via New Rochelle; Blanche EMorgan,
Bridgeport.
Sid. barque Charles E Ward, Martlnlqne.
BOSTON Ar 1st. schs II S Boynton, Cooper,
Rockport; Clara Umkiti, Melansou. Gloucester.
Cld, tsclis Mount Hope, McLean, Norfolk;
Clara Rankin, Melansou. Gloucester.
Sid, steamer John Wise, towing barge Mar
gery, Greens Landing; tug Shawaiiese, towing
barge Bizarre, Kennebec lor Perth Amboy.
Ar 2d, sctis Colin l! Baker and Marla O Teel,
Philadelphia} Win Pickering, Raritan River;
Storm Petrel, Eddyville; Annie Sargent, Rockland; Lulu W Eppes, Ellsworth; Emily F Swiff,
Rockport; Viking, Philadelphia; Gamecock,
Wlnterport: tug Carbonero, Portland, with
barge Bear Ridge.
Sid. sells Mount Hope. Norfolk; K P Chase,
Bath; Sarah Quinn, eastern port.
BANGOR—Ar 2d, schs Mary Manning, Phlladeldh.a; Electa Bailey, South Amboy.
Sid, schs John E Randall, Baltimore; Hannah
E Oarleton, New York; John Twoliy and C 8
Glidden, Washington; Odell, Port Chester.
Below, schs Charles L Davenport and Ella L
Davenport, Philadelphia for Bangor.
BATH—Ar 2d, barge J 0 Fi zpatrlck, Philadelphia; sch Mary L Crosby. Georgia.
Sid, schs Annie T Bailev and Sarah Wood
Philsnelphla ; Mary S Bradshaw and Martha T
Thomas, Baltimore; James E Talbot, Eastport.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 2d, schs Ellen M Golder
and Helen H Benedict, New York.
Sid, sells WII OJer. New York; Mary E Lynclu
Kennebec; Alaska, Rockland.
BRUNSWICK. (In-Ar 1st, sells Edna, Donovan, Havana; Ilarry Prescott, Gray, New York;
Wm H Sumner, Yeaton. do.
j|BUCKSPORT—Sid 2d, sch Ray G (Br), Parrsboro, NS. 2
CHARLESTON—Ar 1st, barque diaries l.oring, Biatchford, New York; schs J W Balano,
Wilson, Rockport; Robert McFarland. Sweetland, New York; Annie C Grace, Smith, do;

Co.

I.oug Ifliioit Sarnitl ISy IlaJ'll;li^
3 TXIPS PER WEEK.

days at 5 p.

Cleared.
Steamer Manhattan, Bennett,
J P Llscomb.
sch Mary stamllsh. Gray, New

Notice to Mariners.

18,739 bbls: exports 2.779 bbis: sales 0.800
pckgs; market closed dull, nominally easier.
Flour—Winter pis 3 M.V&4 SO.winter straights
3 65(0,9 80; Minnesota patents 4 15i®4 50: wIntel extras 2 70!®3 (>»»: Minnesota bakers 2 90u
3 36; do low iratKvt 2 4 \a 2 70.
Rye steady ;Nn 2 Western at 58c fob afloat;
State Rye 5H<®64e C 1 <• yew York car lots.
Wheat—receipts 60.875 bush; exports —bush;
sales 2,85<',000 bush futures. 120,0 0 bus exports :si> t weals; No *2 hod 79c elev; No 2 Red
31 'd lob afloat; No 1 Northern Duluth 84e f

C'od. large Sltore..... 4 00184 60
Medium Snore fish... 3 0043 50
Follock. 2 25,a 3 60
Haddock****.,.
2f>0* 2 75
Hake. 2254 2 50
11 4 16
Herring, per box, scaled.
Mackerel. Shore is.22 00*24 00
Mackerel, Shore 2s..
13 00*$ 15
Large 3s.

Onions.Knrpttan.....
Mew Potatoes,|bbl. 2

YOHK—The

ii'A SAN

Office of the Lighthouse

Fept 2,1900.
NEW

...

Sid fm Liverpool Aug 2, steamers Corinthian,
Montreal; New England, Bobton via Queenstown; Norsemau. Boston.

(By Telegrauh-t

Kish ami Msokurel,

..

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

li rk|;w Lire Stock Altruai
B f Telegram. •

Pomes'.lo

Blrdsali, Philadelphia.
Nld. sell Edwaru F Brlry, Norfolk.

I Ar 2o. sch Mary Willey, Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st, sehs Janies D Dewell.
F&irbrotlier, Philadelphia; Jcutiie K ltighler,
SAILING DAY'S OK OCEAN STEAMUKS ! Crossley, do; Eagie Wiug. Morgan Norfolk.
ROCKLAND—Ar 2d. sehs Viator. Sydney,CB;
'nn
rnoM
Tunisian .Montreal... Liverpool.. Aug 4 A W Ellis and G M BrainerU, New Y'ork; EastTalisman.New York..Demarara... Aug 4 j ern Queen and Polly, Boston.
Sid. sch Commerce, New York.
Roman.Portland
Liverpool. Aug 4
SALEM—Sid. schs Sarah A Blalsdell, Bangor;
Maracaibo.New York. .8au Juan. ..Aug 4
Tartar Prince, New York.. Naples. &c..Aug 4
for Provi ence; Ethel F Merilam. Rock port for
I mbria.Now York..Liverpool.. Aug 4
MsssJum
K’uiu \’«i»lr
Duirue.lui.i
A
A
Boston.
SAVANNAH—Slil 1st, sell Sedgwick, HagerKaiser VV do G New York..Bremen.Aug 7
Oceanic.New York. .Liverpool... Aug 8 tliv. Philadelphia.
TACOMA—Ar 1st, ship Joseph B Thomas,
DelScliland— Now York..Hamburg...Aug H
New New.... YorkYork..S’thainpton. AUg 8 Brown, Yokohama.
VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 2d. sells Abble &
..New
York.
8
.Antwerp
Kensington..
Aug
for St John, NB;
Touralne.New York.. Havre.Aug » Eva Hooper, Port Johnson
Mora Pressey. Weehswken for Rockland: M lv
9
Mar Mlnghettl.New York.. Italy.Aug
Mt
for
South
Desert Kerry;
Amboy
liellemieu.... New York. .Montevideo Aug 11 Rawley,
Anohorin.Now York. .Glasgow... .Aug 11 Alma, Coxsackle fyr Bangor; Luis G Kabel,
for
Halifax.
Ellzabetliport
Campania .... New York.. Liverpool. ..Aug 11
Passed, sells lfenrv Clausen. Jr. Jacksonville
Vancouver.Montreal.
Liverpool... Aug 11
HenWaldersee... .New York..Hamburg ..Aug 11 for Bath, Job U Jackson, Darien for do; New
Weeltnwkeu for Machlas; Snowflake.
ry.
I.alin.New York. .Bremen
Aug 14
for
New
Calais
Kennebec,
Teutonic.New Y’ork.. Liveri*ool... Aug 15 York, bound east;
Annie E Kickerson, Advocate. NS, for
Si Paul.New York .So’ampton.. Aug in York;
lor
do; Onward, Bangor
do; Ann J Trainer,
Aragonia .New York
Antwerp ...Aug 15 bound east.
Bretagne.New York. .Havre.Aug 10
WILMINGTON. NC—Cld 1st, sch St Croix,
Aug Victoria...New York. Hamburg...Aug 10 Strnttan.
Santana.
Astoria.New York. .Glasgow.. ..Aug 18
Mesaba.New Y'ork. London..... Aug 18
Foreign Porta.
Trove .New York.. Bremen.Aug '8
Normau PrlneeNew York. Buenos Ay’s Aug 18
Ar at Axim, WCA, July ID, sch II E TnompDominion.Montreal. ..LIven>ool ...Aug 25 son, Boston.
In port at Manzaullla Julv 30, sch Alma, Lent,
from Pascagoula for New York.
MXkNtLGttH. AbM AN At.AUG. 3.
sld fm Buenos Ayres June 28. sch Carrie
Sunrises. 4 38; m h w'*~r I am. 4 OO Winslow. Montgomery, PortiamlTor Rosario.
8uu sms ..17 2.
l PM... 4 30
Aral St John, NB, sch Kioka, Boston.
Length of days.. 14 24 Moon sets.10 30
Cld, schs Three Sisters, New York; Joliette,
Thoniaston.
Clil at Hillsboro, NB. July 31, sell DJ Sawyer,
W
JN EAVc ^ gvviirk
Cld at Halifax, NS, Aug 2, sell Morancy, Chatham, NB.

Coru:

CHICAGO. Aug. 2. 1900.—Cattle—receipts
8,500: goo 1 ‘o prime steers 5 25;®6 00: poor
to medium 4 6< r.6 20; Texas fed steers 4 40 ®
5 26; Texas bulls 2 60.®3 40.
hosts—receipts 13.000; mixed and butchers
6 16n6 4fVj ;good to choice heavy 6 10®6 46;
light o 20(^5 6o.
*3heep—receipts 9.000: good to choice wethers at 4 25®4 86; fair to choice mixed 3 76@
4 20; Western sheep 4 2o(it4 do; na Ive lambs
4 60tft ®<> 15;; western do 3 25 ®6 16.

27*30
2;**35

1

ipy

ROo—The following,were

FLOUR.

6 29
6 29
5 90
Via 16

*16

l

1C1

68% j
York—Stand32 V*
ard Oil Co.
65
8c.i Henry Chase. Chatto, Bostou—J II Blake,
94%
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Dainariscoita—
128
J U Blake.
155%
Thomas H Lawrence.eastwaro.
68%* 1 BAILED—Bch
26%
FHOM OUR COHRESPONDENTS.
24%
ROCKl’OKT, Aug 2—Ar, sch Millville, Smith,
Bostou.
rid. sch John M Fisk, Nutt. Llncolnvillm

4 25*5 25
pa ents 4 00®4 75.
3 66 4 25
Clear »..*«
Corn—steamer yellow 47 Vs@48c.

italiiu*.

13

182

121%
79

"

Snrlne
Winter

1-eas—Congous.
27*50
Teas—Japan.
35*40
Teas—Formosa.
35*65
Molasses—Porto Ktco.
36*40
Molasses—Bar badoos.
32*35
Molasses—common.
20 *2 >
New ltalsins. 2 crown.2 005:2 2S
3
do
crown...2 25c82 50
4 crown. 2 50*2 75
do
Laislns. LooeeMuscate. 7V%,*9
Urv

Aug. 2

31 Vs u, 33

34 *
fata, bug tots..
35
Cotton need, car lots..00 00*26 50
Cotton Seed, bag lots.00 00*27 00
backed Bran, car tots. ....1800*1900
Backed Bran, bag lots.oooo;<$19 0Q
Middling, car tots.18 00*20 OO
Middling, bag, lots.19 00*20 50
Mixed tee a.18 504 19 50
Bauar, Coffea. 1'es.

18%
3o%

iK

today’s quotations of Flour and

*49

Fugju—Standard granulated.....
Sugar—Kxtra fine granulated—
Sugar—Extra C..
Coflee—itio. roasted.
Coflee—Java and Mocha.
Teas— 4moys.

189
205
125
154
45

64%
ao uta...
American tobacco............ 93%
oo I IU........128
Metrouotiran Street K R.155
68%
Tenn. coal * iron.
U. S. ituhber.’ 26%
Continental iooaceo. 25

Flnni
rujTJ

14V*
75%
«%
17%

Western union.79
Southern HV vie...
p.rooKivn Mama xransu.... 57%
t sacral Steel common.32%

PORTLAND. Aug. 2.
The iol\owing quotatiousrepreteat Vie wholesale price* lor Uie market.;

60Va
126%
128% j
61%
7*% I
157 V*
20%
16%
105%
Hi
171
llo

PORT READING-Ar 1st, sch Menawa,
Leathers, New York.
PORTSMOU TH. NH-Ar 1st. sch J Holmes

..

2ou

Central...128%
Northern I'acmo corn.j&i%
Mortueru racitio uni. 71%
N or in we* tern...157%
Onu St west...i 3 >%
K'Wlin*.
16%
lto:-K istaou......io6Vi

Philadelphia.

137

...

a

His

St

Aug. 2.
26Vs ;
B9y*

lie

ICBtcan ventral.
MiitU. & ft. Louts.. 55%
Mum. « »7. coins utu. S>2
Missouri r'aeiflc. 50-*
New .lerse* ventral.128%

102
107
102

....

27s,s

liiir.owi Jcnsnu.il«
i.axe r.ne St West. 27%
LaKe Sucre.206
> ouis as
> asn... 71V*
Mannauau Cievateu.
....
iu%
Mexican central ..1-Va

heist.

8;:

110
11 L%
55
105VT

112%
176*4
17%
10%
34

Hew lorji

Portland marsei—cm leal

j

126

I let. 6i nuu.juauat CO...712
l;eL l.neK. « west...175%
u. U..
neuter
17V*
ene.ue*.
n)%
Briers utb.. 31%

NEW

...

68% !

60%

Quotations ol sLocks—

Jar
Total Kales par value, $04, 4000.
U. fc>.
refunding 2*8 when issued and
the 5'*, aUvuncoi 1-4 and old 4's and
new 4’k coupon 1-8, while the 3’a declined
1*8 on the last call.

ftrlail Ororsra*

Aug. 2.
132%
182%
116% i
116% |
102

120
103
lo8
114
108
103
113
102

110
106
102

HAlLltOADS.

New York.
Ar 2d, sch J M Morales, Bangor for New
York.
Sid, soli Paul Soavey, New York for Bangor.
NEWPORT NEW'S—Ar 1st, sen Augustus
Hunt, Blair. Washington.
NORFOLK—slu 1st, sch Do Mory Gray, Walton, Hackensack.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 1st, sc Eva B Douglass,
Bennett, Mobile.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 1st, sch Marlon Draper,
Lewis. New York.
PHILADELFHIA-Ar 1st. sehs Arthur McArdle, Bangor: Marv Augusta, Franklin.
Old, schs W E & W L Tuck. Bos' n; Samuel
S Thorp. Gardiner; Nettle Champion, (to: Jas
Boyce, Jr, Portland: Rebecca Shepherd, do.
Ar 2d, si h Addle Charlesou, Bath.
Reedy Island—Passed down 1st, schs Wm L
Walker. Philadelphia for Portland; W F & W L
Tuck, do for Boston.
Delaware Breakwater—Passed out 1st. schs
Chauncey K Burk, Philadelphia for Portland;
Frances M. seaward.
Passed up 2d, sch Lavinia Campbell, Bath for

BONDS.

Portland «s. 1907.118
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
Portiaud 4s. 1918. Funding.lo8
Bangor 6s. 1906.iWater.112
Bath 41/»s. 1907 Mumctoal.101
Bath 4s. 1921. Refunding....10L
Belfast 4s. Mtudclnn! 1918.110
59
UntonJPaetfic.
1 Calais 4s 1901—1911 liefunding.... 1O0
"Union Pacific dm........
76%
Lewiston6s,* 1901. Municipal.101
Mexican
emral 4s.
79V*
Lewiston 4s. 1913, Municipal.105
American Sugar
121Va Raco 4s.
1901. Municipal.ion
American Sugar pfd......116
Maine Central R R7s.l9i2,cous.mtgl35
**
4VaS.103
New York Quotations of Stock* and Bonds
"
*
•*
4s eons. mtE... .106
u
u
n-us.iouo.exteu’sn.lOl
(By Telegraph.)
Portland a OgcPRgds, 1900, 1st mtgloo
« rathe Closing quotations of
ir»7
j Portland vv •tor C.es 4*.

was

• tills

90

Boston Slock 1.1st.

This

auu

6

7 17%

Sept.

definitely promised. There was a
slight Hurry and soma feverishn9ss In the
a
shares
as
result, but the downwa rd
on
ensued
course
offerings of some
htavy blocks which looked like realizing

uuu

20

Hina.

been

ww

12

LAUD.

clesed with a net loss of 5-8. The action
the directors
in providing for two
of
semi-annuul dividends of 2 per oent each
was quite unexpected, as only one had

amuwiiij

f0%
21 Vs

POKS

showed the nearest aptimore & Ohio
pearance to animation and covered an ex2 points, but it
treme
range of over

nir>rit<'b

87%
87%

OATS.

Aug....20%
Sepl. 21%

Dally Press Stool*. Uuotatloiis

Portland

Closing.
73%
74%

COHN.

•mount

JACKSONVILLE—Clrt 1st, sch Alice B Phillips, Crossley, New York.
MACIIIA8—Ar 2d, sehs W I) Chester. M B
Oakes and Wai Keene, Bosun; Abide G Cole,
New York.
Sid, schs Osprey, Providence; Jas Freeman,
Boston.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 1st, sch W D Mangara,
Strout. Onset, to load sand for westward.
N E WHURYPORT—Sid 1st, sell Prince Leboo,
Portland.
NEW LONDON—SU1 1st, sch K II Weaver,

WUKAT.

••oentng.
Aug.7 4%
Sept. 73%

Eastport.

HONOLULU—Sid 17th. ship Clias E Moody,
Anderson. Port Townsend.
11YANN1S—Sid 1st, sch Addle Jordan, Glen
Cove.
At Bass River 1st, schs Young Brothers, Baltimore ior Boston; C B Wood, Philadelphia for

U2U

Leading Markets.
Mew

nnauni, Boston for

RAIXROADS.

Jne3idt!

2.00. 3.15. 4.20 5.16. 6 15. 7.30 l>. m.
For Police’# Lon ding, Long inland,
7.00,8.00,0.80.10.30 a. in., 12.15, 2.00, 3.15, 4.20
5. 5, 7.30 p. in.
11.00 p. m., for Forest City Landing, Peake

Island, Saturday nights only.

I'lckd# Hold
Then I re.

over

and Bay of Naples S. S. Co.
On anil Alter June 25i.li,

SHOO,

will connect dally with 8.4." a. m. and 1.03 p. ra.
train over Maine Central Railroad
(White Mt.
Div.) touching at Naples, Bridgton, North
and
Harrison
at
Bridgton
Harrison, connecting
with stage for Waterford, and at Naples with
J. W. Cook’s coach Hue for Fries Falls, Casco.

Otisfield. etc.
Returning steamers leave Harrison every
day (except Sunday) at 7.45 a. m. and 1.30 p.
m.; North Bridgton at 8 a. m. and 12.45 p. m.s
Bridgton at 8 30 and 2 p. m., and Naples at 3.15
a. m. and 2.45 p.
m., connecting at Sebago
Lake Station with 11.46 a. in. and 6.25 p. m.
Steamboat Express Train for Portlainr and
Boston, making ihe most delightful inland trip
in New England.
Round trip excursion tickets, good for clay of
date only, ,$2.00. Ask for our tourist’s guide
at Union Station.
C. L. GOODRIHGE,

Manager.

Portland & Bootlibay Steamboat Go.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves Fast
7 a. m. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday for Portland, touching at So. Bristol,
Heron Island, Bootlibay Ilarhor and Squirrel

Bootlibay at
Island.

Returning, leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
a. m. Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday for
Squirrel Island. Borthbay Harbor, Heron island. So. Bristol and East, Bootlibay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
uug2dU

at 7

tf_il.

_may

POillanMl. Dessri & Machias S!b, Co
Friday,

COMMENCING
steamer

April 20th.

the

FRANK JONES
will, weather
permitting, leave Portland
aud
at
Tuesdays
11.00
p. nr
Fridays
for Roeklanl.
Bar
Harbor and Macliiaslandln ’s.
port and intermedia e
Keleave
turning
Machiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
Portland 11.60 p. in.
G KO. F. E V A N 8.
F. E. BOOT H B Y
Geu’i Mgr.
G. P. & T. A.
aprISJU

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
The 385 ISLAND ROUTE.
Beginning July 1. 1000. steamers will leave
Portland Pier, Portland, week days, as follows:
For Long island, 5.50, 9.00,10.40 a. m., 1.45,

5.00 p. m.

For Cliff Island, 5.50, 10.40

a.

m.;

1.45, 5.00 p.

m.

For Little Chebeague. Jeuks, Gt. Chebeague,
So. Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands,
5.50. 9.(>0. 10.40 a. 111., 1.45. 5.OOp. 111.
Littlefield’s, Gt. Chebeague, 9.00,
0 a. m.,

1.45,

5.00 p. 111.

RETURN FOB PORTLAND.
Leave Orr’s Island. 5.30, 8.00, ll.io a. m., 2.00
3.55 p. m.
Leave Long Island, 7.10, 0.30, 12.20 a, m.
Arrive Portland, 8.00, 10.00 a.
3.40, 5.15 )>. m.
m.. l.lo, 4.20, 6.00. p. m.
Dallv excursions 22 miles clown the BayFare round trip only 60c.
SUNDAYS.
So. Harpswell and Inter10.00, 10.40 a. m., 2.00 ». in.
Sunday sailing trip clown the Bav, leave
Portland 2.15 p. m.
Return from So. HarpLeave Portland for

mediate landings,
swan

vin

uouvo

taiiouiga,

arrive

oriianii ».:o

1,16, 6.3!) l>. m.
Fare to So. llarpsvvell and return Sundays
other
laddluss and sailing trip 25e.
35c,
ISAIAH DANIELS,
Geu’l Mgr.
Jn30dtf
a. m.,

till# line to the Gem

Unavoidable delays excepted, and subject to
change without notice.
C. W. T. GODING, Gcnernl Malinger.
dtf
ju30

Jne28dtf

Steamers will leave 1 ail road Wliarf, Portland,
for B iston, on Tuesday ami Saturday.
During
July the hour of leaving will be 7 a. m. During
August and September will leave at 8.35 a. m.
J. P. l.ISCOMB. Supt
P C. HER8EY, Agent.

THl-Wl^liLV SAILINGS*

From Boston Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
From Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
and Friday,
From Central Wharf, Boston, Sp. m. From
Fine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 8 p. m.
Insurance effected at. office.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and
South forwarded by connecting lines.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00,
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 88 State at, F/ska Building, Boston,
ocmdtf
Mass.

mcdoMo Steamboat
1st.

co.

steamers leave PortBeginning Aug.
Pier at 5.00 p. in. for Cousin’s,
Littleureat Chebeague, (Hamilton’s Landing) Bustln Island. South Freeport ana Porter’s Binding.
Return, leave Porter’s Landing 6.15 a. m.;
;'outh Freeport 6.30 a. m.; bustin’s 6.45 a. m. i
[Jreat Chebeague, 7.05 a. m.; Littlejohn’s 7.20 a.
m.; Cousins 7.25 a. m.
SMALL POINT ROUTE.
Leave Port and at 2.30 p. m. for Orr’s Island,
East Harpswell, Sebasco, Small Point Harbor
uul Candy’s Iiarbnr.
Return, leave Candy’s Harbor at 6.00 a. m.
ria above tannings.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier at 10 a. m., for Cousin's,
Great
Chebeague and Orr’s IsLittlejohn’s,
land. Return—Leave Orr’s Island at 3.30 p. m.,
Great Chebeague 4.15 p. m., Littlejohn's 4.80
Cousins’ 4.35, arrive Portland abou 5.30 p. ru.
•T. H. AlcUUNAU), Manager,
aug2dU
land

john’s,

="~

EJBESsT

THE
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY

El well.
Owen, Moore & Co.
Ira. K. Clark & Co.
N. M. Perkins,
Oren Hooper's Sons.
Mereier Meat Market
Commercial Milling Co.
F. O. B riley Carriage Cft.
d. K. Libbv Cc.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Wat. ted.
Johnson & Lambert.
J. C. White Coal Co.
To the War Ships.
Center & McDowell.
Table Girls Wanted.
New Wants. For Sale, To Let,
and similar advertisements will
page G under appropriate beads.

Dept.

Gowns

Lost, Found
be found on

lu

Every

Home.

hard and soft coal or wood. The combusof
tion being perfect there is no waste
fuel.
Compared with wood, coal or common
illuminating gas, or even gasoline, it is
far Jess expensive and gives much greater
heat. They are a revelation, and as such
thousands are
being introduced and

Friday’s price 75c

Regular price, 12 12, igc
Friday’s “
s

tucked

deep

good

muslin,
bands, broad tucked ruffles.

Two

j

securing territory

in

gowns,

Children’s Hats, straw crowns,
lin

Middle
on
located
Mr. Bernhisel is
street, opposite Plum, where during the
he
will
of
his
visit
few
days
remaining
excellent
out the
he pleased to point
qualities of this turner to the public.

mus-

ruchings.
Usual

prices 50c, 75c
“
25c
Friday’s

Muslin caps, at
Sale.

reduced

prices

CASTORIA

In

use

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

for

more

than

thirty years, and

The Kind You Have

Always Bought.

CASTORIA
Bears the
In

use

signature of

for

more

The Kind

than

Chas. H. Fletcher.

thirty years, and

buyer

Wash Goods

dress

Regular price
“
Friday’s

Mercerized Foulards,

Corsets, made

ground.

60c
26c

Regular price $1.50
«
1.25
Friday’s
Ten pairs of Elite Corsets,

One lot of

style 69,

One lot

Satin de-chine

shades,

new

petticoats,

graduated

accordion

woven

cheviot, 36 inches

wide.

Regular price
“
Friday’s

“

1.00

Leather Belts.
Regular price
“
Friday’s

Bears the

at 50c and 69c.

Friday’s price 25c

20c
10c

89c

and 75c.

gingham

and lawn waists,

marked first of the

hundred waists of percale, dimity,
handsome waists for $2.00, 1.75, 1.50.
One lot of about

Colored and Black Dress
Goods.

a

15

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.

for

more

All

our

Liliputian

Children’s

Suits and Wash Skirts at

One lot of

One lot of Milanese lisle Gloves,
Soothing Syrup.

Fifty Years by millions o'
children while Teethin'!,
It soothe-s iho child,
with perfect success.
softens the gums, allays Fain, cures Wind
Colie, regulates the bowels and is the best
emedy lor Diarrhoea whether arising from
For sale by Drugteething or ottier causes.
Be sure at d
gists in every Dart of the world.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 < i.-

Regular price
“
Friday’s

Das been used over
others for their

n

ft

Old Home Week services will be held
In Congi’ess Square church next Sunday morning. Kev Dr. Blanchard, the
pastor and Kev. Dr. Bolles, a former
pastor, will officiate.
The
paving crew has finished the
Coyle street sewer and no more work in
this department will be done until after
Old Home Week, when the task of opening up the Exchange street sewer from
Congress to Fore street will begin and
probably close the street to travel for
about two months.
New sidewalks are
being laid on High, and Commercial
streets and Forest avenue.
T'hei’e will be a baptism and reception,
also holy communion at the West End
Methodist
church,
Sunday morning,
10.30. In the evening at 7.30 Kev. C. C.
Whidden will conduct an evangelistic serMr. Yan Blarcumb will conduct
vice.
the praise service with chorus choir.

PERSONALS.
Mr. Edward J, Quinn and Mr. C. Harold Randall left Tuesday for New York
where they will spend several days.
Mr. Fred A. Dam, who is the steward
of the West Side branch of the Y. M, C.
A. in New York city,
is spending a few
days at his old home in Portland. Mr.
Dam is
the son of the late Edward L.
Dam, who for many years was engaged
in the hotel business in New York.
Rev Charles C. Garland and family of
Nashua, N. H., are the guests of W. R.
35 Cherry
street, city, Mr.
Garland,
Garland and his wife are both natives of
this city.
BOARD OF TRADE MEETING.
There
was a very good attendance at
the August stated meeting of the. Port
land Board of Trade yesterday afternoon.
Besides the routine business,plans for the

September

meeting

discussed at
some length and the subjects to be introduced
were

Arrangements for the Old Home wTeek
celebration next week were reported well
in hand and generally satisfactory.
Some regrets
were expressed because
the route of march of the procession is
not to extend west beyond the centre of
the city. This was explained by the fact
that there
was a limit of time to the
thousand marines being sparest on shore
from the squadron.
If the route was
further
extended it would necessitate
the sailors dropping out of lino before
the march was finished.

fancy yoke

Sale.

Friday’s

Department,

Embroidery Silks.
5c
Ic

Regular price

38c
19c

Friday’s

“

being demonstrated
Unrivalled for sunburn.

store.

are

TO PLAY BALL.

FRIGHTFUL

liafiwny Mall and Post Office Clerks to
Lilne

Up On Monday,

railway

mail clerks on the lines
running east of Boston is to line up Monday afternoon on the Portland grounds.
Forest avenue, against
a nine of post
ollice clerks and letter carriers from the
Portland post ollice.
That there will be
lots of fun goes without saying.
As nearly as can be told the make up
of the nines will be as follows: Railway
mail clerks, E. J. Farrell, catcher; Barry
Stetson and Harry
Abbott,
pitchers;
John Cahill, lb; R, C. Bannerman, 2b ;
A. H. Farnsworth, 3b; Conrad Hayes,
N. L. Thompson,
ss; E. C. Flint, If;
rf. ®The Portland post ollice nine will
probably be as follows: E. Knight, pitcher; M. Quinn and Fred Bow,
pitoliars;

Ewing, lb; Craig,
2b; Gorham,
8b;
Thomas Desmond, ss;
R Smith,
rf;
Henry, cf; Donovan, If. A delegation of
about 30 of the railway mail clerks from
different parts of New England expect to
be in the city to witness the game.
HOWE S MILITARY BAND CONCERT
THIS EVEN ING.
TTnwp’fl WacL TP.nrl

ATilif-.5\T»Tr

ho/nrl

Over

Embankment

edge,

One lot of

Dred)

lien’s

Regular price $2.00

One lot of Crochet

yokes,

aeilles patterns,

\xrill

give the flrsb of its series of three band
concerts subscribed for by the residents
of the West End this evening at 8 o’clock
rom the
band stand recently erected on
B street by the citizens of that vicinity.
The following is the progamme to be
rendered:

rescue

50c
19c

“

ftrnl

t.rwVr

hiyii

THE

NINETEENTH

1.25

Slips

to use, will launder as well

ready

Friday's

made, at

the home

Prices.

MAINE

REGI-

MENT.

A very peculiar accident occurred Tuesday night at the residence of Mr. Henry

The 19th Maine Regiment Association
will hold their 28th annual reunion at

Thurlow on Washington avenue.
Mr.
Thurlow owns a number of horses and in
a double stall adjoining these occupied
by
them he
has kept a very handsome and
valuable Holstein cow.
Yesterday morn-

Vlnalhaven, Me., August 15, 1900.

13

as

the

longed

for

as

Corn,

in

its

Sweet
of

we

every afternoon

Cape

shore.

A 50c

quart
H. H. HAY & SON,

nour-

w e

along the
Telephone

War

ing on going into the stable he was surprised to And that the floor of the stall in same rates, and they will probably grant
which the cow stood had given away and them
TO THE WARSHIPS.
fallen into the cellar
In
order to get to Rockland, the early
leaving the cow
The steamer Alice Howard will run to hanging to the
stanchion by the chain morning train from Waterville, Lewisthe worships every day. Steamer leaves and dead.
The floor in the adjoining ton and Portland connects at Brunswick
Portland Pier every hour.
stalls was intact.
at 8 a.m,,
for Rockland, arriving at

THE
!

It

will

Ships

Hf art

517 Congress St.

Table Girls Wanted
once

I

leave

at

|

£
COLUMBIA
HOTEL, 0
five table girls.
^
~aug3d3t

P

10.40 a. m.
Arrangements are jjmade on
steamer to
Vlnalhaven, on arrival of
train; fare 50 cent3 for round trip. Return either
the same night, after sernext morning, to oonnect
at Rockland with 8 a. m train west. The
Boston & Bangor Steamer leaves Bangor
at 2 p. m., and Boston at 6 p. m. The
people of Vlnalhaven are making great

t h e
Coal

Kiiglnuil

$

Race.
In the race for high grade merit
you will always find our Honeybrook coal to bo.
It wins every
time in popular favor, and in com-

^ plete

satisfaction to the consumer*
It is economical, fr< o, from dirt and

clinkers,

and costs

the inferior

grades

j. c.

rr

jirrst n4 atlve*.

\

no

more

than

are

S

|P

and healthful if

2)

whitTcoal

244 Commercial St.

£P

CO.,

Ml

jeSeodlvF.M.W

i’l om koiii^ ik onii<1 lilt* eityliookInt; shabby alien ;lu*y can h»Te

at

CfClCQ’C
i ^.o
l ! o

FOREST CUT Oft HOBS: at
gieam farp8 ckai&igtrii

CLOTHING A SP.GUH.Tt
Day-_

EXCURSION
-TO....

the brand of

Yorkers
find at

cigars

within

our

store,

home.

FABYANS

New

gates, will
their favorite

in this brand at

r

used.

our

lower than

prieos

they

con-

pay

at

T

the Crawford Notch of
White Mountains also f°

Through
the

NAPLES.
NEXT

5chlotterbeck

#
p

dyeil or clcamed
by tailor s press-

'Kid Gloves Cleansed Every

FAVORITA

shape
siderably

I

rf.

aboain

13 Preble St.. Opp. Preble Hoii*f

(r

0

to

tvs. C. R. R.

is
j

hereby

speellnlly I'rquegted

LADIES’

J

of coal.

NOTICE.
their eloiliiii';
and presied

inspiring, invigorating

4

T. C. McUouldric, M&r.

ALL PEKSOVs nrc

men

t

early

preparations for the reunion, so let there
be a largo crowd together once more.

SMOKE
DREAMS
PARK & TILFORD'S

f

=

AND THE PIANOLA

the sole X'ew

Tel. 119, Portland, Me.

|y31dtf p

aug2diwistor lastp

i

or

GRADE-

M. STEINERT & SONS CO.

the fleet is in the harbor.

Table waitresses at
tlie Sherwood. Apply
to MISS
SARGENT,
02 Park St.
ag*uw

vices,

store,
...

The Pianola ran bo adjusted to anv piano, and with its aid a person without
musical training can play the most difficult music iu an artistic manner,
Wo shall give FILER EXHIBITIONS of theso wonderful instruments, to
which all arc cordially invited.

Long Wharf,
foot of
Exchange St.f
half hour during
every
visiting time, daily, while

WANTED.

at

T*ia

MUSIC AND SMALL INSTRUMENTS AT SPECIAL PUKES.

CORINNA

794-796

Wanted

AEOLIAN
Of which

Middle St.

HIGH

The fast sterner

1 1,

Coiigrrss §lreet.

OP

our

PIANOS

■—

For the

deliver

your orders at any time.

El

II 3 VE 3

-AX' I> UTlIKlt

in
your
picnic basket
should not be forgotten.
A wholesome and perfect
beverage. Compact and
easily carried.
bottle makes enough for 12.

sheath

u

The Maine Central Railroad has granted one
fare for the round trip, and the
Somerset, Wiscasset & Que jec railroads,
also the
Boston
& Bangor Steamship
Co., have been requested to give the

A BOTTLE OF
HAY’S
FRUIT PUNCH

Our Poland Creamery
Butter makes the corn
more toothsome.

Remember,

pleasant hour at

Hardman, Gablar, Mason & Hamlii, Gramer, Emsrson, Standard.

*

eagerly

delicious and

a

STEINWAY,

ishing.

tn

STALL FLOOR GAVE WAY.

none

sweet,

by Mr. Lee undoubtedly

nrT’ixrprl

“

Vastman Bros & Bancrii

-TII3

green and silky plume.
It is ripe enough to eat
now; the ears are covered
with full creamy kernels,

the boy falling over

There Dr. Leighton
the police station.
was called and found that a gash some
four inches long
had been cut in the
scalp just above the left ear. The face
bruised in several places
was also bady
left wrist and
and the
ankle were
Dr. Leighton was obliged to
Stimson sprained.
March—“Athewean,”
Selection—“Broadway to Tokio,” Sloan take ten stitches to close up the wound
Waltz Caprice—“Intermezzo Rusie,5
on the
While this
was
scalp.
being
French done
the little
fellow
displayed the
t,
Characteristic—‘'Yarney’s Ideal,”
greatest pluck, never llinching under the
Stimson
ordeal and calling out from the officers
Overture—“War Songs of the Boys in
Laurindeaa and others at the station the most hearty
Blue,”
Popular Waltz—“Only a Dream, Mackey words of commendation for his nerve.
Song and Dance—“Rustic Chimes,”
After dressing the wounds a carriage
Stimson
L sey was summoned and the lad removed to
Overture—“Hesperia,”
The band is making excellent progress his home at 7 Quincy street. He rested
under the direction of its conductor, Mr, easily last night, but his injuries will
F. W. Stimson and the
concert
will c ause him to remain at home for several
doubtless be heard by a large number of days.

people.

vest,

the life of the lad.
Mr.Lee took the boy to a shed ani bandaged him up as best he could until the
wnrmn

Spreads, Marsize.

Friday’s

as

Regular price 50c
“
39c
Friday’s

Can pass

Of all the green things
that grow for August har-

saved

nat.rnl

large

Sheets and Pillow

One small lot of soft front shirts.

Corn

the rocks.
A shout went up and aroused Yardmaster ThOinas S.S.Lee of the Grand Trunk.
Mr. Lee, who was at the foot of the promenade, and attending to his duties about
railroad tracks, hurried to the foot
the
of the hill and throwing out his arms
the boy, thus very materially
caught
of the fall. The
breaking the force

timely

1.38

%

Department.
Friday’s

Green

escape with no more serious injuries
He had started to
received.
than he
climb the embankment and had reached
summit
feet of the
a few
within
when he suddenly slipped and fell. Down
at a fearful rate ana the
he tumbled
large crowd of spectators held their

they

“

Friday’s

reduced from $5.50

Regular price

Complexdaily at our

Delicious

to

saw

(cd-

OLD HOME WEEK VISITORS

While playing on the Eastern Promeand waiting for the ileet to come in
yesterday afternoon, little Elton J.Irish,
of Mr. and Mrs.
10 year-old-son
the
Jerome Irish, fell off the steep embankThe
accident took place on the
ment.
part of the promenade near Port Allen
park and young Irish is very fortunate

as

11-4 blankets

good

heavy.

extra

for!

Sale.

at

nade

breath

15c

6 He

FALL.

Eastern Promenade.

A ball nine
picked from the several
aggregations of line ball players out of
the 200

Boy Tumbles

“

collars,

with

Friday’s price 98c

The merits of Mme. L. D. Blackwell’s
ion Cream,

j

and dark blue.

Friday’s

Fastman Bros. & Bancroft. Fastman Bros. & Bancroft, Fastman Bros. & Bancroft. I Fastnian Bros. & Bancroft

bottl"

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

and

yokes

8, white lawn and insertion
marked from 81.50 and 2.00.

reduced prices

(51.4

Fri lay’s price $1,89

A small lot of Eton Jackets at prices 1-3 and 1-2 of actual value.

waists.

Small Wares

than

Mrs. Winslow’s

handsome

Friday’s price 25c

Friday’s

riuay s

Regular price

Madras, white lawn, and
inserting, siightly wrinkled
Regular prices $1.00 to 2.88
Friday’s price 98c
“
09 c
Friday’s

less for

r

Department.

made from linen batiste

One

or

Regular price 12 l-2e

colors.

Neckwear

One lot of Misses Colored Shirt waists.

A small lot of Ladies’ Suits at 1-2 price

shirt waists.

um

season,

Fridaj’s price 75 c

1048 yarns of Percale, 36 inches
wide, good styles for wrappers and

desirable

Belts

Koch

Friday’s price 49c
One lot of Percale,
81.50, 1.25 and 1.00.

^

outing flannels, medium
colors, extra good value at

369 yards of best quality Percale,
Regular price $1.25
“
75c choice styles.
Friday's
Regular price 12 He
“
One lot of Koch Belts, fancy colors.
Friday’s
10c
Regular price $2.00
“
98c
Friday’s
200 yards of heavy Galetea In medi-

good variety, usually

$1.00,

15c
5c

Regular prieo
“
Friday’s
One lot of

Waists,

unbleached

Friday’s price c
SOc
17c

One lot of Braces

thirty years, and
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
use

^

“

10c.

Leather Belts

CASTORIA

In

8c

Friday’s

Cotton,

and dark

Department.

Leather

fancy

Hundreds of yards of dress
Regular price $8.50 goods at prices that equal those of
“
G.50 our January
Friday’s
site. Those are
remnants, but are long enough
One lot of fine linen petticoats, um- for skirt or waist patterns. A
brella style, two and three ruffles.
grand opportunity to secure a
Regular price $1.50 good skirt to wear with shirt

Friday’s

Regular price

One lot of

Floor,

forty-four Ladies’ Shirt

good bleached cotton

Friday’s price5c

price-

one hundred and

flounce and dust ruffle.

You Have Always Bought.

and

style

over

your share.

About six dozen Colored Shirt Waists, have been marked

Crepe Novelties.

One lot of

secure

We presume you are still looking for cool apparel,
our Shirt Waist Dept, has attractions to
offer in

so

dark

20c
Regular price
“
12 l-2c
Friday’s

white and black.

Regular price $2.75
“
1.75
Friday’s

or

25c
12c

and

2nd

if

light

early

SHIRT WAIST DEPARTMENT.

35c priced
Regular price
“
Friday’s
20c, 25c

waist.

Come

pat-

dainty colors,
Regular price
“
Friday’s

from fine F'rench coutille satin stripes,
latest style, low bust, straight front,

long

in

Department.

One lot of Sonnette

of

of good fine

One bale

Look

week.

each

bargains distributed

afford to lose their share of the

Department.

Organdies in exclusive
terns. good styles.

Organdie

Corset

can

the list and select what you need.

for

Many of our citizens have got horses
not
and harness but have
got proper
carriages to carry their friends around to
if. O. Bailey
show the city next week.
Carriage Co. come forward to meet that
demand by offering some rare bargains in
second hand carriages, especially tine cutunder double carriages. They can furnish
most anything at very low prices.

No careful

Friday’s

state.
the merits of the Champion
Oil Burner before concluding a purchase
or making a change in what you already

possess—Grand Rapids Telegram.

ban ds and

inserting

cases

washes well.

inserting

hemstitched ruffles, extra value.
Friday’s price $1.00

,

Friday’s price ec

Gowns, several odd lots, usual prices
$1.00 and 1.25.
Friday’s price 75c

Empire

batting.

One lot of Madras and
Cheviot
suitable for shirts and boy's blouses

with

■■Investgate

Bears the

good clean

Good value at 10c.

Friday’s price 89c
There has been much published pro and
con the past few
days regarding the
Champion Oil Burner as a fuel saver,
and much entnusiasm among housewives
This particular
has become manifest.
burner has through reputable exchanges
and those who have tried It gained a
reputation that must of necessity be_enviable.
As a fuel producer it has attained the
heighth of pex faction and the work It accomplishes is certainly surprising.
The oil is carried through a small rolled
pipe to the burners, which are first heated
and then as fast as the oil flow it is converted into gas, which mixes with 90 per
cent of air and 10 per cent carbon oil gas,
passing through the burner and producing a long superheated flames of intense
heat, free from smoke, odor, dust, and ob-

Department,

bands,
hemstitched

Muslin,

of

square neck
ruffle.

Money Saver Needed

agents are eagerly
this section of the

of

20 bales

Gowns of good muslin, high neck,
yoke of hemstitched tucking hemstitched ruffles,

Gowns of

Genuine

Basement

Friday’s price 50c

CHEAPEST-FUEL.

THE

Muslin Underwear

--------

--■■

*

&

Foss Co.

Pr«scrip:ion DruRgists

OB

^

SUNDAY.

Leave Portland 0.30 a. m,
Arrive Naples. 11. Cm. m.
Arnve Fabiaai. I2.M». IB.
Leave FabvsiMS, 2.30 p. m.
Leave Naples, 2.15 p. in.
Arrive 1’onland. 5.36 p. m.
S t R V

50
The

Trip <®
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